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Introduction 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The present dissertation is based on certain investigations into the theory of ''Best 
AppToxvnatiori'. Before giving the resume of the work of earher researches in the hght 
of which the present work has been done, it is desirable to state various definitions and 
notations which the author wih require in the sequel. 
The theory of approximation is a branch of mathematical analysis dealing with 
questions that arise in the approximation re])resentation of arbitrary fimction by tin; 
simplest analytic expedients possible. 
Often the study of ap])roximation of giving mathematical objects leads to deeper 
understanding of the properties of that object as suggested by the learned mathemati-
cian of approximation theory Prof. Berstrand Russell. For example, this holds for 
integral equations of the first kind resolution of difficulties arisen in the approximation 
leads to sharper insight into the properties of the exact object. 
In the sequel, presenting definitions and notations that are involved in the present 
dissertation, the authoress proposes to give up brief resume of the hitherto obtained 
result, against the backgi'ound of which the problem studied in the present dissertation 
suggested themselves. 
1.2 Approximation. A basic property of polynomial 
P{x) = ^a^x' 
is that its value for a given x can be calculated in a number of steps. 
A central problem of mathematical analysis is the approximation to more general 
function by polynomials and the estimation of how small the discrepancy can be made? 
The main problem in the theory of approximation can be stated as follows: 
Let us suppose that two functions f{x) and P{x; aia2 •••an) of the point x e 
B are defined with in a certain point set JB in a space of any number of dimen-
sions. It is required to so determine the parameters that the deviation of the func-
tion P{x] ai, (12, • • •, On) from the function f{x) in B shall be minimum. We mean by 
deviation, the distance between the polnomial P and function / . 
The problem of linear approximation can be desired in the following way: 
Let <I> be the set of functions deliued on a fixed si)ace A. If a function / on A is 
given, can we find a linear combination 
P = ai(^i + a202 + --- + an'/'n, (t>ie^ (1.2.1) 
wliich is closed to the function / ? 
Two preliminary problem arise: we must select $ and also decide how the deviation P 
from / should be measured? 
We begin with the second question 
The following definition applies to the Banach space X with element x and a 
distinguish subset X. 
Definition 1.1 (Approximation). Let X be a Banach space of contirmous functions 
on [a,b] with the norm j| • || defined by 
11/11 = sup 1 fix) 1 . 
xe[a,b] 
Let $ be a subset of X. An element of X is called approximable by linear 
combination. 
P = ai^i + a2<?!)2 H \-an(l>n, 4 > i ^ ^ , fli r e a l 
if for each e > 0 there is a polynomial P such that 
\\f-P\\<e. 
If $ = {(j)^} then 
E*nif) = Etif) = inf \\f-(a,4>, + a2h + --- + aM\\ (1.2.2) 
is called as the n'''' degree of approximation of f{x) by the sequence {0„}. If the 
infimum (1.2.2) is attained for some P, then this P is called a polynomial (a Unear 
combination) of best approximation. 
We still have to explain what mean by the approximate representation of a function 
by a polynomial. This may be done in number of ways. 
For the space C[a, b] of continuous real functions on [a, b] a natural sequence {^,J 
is given by the powers 1, x, x^, • • •, x". 
In this case the hnear approximation of first (n + 1) functions are algebraic poly-
nomial of degree n: 
P„(x) = ao + aix + a2X^ H h a„x" 
In this definition we do not require that CQ 7^  0. We shall denote a polynomial 
P„{x) as an appropriate function belongs to C[a,b]. If for all values of x G [a,b] the 
inequality | P„(x) |< e hold true, where the constant e > 0 is the characteristic of 
degree of approximation attained. 
Similarly in this connection, we denote a trigonometric polynomial 
Tn{x) = .4 + (fii cos x + bi sin x) + (02 cos 2x + 62 sin 2x) -\ h (a„ cos nx + bn sin nx) 
with real coefficients A, ak, bk as an approximation for a function f{x) G C2n I'eal 
functions that is defined over the continuous entire real x the same time and the 
period 2TT. It for ah values of x the inequahty | Tn{x) — f{x) \< e holds true. 
In analogy with two cases the linear combination (1.2.1) will also sometimes be 
called polynomial. 
Question The following fundamental is intrinsic in the theory of continuous approxi-
mation from, the outset. 
"Can every arbitrary, continuous function in general be approximately represented 
by a polynomial with arbitrary postulates accuracy." 
Weierstrass founded possible to give an affirmative answer to this in 1885. We 
formulate his result as: 
Weierstrass 1st Theorem. Each continuous real function f on [a, b] is approximable 
by algebraic polynomial: For each e > 0, there exists a polynomial Pn{x) = fl <^k^'' 
which satisfies 
| / ( x ) - P n ( x ) |<e , a<x<b 
where a^ art; real coefficents and an integer N = N{e) such that n e N and for all 
xe[a,h]. 
Weierstrass Ilnd Theorem. Let f{x) E €2^. For each e > 0, there exists a trigono-
metric polynomial T{x) such that for all real x, 
| r ( x ) - / ( x ) | < e . 
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1.3. The basis of the theory of approximation of function of real variable is the above 
theorems by Weierstrass which is of great importance in the developments of whole 
mathematical analysis. 
The above theorem gives the remarkable constructive and characteristic property of 
continuous function applies also to all functions of many variables which are continuous 
in the closed bounded region (? of a given multi dimensional space. If f{xi 
is such a function, there exist a sequence of arbitrary polynomial 
Hi 112 Ihn 
fcl=0fc2=0 km=0 
{x\\xl\---,x^-) (1.3.1) 
which converges uniformly to it in G. There exists the number of proof of the funda-
mental theorem. Many of them including the Weierstrass himself reduce to the direct 
construction for each function f{x) of the corresponding sequence Pni'^)- The simple 
proof is that, of Lcbcsgue [G5]. It is based on the important eiiect that there exists a 
sequence of polynomial which converges uniformly to | x | for x G [—1,1]. Weierstrass 
proof of the theorem restict on the limit as n —)• 00 of the singular integral. 
" r e-"'(^-^)V(i) dt (1.3.2) 
If the exponential kernel is small except in a small interval around t — x and bO the 
interval merely equal to / (x) . 
1.4. Another interesting proof of Weierstrass theorem due to Bernstein [6]. It has the 
advantages of imbodying a definite construction for the approximating polynomial. 
Let /„,„,(x) = ( , ; )x"( l -x)"-™ ( 0 < m < n ) 
then n-th Bernstein polynomial of / (x) in (0,1) is definied by 
5„(x) = B^if-x) = f:f(-)lnA^) 
where B„(x) has degi'ee n (at the most). 
Bernstein proved the theorem in the following way. 
Let f{x) e C[0,1] then as n -> 00, Dn{x) -^ / (x) uniformly. The proof of 
Weierstrass usually requires use of the following facts. 
(a) The set of all polynomials P„(x) forms an algebraic ring (we mean by a algebraic 
ring of function P{x) that for only two functions of it these sum and product also 
belong to it). 
(b) For any two distinct points xi and X2 G [a, b] there exist the set of all polynomials 
P„(x) is a polynomial which assumes distinct value at these point. 
(c) For any closed set of the segment [a,b] the Borel [8], Lebesgue [65] converging 
theorems hold. Hence if in place of the segment [a, b] there is considered an 
arbitrary compact topological space G of point x, and in place of set of polynomial 
P„(x) an arbitrary family of real continuous function specified it, which contains 
all constants and is an algebraic ring, in which for any two points Xi ^ X2 of 
G there exists a function which assumes distinct values at these points. It can 
be asserted that every function f{x) continuous on G is the limit of sequence of 
function which converges uniformly to it. The above statement is generalization 
of Weierstrass theorem, and is known as Stone [118]. 
In particular if the arbitrary family in the set of trionometric polynomial 
T„(x) = oo + (di cos X + bi sin x) + (02 cos 2x + 62 sin 2x) H h (flfc cos kx + bk sin kx) 
(1.4.1) 
ak,bk are real numbers and length of segment [a J)] does not exeed 27r. All the condi-
tions of the above remarks are satisfied and we can say tiiat every continuous periodic 
function of period 2% is the limit of sum of the sequence of the polynounal (1.4.1) which 
converges uniformly to it. Concerning L^ space the theorem of Weierstrass has been 
generalized as follows: 
Theorem. If f(x) G Z/[0,1], p > 1 then corresponding to every number e > 0 there 
exists a polynomial P{x) such that 
\\f-p\\p = {f'\f{x)-p{x)\^y/p < 
J (J 
Weierstrass theorem remains vahd if instead of whole set of polynomial of Pn{x), there 
is considered any part of this set which form a ring containing all constants and at 
least one polynomial which varies monotonically on [a,b]. 
Thus, not only if the set of all polynomial 
P{x) = Co + CiX + C2X^  + • • • + C„X", 
every where dense in the space of all continuous function on a hnite segment (and also 
in the space i / ) , but also certain part of it. This remark apply to the segment [a,b] 
(a < 6 > 0) and its mode precise by the following general assertain. 
Theorem. / / infmite sequence of non-negative number UQ = 0 < ni < n2 < • • • < Uk 
oo 1 
is that the series k = Yl — diverges, then the set of all polynomial of the form 
1 rik 
k=0 
where Ck^ are numerical constants which are every dense in the space of all conti:'iuous 
function on \a,b]. 
1.5 Modulus of Continuity 
Let (a, 6) denoted an interval (which may be either (a, 6) or [a, 6]) and f{x) defined 
on {a,b). Given a positive number 6, we define the modulus of continuity u{S) by 
a;(^) = sup {\f{x)-f{y)\ /x,y e {a,b)} 
\x—y\<& 
A modulus of continuity has the following properties: 
(i) u{5) -> 0 as (^  -^ 0. 
(ii) u>{5) is positive and increasing, 
(ni) u{5) is subadditive, i.e. 
u{Sx+52) < uj{6i) ^ u{52)\ 
(iv) u{5) is continuous, 
(v) uj{n8) < nu{S), if n is natural number. 
(vi) u{X6) < (A + 1)LJ{6) if A is any positive number. 
Lipschitz Condition. Let f{x) be a function specified on the interval (a, b) and let 
0 < Q < 1. We say that f{x) satisfies the Lipschitz condition with n'*' exponent a. If 
there is a constant M such that 
\f(y)-f{x)\ < M\y-xr, 
for all x,y £ (a,/;). We shall write this fact briefly as f{x) G Lip^a. We shall write 
Lipjy;^ a merely as Lipa when the constant M is immatrial in our discussion. 
We say that J{x) G Lip^'lt) as 
I / (x + t) - f{x) I < M{ii}{t)), for all x e (a, 6) 
where •0(i) is a positive increasing function. 
Lip ( Q : , P ) class. We say that f{x) G Lip(Q;,p) class if 
{['''\}{x+t)-f{x)\^ dxY'^ = om)). p>i 
where •0(i) is a positive, increasing function. 
Lip {tp{t),p) class. We say that f{x) G Lip(V'(i),p) class if 
\f{x + t)-f{x)\p = 0{r'/p), t^o 
where ip{t) is a positive, increasing function. 
W(LP, '0( t ) ) class. We say that f{x) G W{LP,i;{t)) class if 
{^''^ I fix + t)- fix) r sin '^^  dxy/^ = Oit^-l'), 
for jj > 1 and /? > 0, where Vl^) is a positive increasing function. 
Chapter-2 
Simultaneous Real 
Approximation 
2.1. This approximation problem is generalization of the classical problem of Cheby-
shev approximation of a continuous function on an interval. Let /"*" and /~ b(; two 
continuous functions on a finite interval \a,b] with f'^{x) < f~{x). Let F{A, ,r) be 
a continuous approximating function with parameter A which is unisolvent of degiee 
n on fa, 6]. This means for distinct points Xi,---,x„ of \a,b] and any real number 
W],W2,- • •, Wn, the system of equations 
F{A,Xk) = Wk, A ;= l , - - - ,n (2.1.1) 
is satisfied by one and only approximant F{Ao,x). This implies that the difference of 
two distinct approximants can have at most (n — 1) zeros. For s an}' superscript define 
E'{A,x) = r{x)-F{A,x) 
and for g any function define 
ll^ ll = sup{|^(x) i: a<x <b} 
The Chebyshev problem of simultaneous approximation of /~ and /"^ is to choose a 
parameter A* to minimize 
e{A) = max{\\E^{A,x)l \\E-{A,x)\\}. (2.1.2) 
Such a parameter A* and the corresponding approximant F{A*, x) are called best (to 
/~ and / + on fa, b]). Dunham f35] developed a theory for this problem which is quite 
closed to the classical theory of Chebyshev approximation of one continuous function 
on an interval, where / ~ = /"•". 
For completeness it was considered the more general case where /"'' is upper semi-
continuous, that is {x : f'^{x) > r} is closed for all real r and f~ is lower semicontinu-
ous, that is, {x : f~{x) < r} is closed for all real r. This ensures that f'^{x) — F(A, x) 
attains its supremmn on compact sets and f~{x) — F{A,x) attains its infimum on 
compact sets. Hence for any parameter A there is atleast one point of [a, b] at which 
f~^{x) - F{A,x) attains e(^) or f~(x) - F{A,x) attains -e{A). 
For the problem of characterizing best approximation, let us suppose that for some 
point XQ of fa, b] and some parameter A. 
rixo)-F{A,Xo) = FiA,Xo)-r{xo) - e(^ ) (2.L3) 
Clearly, F{A,x) is a best approximation to f' and /"*", as no approximant can make 
both errors smaller at the point Xo. Further more, any best parameter must satisfy 
(2.1.3). The point XQ is said to be straddle point in the case of approximation of / " 
and /+ if there exists a parameter A for which (2.1.3) is satisfied. In the classical case 
of approximation of single continuous function a straddle point occurs if and only if the 
function being approximated is an approximant, and in this case all points are straddle 
points. 
The symbol p{i) will stands for + if i is even and - if i is odd. The symbol a will denote 
a sign which may be + or -. 
An approximation F{Ao, x) will be said to have n alternations on an interval [a, b] 
if there exists an ordered n + 1 point set {a;o, • • •, Xn}, a < XQ < • • • < Xn < h, and an 
integer i = 0 or 1 such that 
EP^^+'^Ao^x,) = {-iy+^e{Ao), k = 0,---,n (2.1.4) 
Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose for i = 0 or 1, E''^^'^''\AQ,Xk) alternates in sign on an ordered 
n + I point set {XQ, • • •, x„}, then if A ^ AQ, 
ms^{\E'^'+'\Axk)\: fe = 0 , - - - ,n} > min{| £;''(^ +'=)(Ao,Xfc)| : A; = 0, • • •, n} 
Proof of the Lemma 2.1.1. If the inequality did not hold then, 
I /P(«-ffc) _ ^(^^^^) 1^ 1 fKi-^k) _ F(^Ao,x,) I, fc = 0, • • •, n. 
Hence F{Ao,Xk) — F(A,Xk) alternates in sign on the ordered point set {XQ,- •• ,Xn} 
and the continuous function F{Ao, x) — F{A, x) must have n zeros on the interval [a, b]. 
This contradicts the unisolvence condition and hence the lenuna is proved. 
Theorem 2.1.1. F{A*,x) is a best approximation to f~ and f'^ on [a,b] if and only 
if F{A*,x) has a straddle point or n alternations on [a,b]. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.1.1. Sufficiency: It follows from the lemma 2.1.1 and the 
remark on straddle points. 
Necessity : Let F {A*,x) be an approximation with no straddle points. With a 
standing for the signs + or -, Dunham [35] defines a point x of [a, b] to be a cr point if 
E"{A*,x) = ae{A*), thus defining + points and - points. Define M" to be the set of a 
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points, then because aE''{A*,x) = a{f''[x) — F{A*,x)) is upper semicontinuous, the 
set M'^ is closed. Let us define 
u = inf{j Xi- X2\ : Xi ^ M^, X2 € M'^}. 
Now I Xi — X2 I is a continuous function on the compact space M~ x M^ and so attains 
its infimum for Xi G M~, X2 E M"*". If that infimum is zero, then there is a point 
X which is both a + point and a — point. Such a point is a straddle point and by 
hypothesis F{A*, x) has no straddle points. Hence /i must be positive. Define 
V^ = {x : I X - xi |< ry, a < X < 6, Xi € M"}. 
Let C{T) denote the closure of a set T and define H+ = C{V^^^) ~ Kjg. Since 
/+ is the infimum of a nonvoid family of continuous functions on [a, 6] and f~^{x) < 
F{A*,x) + e{A*), for any y G H^ there exists a continuous function hy such that 
hy{y) < F{A*,y) + e{A*), hy > /"•". Since hy and F{A*,x) are continuous, hy{x) < 
F{A*, x) + e{A*) on a neighbourhood Uy of y. Cover //"•" by a finite set S of such 
neighbourhood Uy of y. Cover H'^ by a finite set S of neighbourhoods Uy and let hy 
be the corresponding functions. On C(V^,^) define 
fix) = mi[{hy{x) : UyeS}U{F{A\x) + e{A*)}], 
then / is continuous on C'CKjg), being the infimum of a finite number of continuous 
functions, and 
fix) > r (x), X e civ;^,), 
fix) = f+ix), X e M+, (2.L5) 
EiA\x)<eiA*), xiV^i,. 
Similarly on Ciy",^ it is possible to define the function / so that 
fix) < f-ix), X G c(v;73), 
fix) = fix), x e M - , (2.L6) 
EiA*,x)>~eiA*), x^V^i,. 
Define W = [a, 6] ^ {V;,^ U 1^+3]. Let 
Pi = ?>x\^{E^iA\x),-E'iA\x) • XEW}, 
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then pi is attained on compact W and thus pi < e{A*). Let 
P2 = sup{\f{x) - F{A*,x)\ : X e Frontier(iy)}, 
P2 < e(A*), and define p = inax{pi,p2}- There exists an extension of / to H^  such that 
/ is continuous on [a, b], and 
\E{A*,x)\ < p, xeW, (2.1.7) 
by (2.1.5),(2.1.6),(2.1.7), ||£;(A*,a;)|| = e{A*). Further F{A\x) has n alternations 
in the approximation of /~ and /"*" if and only if F{A*, x) has n alternations in the 
approximation of / . Now suppose that F{A*,x) does not have n alternations. Define 
ly^ = snp{-E-{A\x) : xeC{V+^)}, 
v~ = sup{£;+(A*,x) : x G C ( i g 3 ) } , 
then u" < e{A*) since C{V^,^) contains no-cr points. Let 5 = (l/2)[e(A*)—max{p, v~',v'^}] 
there exists a parameter AQ such that 
| |£;(^,x) | |< | |£;(A*,x)i | = e{A*) 
and 
\\FiA\x)-F{Ao,x)\\<6. 
The three following inequahties are direct consequences of earher inequalities. 
\E%Ao,x)\ < \nx)-F{A\x)\ + \F{A\x)-F{A,x)\ 
< p + S < e(A*) -5, xeW. 
-e{A*) + 5 < -U+-6 < f-{x)- F{Ao,x) < E''{Ao,x) 
< f{x)-F{Ao,x)<e{A*), x e V;^. 
-e{A*) < f{x)-F{A^,x) < E-iAi.x) < /+(x) - F(Ao,x) 
< ly' + 6 < e{A*) -5, xe V'/^. 
Combining the three inequalities above, 
\E''{Ao,x)\<e{A*), xeWUV-/,UV^/, = [a,b], 
hence e(/3Lo) < (i{A*). Necessity of n alternations for best approximations not having a 
Straddle point has been shown and theorem is proven. 
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Corollary 2.1.1. Let two continuous functions f~ and /"*" have a best simultaneous 
approximation F{A*,x) with no straddle point. There exists a continuous function f 
whose error E (yl*, x) with respect to the same approximant coincides luith the errors 
E~{A*,x) and E'^(A*,x) in the neighbourhood of their absolute maxima and has no 
other absolute maxima. F(A*,x) is a best approximation to f. 
Uniqueness of best approximations. For the uniqueness problem, Double zeros 
should be considered, which are interior zeros at which a sign does not occur. 
Lemma 2.1.2. Let F be an approximating function unisolvent of degree n, then the 
difference of two distinct approximations has less than n zeros, counting double zeros 
twice. 
Lemma 2.1.3. / / F{A*,x) has n alternations and AQ,A* are best, then 
F{A*,x) — F{Ao,x) has n zeros, counting double zeros twice. 
Proof of the Lemma 2.1.3. At a + point of F(A*,x), F(Ao,x) - F(A*,x) > 0 
and a - point, of F{AQ,X) - F{A*,x) < 0. Let {a;o,---,x„} be a set of ordered 
points on which alternation with respect to F{A*,x) takes place. On each interval 
[xfc, Xfc+i], F{Ao, x) — F{A*, x) must have a zero. It is possible for two adjacent intervals 
to contain only one zero but it is readily seen by drawing a diagram that such a zero 
must be double zero. 
From Theorem 2.1.1, Lemma 2.1.2, Lenmia 2.1.3 follows 
Theorem 2.1.2. If F{A*,x) has n alternations it is a unique best approximation to 
f~ and /"•" on [a,b]. 
In case only a straddle point occurs best approximations may not be unique. 
Let us now consider approximation problems which can be reduced to the approx-
imation problem studied in this note. First, suppose / is a bounded function on [a, 6], 
then it is clear that the problem of minimizing ||/(x) — F{A,x)\\ can be replaced by 
the problem of approximation of two functions f', f^, 
f-(x) = limirif/(tx), /+(x) = limsup/(M), 
which differ from / only at points of discontinuity. In case / is continuous the best 
approximation has n alternations and is unique (this is the classical case), whereas if 
/ is not continuous best approximations may have only one straddle point and not 
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be unique. For example, let f{x) = - 1 for x < 0, f{x) = 1 for a: > 0, then if / is 
approximated by first degree polynomials on [-1,1], all polynomials ax for 0 < a < 2 
are best approximations and the point 0 is a straddle point. 
Secondly, suppose g(x, y) is a continuous function on a compact subsets S of 2-
space and we wish to find a parameter A to minimize 
s u p { | p ( x , y ) - F ( A x ) | : {x,y) e S}. 
In case {x : (x, y) 6 5} is an interval it can be defined 
g^{x) = sup{p(x,y) : (x,y) e 5} , g~{x) = M{g{x,y) : {x,y) e S}, 
f~{x) = Uminfp'(tt), f^{^) = ]iva. sup g~^ (u). 
A problem in multivariable Chebyshev approximation, for which very few results are 
known, has been reduced to a problem of approximation on an interval, for which many 
results are known. 
Thirdly, the problem of simultaneous Chebyshev approximation of a finite number 
of continuous functions / i , • • •, /m is the problem of choosing a parameter A to minimize 
max{||/fc(x)-F(yl,x)| | : k = l,---,m} 
it suffices to define 
/+(x) = max{/fc(x) : k=l,---,m}, 
f'{x) = min{/fc(x) : A ; = l , - - - , m } , 
and the problem of simultaneous approximation of f~ and /"•" is an equivalent approx-
imation problem. 
2.2. Let F(x) and /(x) be real valued functions, defined on a < x < 6, where a < b 
are real numbers. Let S denote a nonempty family of real valued functions defined 
on [a,b]. The problem with which Diaz and McLaughlin [31] are concerned is that 
of simultaneously approximating F and / by elements of S. More exactly, we are 
concerned with the expression 
inf max{ sup \F(x) - s(x)|, sup | /(x) - s(x)|}. (2.2.1j 
s&S a<x<b a<x<h 
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Problems involving the expression (2.2.1) are discussed by Dunhum [35], Diaz [29]. If 
there exists s* E S such that the value of (2.2.1) actually equals 
max{ sup \F{x) — s*{x)\, sup \f{x) — s*{x)\}, 
a<x<b a<x<b 
then it can say that s* is a best simultaneous approximation to / and F. 
For convenience, we use in what follows, the notation 
\\g\\ = sup |^(x)|, 
a < i < b 
for a real valued function g{x) {a < x < b). 
An intresting special case of the simultaneous approximation problem occurs when 
F and / are chosen to be continuous functions, and 5 = P„, the polynomials (with 
real coefficients) of degree n or less (n a fixed positive integer). One might expect, at 
first glance, that the element q E Pn which best approximates the arithmetic mean of 
F and / is also an element from P^ which best approximates F and / simultaneously, 
i.e., that, if g G P„ and 
\\kF + f)-q\\ = mf ||^(F + /)-p| | , 
2 pGPn / 
then, also 
ma^{\\F-q\l\\f~q\\} = ii^ max{||P - p||, | | / - p| |}. 
If this were actually the case, then the problem of the simultaneous approximation of 
the two functions F and / would be simply equivalent to the problem of the Chebyshev 
approximation of a single function, the arithmetic average {F + f)/2. However, in 
general, this is not true as seen by choosing any F not in P„, and then choosing / G P„ 
such that 
0 < | | / - P | | < | | P - p | | , 
where p E Pn, and p is the unique element of P„ which best approximates P , that is 
||P-p-|| = inf IIP-p]]. 
pePn 
(The polynomial / could be chosen, for example, to be p + | |P — p||). In this 
example, 
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I l ^ l l = \\\iF + f)~l{p + f)\\ = MJ!^(F + / ) - p | | 
(i.e., | (p + / ) is the unique element of F,i which best approximates | ( F + / ) ) ; an({ on 
the other hand, by the way / was chosen, 
| | F - p | | = max{ | | (F-p | | , | i / - p | | } = inf max{||(F - p||, | | / - p | i } 
pGPn 
(i.e., p is the unique element of P„ which best approximates F and / simultaneously). 
Clearly, p ^ i(p + / ) , since j | / - p|| > 0. 
Diaz and McLaughlin [31] show, that the problem of approximating F and / si-
multaneously is equivalent to what may be described as "the problem of approximating 
i ( F + / ) with the additive weight function ^\F — / | " . 
Theorem 2.2.1. For a and b real numbers (a < b), let F{x) and f{x) denote real 
valued functions, defined on the interval a < x < b. Let S denote a nonempty set of 
real valued functions defined on the interval a < x < b. Then, 
II \l(F + f)-s\+^\F-f\ II = m a x { | | F - s | | , | | / - s||} 
for s G 5 and hence inf | | | i (F + / ) - s| + ^ | F - / | | | = inf max{||F - s|| | | / - s||}. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.2.1. The proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2.1. If m and n are real numbers, then 
| - (m + n)| + | - ( m - n ) | = max{|m|, |n |}. 
Proof of the Lemma 2.2.1. In the first place, the equation to be proved remains 
unaltered, either when m is replaced by -m, or when n is replaced by -n or both at 
once, hence it may be assumed that both m > 0 and n > 0. In the second place, the 
equation to be proved remains unaltered when m and n are interchanged; hence it may 
be assumed that m > n. Therefore, it may be assumed, without loss, that m > n > 0. 
But then desired equahty is obvious. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem. Furst identify F{x) - s{x) with m and 
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f{x) — s{x) with n in the lemma, to obtain 
|^(F(x) + / ( x ) ) - s ( x ) | + i | F ( x ) - / ( x ) ( = max{\F(x) - s{x)l j/(a;) - ,s(x)|}, 
on a < X < b. Then, taking the supremmn, on both sides of this last equation, over 
a < X < b, and noticing that 
sup ma^{\F{x) - s{x)\, \f{x)~s{x)\} = max{||F - .s||, | | / - . s | l } , 
a<3:<6 
yields directly the desired conclusion of Theorem 2.2.1. 
Theorem 2.2.1 can be looked at from a different point of view. That is, the problem 
of approximating, with an additive non-negative weight, a given function, by elements 
of S, is equivalent to simultaneously approximating two appropriate functions F and 
/ by elements of S. Diaz and McLaughlin [31] state the result formally. 
Theorem 2.2.2. For a and b real numbers (a < b), let g{x) and h{x) denote real 
valued functions on the interval a < x < b. Let S denote a nonemepty set of real 
valued functions defined on the interval a < x < b. Then, for every s ^ S the following 
relations holds: 
II \h-s\ + \g\ II = max{||(/i + ^ ) - s | | , \\{h - g) - s\\} 
and hence inf || \h-s\ + \g\ \\ = inf max{||(/i + g) - s||, ||(/i - g) - s||}. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.2.2. The proof follows Theorem 2.2.1 by identifying h + g 
with F and h — g with / . 
The problem of sunultaneous Chebyshev approximation of two real functions / i 
and /2 define on an interval [0,1] has been studied by Dunhum [35], Diaz and Mclaughlin 
[31]. 
Diaz and Mclaughlin [31] posed a natural question: 
Is an equivalent result, such as proved above for real valued functions, also valid 
for complex valued function? If there is, the method of proof cannot be identical to 
that in the real case considered above, because the crucial Lemma 2.2.1 does not carry 
over to complex numbers, as can be readily seen by taking m = I + i and n = I ~ i. 
2.3. The problem of best simultaneous approximation of two functionsin abstract 
cases (Normed linear spaced has been discussed by Holland and Sahney [48]. 
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Definition 2.3.1. Let Xrhe a normed linear space and K he a subset of X. Giv(;u 
any two elements xj, X2 € X, we define: 
d{xi,X2:k) - inf maxdl^i - A;||, | | x 2 -
An element fc* G X is said to be a best simultaneous approximation to Xi and x-i if: 
d{xuX2:k) = maxdlxi-fc*!!, ||x2 - A;*||). 
It was shown that the best simultaneous approximation exists if the set K is a tiuite 
dimensional subspace of the normed linear space X. 
Lemma 2.3.1. heX X\,X2 € X and let k ^ X. Then 
0(fc) = maxdlxi — fc||, ||x2 — fc||) is a continuous functional on X. 
Proof of the Lemma 2.3.1. Since the norm ||xi — A:||, ||x2 — A;|| are continuous 
functional on A; on X. (j){k) is clearly a continuous functional. 
Lemma 2.3.2. If K is a finite dimensional subspace of a normed linear space X, then 
there exists a best simultaneous approximation k* E K to Xi,X2 ^ X. 
Proof of the Lemma 2.3.2. Let p = max(||xi||, ||2:2||) consider the spheres S{xi,p), 
5(x2,p) in K and write: 
S = Sixi,p)uS{x2,p). 
Then 
infniax(||xi-fc||, | |x2-A;||) = inf m^( | |x i - A;||, l|x2 - fc|l) < p. 
Since S is compact, the continuous fimctional (j){k) defined on S attains its minimum 
over 5. If min (j){k) = <p{k*) then the element k* is a best simultaneous approximation 
to Xi and X2. 
Lemma 2.3.3^ Let K he a convex subset of X, and Xi,X2 G X. If ki,k2 G K are best 
simultaneous approximations to Xi,X2 by the elements of K, then: 
Xki + (1 — X)k2 — k^K,^<\<\, is also a best simultaneous approximation 
to Xi,X2. 
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Proof of the Lemma 2.3.3. Since 
max(||xi — A;||, \\x2 — k\\) 
= nuix(||A(xi - ki) + (1 - X){x, - A;,)||, ||A(x2 - h) + (1 - X){x2 - A;2)|| 
< max(A||,xi - ki\\ + (1 - A)||x-i - fcsi'i, A||x-2 - k,\\ + (1 - A)||x2 - fc2||) 
< Ainax(||xi - /M||||X'2 - A-;i|| + (1 - A) max(||xi - A;2||, ||x-2 - A-;2||) 
< Ad(xi,X2;A;) + (1 - X)d{xi,X2;k) 
= d{xuX2\k) 
and the reverse inequality always holds, Goel et.al [43] conclude that: 
maxdlxi-fell, ||x2-fell) = d(xi,X2,A;). 
If X is a subspace of a strictly convex normed linear space X, then it is known 
that there is at most one best approximation to any element x ^ X — K. Similar result 
for best simultaneous approximation is proved: 
Proposition 2.3.1. Let K he a subspace of a strictly convex normed linear space X, 
then there is at most one best simultaneous approximation from the elements of K, to 
any two elements Xi,X2 G X. 
Proof of the Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose fci and k2 are best simultaneous approxi-
mations to xi,X2. Let d = max(||xi — /cj), ||x2 — ki\\), {i = 1,2). Then there are two 
cases to consider. 
(a) Let Ijxi - fcill = d and ||x2 - ki\\ = I < d (or vice-versa), and write d- I = e. we 
can find a convex neiglibourhood U <Z K oi kx such that: 
d-e/A < \\xi -k\\ < d + e/A 
and 
/ - e/4 < ||X2 -k\\ < 1 + el A, ^keU. 
Thus max(||:ci - A;||, ||x2 - A;||) = ||xi - A;|| whenever k eU. Further, ||xi - k\\ > d. The 
element k = Xk2 + {1 — X)ki e U provided A is sufficently small and non zero. Since 
k is also a best simultaneous approximation by Lemma 2.3.3, we have ||xi — k\\ = d. 
However ||xi — A;i|| — d and ||xi — (kx + k)/2\\ = d. From these last three relations and 
the strict convexity of the norm we deduce that kx = k, thus kx = ^2-
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(b) Assume ||a;i — A;i|| = ||x2 — ki\\ = d and also ||xi — fcall = ||x2 — ^2!! = <^  (if 11^ '^ 
then the previous argument holds). Write: k = {ki + k.2)/2, then there are three 
possibilities, either 
(i) \\x,-k\\ = \\x,-k\\=d 
(ii) ||xi — k\\ — d and \\x2 ~ k\\ < d, or 
(in) ll^i — k\\ < d and ||x2 — ^1| = d. 
In all the three cases either: 
\\xi-k,\\ - \\x,-k,\\ = | | x i - ( / : i + fc2)/2||, 
or 
\x2-k,\\ = \\x2-k2\\ = \\X2-{k, + k2)/2l 
or both. Using the strict convexity of the norm it can be deduced that ky = k2. 
Let K he a, closed and convex subset of a Banach space X. If X is uniformly 
convex, then every element in X has a unique best approximation from the elements of 
K. In this section Goel et.al [43] show that a similar result holds for best simultaneous 
approximation. 
Proposition 2.3.2. Let K and X be as above, then any two elements Xi,X2 & X have 
a unique best simultaneous approximation from the elements of K. 
Proof of the Proposition 2.3.2. Let 
d = infmax(j|xi — fc||, ||x2 —A;||) 
and {A;„} be a sequence of elements in K such that: 
lim max(||xi - A;„||, ||x2 - kn\\) -^ d. 
it can assume without loss of generahty that d = 1. 
Let dm = max(||xi - k^W, \\x2 - ^^11), then d^ > 1 and 
^^^' " ^"'l^ < 1. (2.3.1) 
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m^^n 
Consider 
^ / "'m "'fi \ ^n"'Tn >~ (^rn'^n ^ m ~r ^ n 
and write 
i/mn 
Since K is convex ?/„„ G K. Hence max())xi —?/mn||, \\x2 —ymv\\) > 1 and consequently 
Therefore atleast one of the following is true: 
.X2 ~ fcm . ^2 ~ fen || ^ ^m 'I ' " n /r) o o^ 
II ;! ' J II — ^ J [Z.6.6J 
Suppose (2.3.2) is true, then, from (2.3.1) and the uniform convexity of the norm it 
follows that for any given e > 0, there exists a A'^  such that 
QjTj flfj 
< e for m , n > N. (2.3.4) 
Using (2.3.4) and the fact that dm —^ I it can be shown that the sequence {kn} is a 
Cauchy sequence, hence it converges to some k in X. Since K is closed, k ^ K. The 
element k is the unique best simultaneous approximation. 
In an inner produce space the problem of best simultaneous approximation is 
relatively much easier. Let if be a real inner produce space and G be a subspace 
of H. Consider two elements Xi,a;2 G / / , which have best approximations, say gi,g2 
from the elements of G. If ||xi — 52II < W^i — Q^W-, then ^2 is also a best simultaneous 
approximation. Similarly if \\x2 — g\\\ < \\x-[ — ^i||, then g^ is also a best simultaneous 
approximation. If the above two conditions are not satisfied then 
g = Xg, + {l-X)g2, (0 < A < 1), 
is the best simultaneous approximation, where A is given by 
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\\xr-g\\ = | N - g | | . (2.3.5) 
For this it need to show that 
max{\\xi ~ g + g\\, | | x 2 - ^ + ^|| > |ki - ^|| = (| |3:2-^||) \/geG. 
on the contrary suppose that there exists a g & G such that 
| | a : i - ^ + ^|| < I k i - ^ l l , (2.3.6) 
and 
\\x2'g + g\\<\\xi~g\\. (2.3.7) 
from (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) it can be obtained 
and 
r ^ / (9,g) 
{x2-9i,9)< —2A~' 
Adding these two 
{xi-g2 + x2-gi,g) <—^—[7 + 2 A^ 1-A^ 
or 
(^1 - ^1,^) + (^ 2 - g2,9) < - ^ [ \ + Y 3 ^ ] 
i.e. 0 < —{g,g)/2[{l/{l - A)) + 1/A] since by hypothesis Xi — gi, X2 — g2 1- G, which 
is a contradiction. 
In 1976, Brondsted [11] point out that the result of Goel et.al [43] on best simul-
taneous approximation are easy consequences of simple facts about convex functions. 
Given a normed hnear space X, a convex subset K of X, the points Xi, X2 in X, Goel 
et al. [43] discussed existence and uniqueness of k* ^ K such that 
max(||a:i - r | | , ||X2 - r | | ) = inf max(||2;i - A:||, ||x2 - fc||). 
fcgK 
If consider (pi{k) : = \\x, - A:|| ior i = 1,2, ip := ipiV ip2 and let 
A: = {keK\ip{k) = MifiK)}, 
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then existence of k* means that A is non-empty, and uniqueness of k* means that A 
is at most one-pointed. Now, (pi and (f2 are norm continuous and convex functions on 
K^ and therefore (f is norm continuous and convex on K. In particular, the level sets 
L{a): = {ke K\ip{k) < a} 
are norm-closed (relatively to K) and convex. Furthermore, they are bounded. 
Note that 
A = n { L ( o ) | micf{K) <a}. 
The above discussion conclude the following: 
The set A is convex; (Lemma 2.3.3). Infact, A is level set. 
When K is (a closed subset of) a finite dimensional subspace of X, then A 7^  0; 
Lemma 2.3.2. In fact, under the conditions stated the level sets are compact. (Here 
convexity is not involved). 
When X is reflexive Banach space (e.g. when X is a uniformly convex Banach 
space), and K is closed then yl 7^  0; the existence statement of Proposition 2.3.2. In 
fact, being norm-closed and convex, the level sets are weakly closed. By the bounded-
ness and the reflexivity of X it next follows that the level sets are weakly compact. 
In order to obtain uniqueness of statements one needs the following easy result: 
Lemma 2.3.4. If X is a strictly convex space, then (f is not constant on any segment. 
Proof of the Lemma 2.3.4. Suppose that (/? = a on a segment [A;o,fci]- By the 
strict convexity of X, (pi cannot be constant on [fco, ki]. Therefore, ipi{k) < a for some 
k G [ko,ki]. By the continuity of (pi on [fco, ^ i] it next foUows that ipi < a on a, whole 
subsegment of [A^o, ^i]- But then ip2 — a on this subsegment, which is contradicted by 
the strict convexity of X. 
Now it follows from the Lemma if X is strictly convex, then A is at most one-
pointed. This proves Proposition 2.3.1 and the uniqueness statement of Proposition 
2.3.2. 
2.4. Phillips and Sahney [90] have considered the problem of simultaneous approxi-
mation of two functions with respect to the Li and L^ norm. 
Holland and Sahney [48] studied the following two questions: 
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(i) What is the behaviour of the simultaneous approximation of n functions, in the 
L2 norm? 
(ii) What is the behaviour, in the Lp norm, of the simultaneous approximation of 
two functions which are Lp-integrable, given that p is an even natural numb(>r. 
They dealt with the first question. Let S be the non empty set of real or complex-
valued square integrable functions defined on an interval [a,b]. 
The following theorem is based on definition of simultaneous approximation. 
Theorem 2.4.1. For s and fi defiined as above, 
^ | E l l / . - ^ l l 2 = ^nind±f,-s\\l + Wu-fM (2.4.1) 
1=1 l=\ 1<J 
Corollary. An element s* E S is the best simultaneous approximation to the n func-
tions fi, f2i'' • 1 fn (^''^ O'f^ L^ norm) if and only if it is a best approximation to the mean 
value of the functions, i. e. to 
1 "• 
Proof of the Theorem 2.4.1. The following identity can be easily verified, 
(E«i)'+E(««-«.)' = ^t^l (2-4-2) 
t=l i<j j= l 
Let us choose ai = fi — s where s G 5. Then 
{f : ( / , (x ) - s{x)r + E ( / i ( ^ ) - / i (^ ) ) ' = ri±{f,{x) - s{x)y (2.4.3) 
t=l i<j j= l 
integrating each side form a to 6 and dividing by n it can be obtained 
n\\-f:fi-s\\l + WU-fj\\l = f:\\f,~s\\l (2,4.4) 
^ t=l " i<j i = l 
taking the infimum over all s E S, the theorem is be obtained. 
HoUand and Sahney [48] studied the second question. 
Let us assume that fi, f-i and all s e 5 arc L^ integi-able. 
Definition 2.4.1. If there exists an element s ^  S such that 
inf [||/i - s\\; + \\h - s\\l] = Ij/i - 5*11^  + 11/2 - ,5*11^  (2.4.5) 
then we say that s* is the best simultaneous approximation to the function / i and f^ 
in the Lp norm. 
The following theorem is about in the case when p is an even natural number. 
Theorem 2.4.2. For s, / i and f^ as above, and p an even natural number, 
infill/. ^ * . 11/.-.P ^ 2 jn | (E ( ; j f |ZiifA±iil£i-.,., 
7i(x) - h{x) 
fc=0 
2fc 
dx) (2.4.6) 
This theorem essentially says the following: the best simultaneo\is approximation 
to the two functions (in the Lp norm), is equivalent to the best approximation to the 
mean value of the functions in a certain sense, such that weight functions become 
involved as multiphers. 
Proof of the Theorem 2.4.2. Firstly it will be shown the existence of the right hand 
in the 
Since 
side sense of the Lp norm. 
fg{x)h{x)dx < {f g''{x)dxY'''{t h'{x)dxY'' (2.4.7) 
Ja Ja Ja 
where - + - = 1, and g{x) and h{x) are suitably integrable, for any s ^  S, 
r s 
= 2{E (^^ 1 1 ^ - <=llr'' W^Wl'l (2.4. 
which implies the existence of the right hand side of (2.4.6). 
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P\„P-2fc,.2fc (2.4.9) 
By using the identity 
p/2 / \ 
{a + by + {a-by ^ '^T.[2ky'"'^ 
for p even, and wTiting a + 6 = /j — s, a — 6 = /2 — s 
(/i - sy + if, - sy = 2 g (^^j^y^ - ^ ) P - 2 . ( / L _ ^ ) 2 . (2.4.10) 
integrating the last expression from a to 6 and taking the infimum over all s G 5", hence 
the result. 
To establish the error bound they from the following 
(i) Since 
, / i + / 2 „ „ / i - / : 2 I 
+ [ii^^^-^iip-ii^^V^i!pr, (2.4-11) 
if s* is the best simultaneous approximation to / i and /2 in the Lp norm and if s*^ is 
fi + f'. 2 the best approximation to — - — in the Lp norm then 
\\fi-sX + \\f2-sX < [W^^-s-h + W^-^WpY 
+[\\^^ - s-'Wp - l l ^ ^ - ^ l l p ] ' ' (2.4.12) 
(ii) Let H be a, Hilbert space with the inner product (•, •) and let ||a|p = {a, a) be 
the norm induced by the inner product. If the best simultaneous approximation to n 
elements / i , /a, • • •, A with respect to some set S C H is defined, by an element s* e S 
which satisfies 
-^{t\\f^-4' = Ell/.-^T (2.4.13) 
1=1 t = l 
This result can be obtained similar to theorem (2.4.1). 
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Chapter-3 
Best 
Lj -Approximation 
By Polynomials 
3.1. Let Li[0,1] be the space of real-valued Lebesgue integrable functions on [0,1] witli 
norm ||/|li = JQ \ f{x) \ d{x); C[0,1] C -^i[0,1] the subspacc of continuous functions: 
Un C C[0,1] an n-dimensional Haar subspace. 
By the classical theorem of Jackson [52], for any / G C[0,1] there exists a uniciuc 
polynomial Pnif) € Un such that 
| | / - P n ( / ) | | i = inf | | / - 9 n | | i . (3.1.1) 
In what follows, p„(/) will always denote the best Li-approximation to / G C[0,1]. 
The usual approach to the Li-approximation problem consists in replacing in 
(3.1.1) the Li-norm by a discrete Li-norm. 
Let 0 = Xo < Xi < • • • < Xyv < Xj^^i = 1 be a discrete set of points on [0,1]; 
Axi — Xi+i — Xi, X* = (xt + Xj_(.i)/2, i = 0,N taking the abbreviation n,m — {n, n + 
1, • • •, m — 1, TO}), S = maxo<i<iv Axj. Then it can be define the discrete Lj-norm by 
ll/ilM = E I m) I Ax, (3.1.2) 
t=0 
and look for solutions of the Li-approximation problem for this (semi) norm: 
\\f-Pn(f)6\\i,6 = inf | | / -gn | lM- (3.1.3) 
The best discrete Li-approximation Pnif)s is not unique in general. Andras Kroo 
[64] denoted by Yr,{f)s the set of polynomial Pn{f)s satisfying (3.1.3). A detailed 
discussion of best discrete Li-approximation can be found in Rice [102] and Rivihn 
[103]. In [103] it is shown that the solution of (3.1.3) can be obtained as a solution of 
a hnear programming problem. 
It is natural to expect that for / G C[0,1] all Pn{f)& tend to p„(/) as ^ —>• 0, i.e., 
s u p | b n ( / ) - P n ( / ) * | | c - ^ 0 ( 5 - ^ 0 ) , 
Pn(/)6K„(/)6 
where || • He is the supremum norm. This result was first proved by Motzkin and WaLsh 
[75]. It also follows from a general theorem of Kriper [62]. 
Andras Kroo [64] interested in the rate of convergence of p„(/)^ to p„(/) i\s 8 —> 0. 
This problem was attacked by Usow [128]. Set LipA (^Q;) = {/ G C[0, 1] : oJf{h) < 
Mh""}. where cofih) = sup|^^_^,|<^ | / ( x j - /(xs) |; M > 0. 0 < n < 1; and lor 
{0i}"=i be a basis in t/„. Usow [128] has shown that if / and ifi {0 < i < n) belong 
to LipA/1 and the set of zeros of / — Pn{f) is of measure zero and contains at least ri 
isolated points, then 
sup l b „ ( / ) - p „ ( / ) 6 | | c = OiVS). (3.1.4) 
Pn(f)seY„{f)6 
where the constant in O depends only on / and [/„. 
The question of sharpness of the estimation (3.1.4) remained open. 
The main result is that for a wide class of functions 
sup \\Pn{f)-Pn{f)s\\c = 0{ujf{S)). (3.1.5) 
and this rate of convergence is the best possible in general. Evidently, (3.1.5) is a 
strong improvement of (3.1.4). (it is interesting to observe that the rate of convergence 
in discretization of Chebyshev approximation is also ujf{S) as reported in Cheney [15]. 
3.2. In what follows {< }^"=i will always be a basis in f/„ and Andras Kroo [64] assume 
that (^ 1 = 1 and (fi E Lip^* 1 (2 < i < n) for some M* > 0. 
Andras Kroo [64] start with a generalization of Usow's theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.1. If f e Lip^a and 0 < S < Ci {a, M, Un) then 
sup \\Pn{f)-Pn{f)s\\c < C2(a,M,C/„)5'^'/(«+i), (3.2.1) 
Pn{f)5^yn{f)s 
where the constants Cj{a, M, Un) {j = 1,2) depend only on a, M, Un-
Theorem 3.2.1 is a generalization of Usow's result because it does not impose any 
restriction on the set of zeros of/—/?„(/) and estimation (3.2.1) is uniform on the class 
of functions Lipjv^a. But from the point of view of the rate of convergence it does not 
improve (3.1.4), because the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 goes essentially along the same 
lines as that of (3.1.4). 
The main result is as foUows: 
Theorem 3.2.2. Let f G C[0,1] and(pi{l < i < n) be twice continuously differentiahle. 
If f — Pnif) has a finite number of zeros and S is small enough, then 
sup \\Pn{f)-Pn{f)8\\c < Cs{f,Un)Wf{S), (3.2.2 j 
Pn(/)«en,(/)« 
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where the constant C3(/, [/„) depends only on f and Un- Moreover estimation (3.2.2) 
can not be improved in general. 
Remark 1. The condition / £ Lvp^ja is not essential in Theorem 3.2.1. An estimation 
for the rate of convergence also can be given in case / G C[0,1]. But in general case, 
the order of convergence cannot be obtained expUcitly; it will depend on u)f. 
Remark 2. In general the discrete Li-norm of / can be defined by YJi=Q I /(Ct) I ^^i-
where ^i G| Xt,Xj+i | are arbitrary fixed points. In particular Usow considers the case 
^i = Xi but his proof still goes for any ^i. Theorem 3.2.1 remains also true when ^i are 
arbitrary, but in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 the choice of ^i to be middle point of the 
interval | Xi,Xi_^_i | is essential. 
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 is based on a standard method, applying 
a strong unicity t>'pe result. This method was used by Cheney [15]. In the case of 
Chebyshev approximation, by Peetre [89] for Lp-approximation (1 < p < oo) and by 
Usow [128] for Li-approximation. In contrast with Li-approximation, this standard 
method gives sharp estimations in discretization of Chebyshev approximation. The 
proof of Theorem 3.2.2 which gives already the best possible estimation for the rate 
of convergence of discrete Li-approximation is based on more delicate considerations 
connected with specific features of approximation in Li-norm. 
3.3. Andras Kroo [64] need some simple propositions. In what foUows Ci{- • •) will 
denote constants depending only on quantities specified in the brackets. 
Proposition 3.3.1. For any Qn G C/„ and 0 < h < I 
uJ,M < c,iUn)\\qn\\ih, (3.3.1) 
where it may assume that C4(f/„) > 1. 
Proof of the Proposition 3.3.1. Using that ipi 6 L IPMI (1 ^ ^ ^ '^) and the 
equivalence of norms in finite-dimensional spaces Andras Kroo [64] have for 
1=1 
Sh) < J2\a,\uj^^{h) < Af*^f:|a, |<C4(t/„)||g„||i/i <^<j. 
i=\ i=l 
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Proposition 3.3.2. For any qn G Un and 0 < 5 < l/c4(J/„) 
Ik.lli < 2||9jii,,, (3.3.2) 
\\qnh,6 < IhnWu (3.3.3) 
Proof of the Proposition 3.3.2. Obviously, for any / G C[0,1] 
I ll/lli - \\f\ks I < Wf{S/2). (3.3.4) 
Hence and (3.3.1) 
I llgnlll - ||«7n||l,5 I < WgJ6/2) < ||Q„||I < - ^ -
This immediately implies (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) 
Proposition 3.3.3. Let f e C[0,1], Pn{f)s e YniDs, where 0<5 < l/c4([/„). Then 
for any 0 < h < 1 
<^P^,f,{h) < c,iU^)uf{h), (3.3.5) 
ujp„,,,{h) < ce{Un)u;f{h). (3.3.6) 
Proof of the Proposition 3.3.3. Set f{x) = f(x) - /(O). Evidently p„(/) = 
P n ( / ) - / ( 0 ) , Pn{f)s-fiO)=Pn{f)s G y„(/) i . Therefore by (3.3.1), it havea;p„(^)(/i) = 
(^p„(/)W < C4(t/„)|b„(/)||i/i < 2c4(C/„)||/i|i/i < 2c4(f/„)||/||c/i < 2c,iUn)u;f{l)h < 
4c4(f/„)ci;/(/i)(here we used the inequaUty Uf{l)h < 2ujf(h)). Further by (3.3.1), (3.3.2) 
and (3.3.4), gives 
^Pn{f)s{h) = ^p„(f),{h) < C4{Un)\\Pn{f)6\\lh 
< 2c^{Ur,)\\Pn{f)sh5h < Ac,{UM\\,^sh 
< Ac,iuMfh+^f(m 
< SCi{Un)uJf{l)h < mC,{Un)Uf{h). 
Propositions 3.3.4. Let f G (7[0,1], Pn{f)s G Ynif)s, where 0<6 < l/c4(t/„). Then 
\\f-Pnim\l < \\f-Pn{f)\U+C,{Ur,)uJj{S) (3.3.7) 
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Propositions 3.3.4. Let f £ C[0, l], Pn{f)s e Ynif)5, where 0 <5 < l/ci{V^). Then 
\\f-VnU)6\\l < \\f-PnU)h+<^7{Un)uj[5) (3.3.7) 
Proof of the Proposition 3.3.4. Equation (3.3.4) and Proposition 3.3.3 imply 
\\I-'PnU)s\\l < \\f -PnU)8\\l,8-^UJf{5)+U)p^^f),{5) 
< ll/-Pn(/)||M + (l + C6(f/„))a;;(5) 
< 11/ - Pn(/)lli + uj{6) + a;p4;)(5) + (1 + c,{U^))uj{5) 
< l i / -Pn ( / ) | | i + Cr(t/>/((5). 
The fohowing strong unicity type theorem is proved in [64]. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.2.1. Let /* G C[0,1], p„(/*) = 0 and w/*(/i) < u{h), where 
u{h) is a fixed modulus of continuity. Then 
sup{||g„||i : Qn G Un, \\r - Qnh < l i r 111 + 2e} < Cs(uJ, U,,)Ue), (3.3.8) 
where I^{e) is the inverse of S'u>(e) = JQ (e — u{t))dt and 6 > 0 is an arbitrary real 
for I^{e) is defined, i.e., 0 < e < /Q (a;(l) - u{t))dt. 
For / G Lip;v/a set f* = f - p„(/); Qn = Pu(/)<5 - Pn{f), where j>„(/)5 G Yn{f)5 
and 0 < 5 < l/c4(^„). Thenp„(/*) = 0 and by (3.3.5), Uf.{h) < cg{M,Un)h''. Setting 
u(h) = C9(M,t/„)/i" we obtain J^(e) = Cio(a,M,f/„)e"/(«+'). Further by (3.3.5) 
l l r - ^ n l K - l i r i l l = \\f-Pn{f)5\\l-\\f-Pn{f)h 
Hence by (3.2.8) for any {)< 5 < Cn (a, M, f/J 
l |Pn( / ) -Pn( / )5 | | c < C i2 ( t / . ) | | p„ ( / ) -p„ ( / )5 | | l 
= Ci2(J7„)||Qn||l < Ci3(Q,M,t/„)(5'^'/("+l). 
3.4. Andras Kroo [64] start with verifying the upper bound of Theorem 3.2.2. 
Evidently they assumed that p„(/) = 0 and / has finite rmmbers zeros. Let 
0 < ii < • • • < tm < 1 be all the zeros of / inside (0,1). Set to = 0, ^^+1 = 1 {to and 
tm+i may also be zeros of / ) and t = mino<i<„i(ii+i — ti). 
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For any A; = 0, m + 1 set 
io = 0; ifc = max{j : Xj < tfc - 5/2} (fc = l ,m + 1), 
Sk = min{j : Xj>tk + S/2} {k = 0, m) : s„,+i = iV + 1. 
Evidently, 
3d' 
- < tk-Xi^<— {k=l,m + l), 
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(3.4.1) 
- < x^ fc - tfc < — (A; = 0, m); 
hence Xg^  < Xi^^^ (k = 0, m) and 
2 < 3:,, - Xi, < 3(5 (/c = 0 , m + l ) . (3,4.2) 
Further by {^fc}^^ and {xi}^Q^ it can be defined a hnear operator D acting from 
C[0,1] into Loo[0,1]. For g G C[0,1]. 
D{g) = g, X e[xi^,Xs^] {k = 0,Tn + l), 
(3.4.3) 
= g{x*), X e[xi,Xi+i] {i = 0,N); iy^ik,Sk-l; k = 0,m + l). 
Obviously for any x G [0,1], 
s ign / = s ignD(/) (3.4.4) 
Andras Kroo [64] established some properties of D. 
Proposition 3.4.1. Let g G C[0,1], I < k <m. Then for any x G [0,1] 
\D{g,x)-g{h)\ < 2wg{\x~t,\). (3.4.5) 
Proof of Proposition 3.4.1. Assume, that x > tk, then for x G [tk,XsJ, D{g,x) = 
g{x); thus (3.4.5) is evident. Fturther if x > x^ ^ then x G [Xr,Xr+i] for some r and 
therefore D{g,x) is equal to g{x) or g'(x*). Thus by (3.4.1) 
\D{g,x)-g{tk)\ < U (x ) -g ( i f c ) | + | D ( g , x ) - g ( x ) | 
< u)g{x-tk)-\~u)g{8l2) 
< LOg{X - tk) + UJg{Xs^ - tk) < 2uJg{X ~ t k) -
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for X <tk the proof can be obtained analogously. 
Lemma 3.4.1. For any q-n G Un, 
\ 1^ D{qn)sign D{f) dx \ < Cu{U,,)\McS''. (3.4.7) 
Proof of the Lemma 3.4.1. By Andras Kroo [64] assumption p„(/) = 0 and / has 
a finite number of zeros. Then (3.4.4), for any g„ G {/„ 
/ q„ sign D{f) dx = I g„ sign f dx = 0. (3.4.7) 
Jo Jo 
Further again using (3.4.4) gives 
1 m + l j . ^ ^ m ik+i-i-
/ D{q„) sign D{f) rfx = ^Z / 9n sign f dx + Y^^k Yl QniXi)Axi, 
where 7fc = sign / while |. Thus by (3.4.7) 
1 / ' D{qn) sign /?(/) dx\ = \ C D{qn) sign D{f) dx - C q^ sign D(/ ) dx | 
J o JO JO 
= iZ l ^ f c 5Z 9n(^*)^2;, - X ] 7fc ^ / 9„fc?a;! 
fc=0 «=«t fc=0 i=s*: ^ ' 
< E E I 9n(a;*)A^» - / 9n rfx I (3.4.8) 
Hence, using the representation 
qn{x) = qn{x*) + (x-x*)qr,ix*)+ nx~t)q:^{t)dt, 
Jx* 
I qn{x*)Axi - r^' qndx] < I r^' fix - t)ql{t) dt dx \ 
Jxi Jxi Jx* 
< AxXWcS'. (3.4.9) 
Set T = maxi<i<„ ||(/'"||c. Then 
ik;:iic = iiEa^c^nic < rj^i^ii < C,,{U^)\M,. 
i = l i = l 
(3.4.6) directly obtained by (3.4.8) and (3.4.9). 
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Corollary 3.4.1. For any g„ G f/„, 
\\D{f)~D{q^)\U~\\D{f)\U > 2 / I D{f)-D{<u) \ d.^-Cl,(t7,J|k^,||,5^ (3.4.10) 
JA[f,qn) 
where A{f,q^) = {x E [0,1]; 0 < D{f) < D(q^) or D{q^) < D{f) < 0}. 
Proof of the Corollary 3.4.1. By (3.4.6) it gives 
l l ^ ( / ) -^ (gn) | | i - | | o ( / ) l l i 
= f\D{f) - D(q„))lsign(D(/) - D(g„)) - signD(/)]dx - / ' D{q^)signD{f)dx 
Jo Jo 
> 2 [ I D{f) - D{qn) I rfx - c,e{Un)\\qn\\cS'. 
Lemma 3.4.2. For any g G C[0,1] 
I |l^(^)||i - II^IIM I < c^,{f)Su,{S). (3.4.11) 
Proof of the Lemma 3.4.2. By simple calculations 
\\\D{9)h - \\9h,s \ 
j:r'\g\dx + j : X: U « l A a : . - ^ U ( x n | A : 
fc=0 ''^'k k=0 t=Sfc t=0 
m+ls t -1 J. 
E E / (I ^ I - 1 5 « ) i)^ ^ I 
t—n v= i , -^^i 
m+1 
< '^sW E(^«fc~^''t)-
A:=0 
Thus (3.4.11) follows from (3.4.2). 
Corollary 3.4.2. Let pMs eYr,(f)s. Then 
f I D{f) - D{p^{f)s) I dx < ci8(/, t/,0<5c^ /((5) (3.4.12) 
J A ( / , P „ ( / ) , ) 
Proof of the Corollary 3.4.2. By (3.3.2) and (3.3.4), 
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WPniDsWc < C,g{Un)\\Pn{mi<2c,,{U.,)\\pM)s\k6 
< 4Ci9({/„) | | / | | i , , 
Therefore, according to (3.4.10) (3.4.11) and (3.3.6), 
/ I D{f) - D{PM)S) I dx 
< l/2{\\D{f) - D(p„(/),)|K - mm,} + onif. U..W 
= 1/2{||D(/ - p„{f)sh - \mf)U + c^df, UnW 
< 1/2(11/ - p„(/), |li , , - ll/lli,,} + c,,{f)Suf{5) 
< C,,{f,Un)S0Jf{6). 
Thus estimation (3.4.12) is proved. 
Now Andres Kroo [64] was able to prove the upper bound of Theorem 3.2.2. they 
may assume that oJf{h) is strictly increasing for any 0 < h < 1, because ojf{h) < 
u>f{h)+h < { l+2/a; / ( l )} u){h), where ojf{h)+h is aheady a strictly increasing modulus 
of continuity. Let {ij}j=i G (0,1) be the points of change of sign of / . Evidently I > n. 
(Otherwise, by a well known theorem, there exists a 9* G [/„ \ 0 with sign g* = sign / 
which contradicts (3.4.7). 
Therefore for any Qn G Un 
Iknilc < C23(t/„) max I g„(t*) | (c23(t/„) > 1) (3.4.13) 
Set tg = 0, t*_^ i = 1, F = mino<j<;maX(*<3.<t*^^ | f{x) |, F > 0. Assume that 6 is so 
small that 
sup l|p„(/).5|ic < min{l ,F}. (3.4.14) 
p„{fh€Yn{f)6 
Take an arbitrary PniDs € Yn{f)s\0. According to (3.4.13) there exists a ^ e (0,1) 
such that / changes its sign at ^ (thus / ( ^ = 0) and ||pn(/)6||c < C23(^n) | Pn{.f,0^ I-
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Without loss of generality it can be assumed that p„(/, ^)s > 0 and f{x) > 0 while 
X e (^,r/) where r] is the next point where / changes its sign. By (3.4.5) 
0 < Dif) < 2ujf{x - 0 , X € (e,r/). (3.4.15) 
Analogously by (3.4.5), (3.3.1) and (3.4.14), 
D{pnif)s) > PnilOs~2up„,^Jx-0 
> -4rTl|Pn(/)d|c - 2C4(C/0|bn(/)6||l(x - C) 
C23Wn) 
> ^^^l|Pn(/)*| |c-C24(t/n)(x-0, ^ ^ itv)- (3.4.16) 
It follows from (3.4.14) that there exists x € (^, ^) such that 
2Uf{x-0 = -4Mlbn(/)6| |c-C24(t/n)(x-0- (3-4.17) 
Fmrther, (3.4.17) implies that 
X>^ + 0jj\c2,{f.Un)\\Pn{f)s\\c) = ( + Uj\2Ufih)), (3.4.18) 
where h is defined as solution of the equation 
WPnimU = —r^-^Ufih). (3.4.19) 
By (3.4.15), (3.4.16) and (3.4.17) Andras Kroo [64] find for x e (^,x) 
D{Pn[f)s) - D{f) > 2{uj{x-i)-uj{x-i)} > 0; D( / ) > 0. 
Hence applying (3.4.12) and (3.4.18) 
Ci8(/,C/n)5a;/((5) > r{D{PM)S) - D{f)} dx 
> 2 r{uf{x-0-uJf{x-0}dx 
l-uj~:^{2u}f{h)) 
! / {2ojf{h)-Uf{x)}dx 
2 {2uf{h) ~ cofix)} dx > 2ujf{h)h. 
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> 2 
> 
This immediately implies that h < C2e{f,Un)S. FiiiaUy, substituting this estimation in 
(3.4.19) 
lb.(/)*||x < C27(/,f/„K(<5). 
The upper bound of Theorem 3.2.2 is proved. 
Andras Kroo [64] gave now a counterexample showing that estimation (3.2.2) is 
in general the best possible. 
Consider the system of function {(/?i}7=i spanning [/„. By a theorem Hobby and 
Rice [47] there exist points 0 = t/o < yi < • •" < ?/n < Vn+i = 1 such that for any 
l<j<n 
f^i-^y r*''Piix) dx = 0. (3.4.20) 
LetO < S < mino<,<„(yi+i - y-;)/2 and set ai = yi - 5/A; bi = y, + 35/4 {i = 1, n). 
Evidently, it can choose the finite point set {) = XQ < X\ < • • • < x^ < x^+i = 1 in 
such way that {xj}j^ "^^ n {ai,bi) = 0 (i = l ,n) and maxo<i<iv Ax^ = S. Let UJ be an 
arbitrary modulus of continuity and define / by 
fix) = i-iyu;{x-yi)/2, xE 
= (- l )^a;(yi+i-x) /2, xe 
= w(yi - x ) / 2 , 
Vi, 
Vi + yi+\ 
2 
Vi + Vi+i 
{i = l , n - 1), 
-, Vi+i {i= l,n- 1), 
= {-i)M^-yn)/2, 
Then C28<^{h) < ojf{h) < u){h), 
X G | y o , y i I, 
1 
and by (3.4.20), p„(/) = 0. To prove that 
sup |lp„(/),l|c > ^ . 
Take an arbitrary Pn{f)s G Ki(/)(5- It may assume that 
w{6) 
(3.4.21) 
(3.4.22) 
\Pn{f)8\\c. < 64 (3.4.23) 
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(In the opposite case there is nothing to prove). By the characterization theorem of 
best discrete Li-approximation for any Qn G Un [103], for any </„ G U„ 
| ^ q „ ( x * ) A x , s i g n { / ( x * ) - P n ( / , x * ) 4 l > E I <?-«) I ^ ^ - (3-4-24) 
i=0 i=I 
where I = {i : f{x*) = Pn{f,x*)s)}. But by (3.4.21) and (3.4.23), / is empty and 
sign{/(x*) - Pn{f,3:*)s} = sign/(3:*)(z = 0,N). Thus it follows from (3.4.24), that for 
any q^ e Un 
'£q^(x*)Ax, sign fix*) = 0. (3.4.25) 
i=0 
Set q~n = Pn{f)s + u;{S)/32. Then by (3.4.23), | | g j | , < a;(<5)/16. Thus by (3.4.21), 
sign{/(x*) - g„(a;*)} = sign f{x*) (i = 0,N). Using (3.4.25) Kroo [64] by the charac-
terization theorem that g„ e Yn{f)s. But (3.4.23) yields 
ll^ nllc > ^ a;((5) - ||p„(/),||e > ^ «;(^); (3.4.26) 
hence (3.4.24) is verified. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2.2 is complete. 
3.5. The Li-approximation on finite sets was discussed Andras Kroo [64]. Who has 
given the rate of convergence of the best discrete Li-approximation. It is evident to 
find out the best Li-approximation for the Cauchy continuous function on [0,1]. Let Q 
denote the Banach space of Cauchy continuous function defined on the interval [0,1]. 
Let M denote the closed convex cone in Q comprised of non decreasing function for / 
in Q and 1 < p < Q. Let f{p) denote the best 1/ approximation of / by elements of 
M. 
If / is a bounded Lebesque measurable function defined on [0,1] and A is a subset of 
•^oo[0,1] such that, for each p, 1 < p < oo, there exists a unique best Lp-approximation 
fp to / by elements of A, then / is said to have the Polya property if f^c = limp_^ oo fp 
is well defined as a bounded measmable function; if p„ —> oo, then lim„ fp^ exists a.e. 
on [0,1]. This limit is known to exist in a number of situations, and in each case the 
limit function is a best Loo-approximation which is better in some way than all other 
best Lgo-approximation. Some of the investigations into the existence and the nature 
of this hmit may be seen in [18,19,20,21,22,97,98,99]. A related question concerns the 
limit as p —^  1. / i s said to have the Polya-one property if / i = limj,|i fp is well defincni 
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as a bounded measurable function. In [20] it was shown that the Polya-one property 
obtains in the case where / is bounded and approximately continuous and A is tlu^ 
set of nondecreasing functions. Huotari [50] established the same result in the cas(^  
where / is any quasi continuous function. They begin by showing that the Polya-ouc^ 
property holds if / is a real valued functions with finite domain. 
Let X — (xi, • • • ,Xn} be a finite subset of R with Xi < X2 < • • • < x,,. Let 
V = V{x) be the hnear space of bounded real functions on X and M„ = M{X) C V 
the convex cone of nondecreasing functions in V, i.e., functions h satisfying h{x) < h{y) 
whenever x,y £ X and x <y. For each p, 1 < p < cxo, define a weighted /p-norm || • |j^, 
by 
where / G F is identified with its set of values {/(xj); i = 1, • • •, n}, denoted by {/,}. 
and w = {wi : z = l , - - - , n } > O i s a given weight function satisfying Yd=i Wi = I. 
Let f = {fi} in V be fixed. For each p, 1 < p < 00, denoted by Pp the following 
optimization problem: find Qp = {gp^t : z = 1, • • • ,n} in M„, if one exists, such that 
\\f-9p\\l = i n f { | | / - / i r . ; h€M^}. 
To describe the known solutions to these problems. They first defined L C X to be 
lower set if x^  G L and x^  € X, Xj < Xi, impUes that Xj G L. Similarly, it call U C X. 
an upper set if Xi & U and Xj G X, Xj > Xi implies that Xj G U. To simphfy the 
notation writing i £ Y C X to indicate that Xi ^Y. Let p in (l,oo) be fixed. Let 
L and U be lower and upper sets, respectively, such that LnU is not empty. Define 
Up{L n U) to be the unique real nimibers minimizing Y.i'^j \ fi — u \P: j e Lf) U}. Let 
g^ = ^g^- : i = 1, • - •, n} be the function defined on X by 
o „ i = max min UJLnU). (3.5.1) 
^^'' {U: i€U} {L: i€L} P^ ^ ^ •' 
The solution of the problem Pp for 1 < p < 00 is known to be given by (3.5.1) see [37]. 
Ubhaya [127] studied the convergence of ^p as p ^ 00. His first objective was to show 
that convergence also results if p is allowed to decrease to one. 
Lemma 3.5.1. Suppose [a,b] C R and F = {fx : A G A} is a family of strictly 
convex functions on R such that, for all A in A, the minimizer, X\, of fx is contained 
in {a,b). Define tp : (F.|| • ||oo) -^ R by ^ ' ( /A) = ^\- Then ip is continuoxis. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.5.1. Let / i in F and a < max{2;i - a,b - x j be given. Let 
2(3 = min{/i(xi - a) - / i (xi) , / i (xi + a) - / i (xi)}. Then | x - x, \> a implies 
that /i(xi) > /i(xi) + 2p. Suppose that max{| /i(x) - ^ (x ) |: x G (a,6)} < /?. If 
I ^ '2 - '^i 1^ "^ i^ then 
/2(xi) > /2(X2) > flix2)-P> fl{Xl)+P, 
a contradiction. Thus | X2 — 2;i |< a. 
Definition 3.5.1. Let a = -[l/Hoo, i* = ll/||oo and define functions r^ : [a, 6]" -> 12 
and Kp : [a, 6] -^ R for 1 < p < oo by 
i = l 
where u = (ui, • • •, Un) G [o, 6]" and u G [a, fo]. 
Lemma 3.5.2. For each p, I < p < oo, Kp is strictly convex and has a unique 
minimizer Up, with Up in [a,b]. 
Proof of Lemma 3.5.2. Whenever 1 < p < oo and I < i < n \ fi — u \^ is a strictly 
convex function of u. Since w > 0, Kp is also strictly convex, which entails the existence 
and uniqueness of Up. It is clear that a < Up < b. 
Lemma 3.5.3. In the present context 
and 
hm(r,(u))^/^ = ri(u) 
pii 
limiKp{u)y/P = K,{u), 
;41 
the convergence being uniform on the compact sets [a,6]" and [a,b] respectively. 
Proof of the Lemma 3.5.3. Whenever u G [a, 6]". I <i <n and p < 2, 
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where m{f) = 2^  inax{| | / | |^, 1}. Let e > 0 be given. For any u in [a, 6]" and 0 < a < 1 
|T ,+„(uy/(^+" ' -T, (u) | 
< I (5^^ ; , I / , - ^, |l+a}l/(l+a; _ | ^ ^ ^ | y^  _ ^^  |}l/(l+«) | 
1=1 1=1 
+ I (E^^t i /. - n, |}i/(i--)} - ;f^u;J /^  - .a, j (3.5.2) 
t = l i = l 
Since the map x M- x^ /''"*"'*^  is continuous for x > 0, there exists d > 0 such that the 
first summand of (3.5.2) is less than e/2 whenever 
|T i+ , , (u) - r i (u) |<(5 (3.5.3) 
To see that there is an a small enough to satisfy (3.5.3), consider the function F{x, a) = 
xi+" - X. Then dF/dx = (1 + a)x" - 1, dF/dx = 0 only when x = XQ = (1 + a)'^^" 
and F(xo) = (1 + a)-(i+i/«) - (1 + a ) - i / " . Let 
Bia) = 2max{| F(xo,a) |, | [m(/)]^+" - m( / ) i} 
Then sup{| F{x,a) : 0 < x < Tn(/)} < B{a), so for u in [a, 6]" and 1 < i < n, 
| / i - W z P ^ " - | / i - W i | < 5 ( a ) 
Thus 
l r i + , ( u ) - r i ( u ) | < J2^,\\f,-Ui\'+"-\f,-u,\\ 
i=l 
n 
< B{a)Y^Wi = B{a). 
i = l 
Since lim^io -^ "(3^ 0, a) = 0, it is clear that there exists ao > 0 such that, for 0 < Of < OQ, 
B{a) < 6. This establishes (3.5.3). 
To treat the second summand of (3.5.2), let x = YA=I '^i\ fi — Ui\. Then 0 < x < 
Ew^2||/ | |oo-2| |/ | |oo. Define G by 
G(x,/3) = x^^+'^^-x. 
Then dG/dx = {I + (iy^x-f^'^^+f^^ - 1, dG/dx = 0 only when x = XQ = (1 +/?)-(i+i/^) 
and G(xo,/5) = (1 +/?)-i/^ - (1 +/?)-(^+i/^). Since G(xo,a) = -F (xo , a ) , the device 
of the previous paragraph shows that there exists /?o > 0 such that, for 0 < /3 < /3o, 
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Let 7o = min{ao,/?o}. Then for 0 < 7 < 70, and for any u in [a,ft]", 
|T i+ , (u) i / (^+^)- r i (u) |<e . (3.5.4) 
The second limit follows from the first if taking u = {uu, • • • ,u). This concludes th(> 
proof of Lemma (3.5.3). 
A consequence of the proof of Lemma (3.5.3) may be noted of this time: for 
1 < p < 00, let 
d„(p) = i n f i l l / - u | | P : ueM„} = i n f { | l / - uH^ : « 6 M„ n [a,5]"}. 
Then 
limd„(p) = (L{1). (3.5.5) 
Indeed, from (3.5.4), for all e > 0, there exists 70 > 0 such that, for 0 < 7 < 70, 
I l | / - U l l i ; ^ - I l / - U | L | < € . 
Then 
i n f i l l / - u l l ^ - e : u G M ^ n f a , ^ ] " } 
< i n f i l l / - u l | i + ^ : neM^n[a,br} 
< i n f i l l / - u | l i , + e: u G M„ n [a,6]"}; 
so j d„(l + 7) — rfn(l) |< e. That a similar statement holds for d{p) = inf|| |/ — ii||^, : 
u G R} can be seen by letting u = {u,u,---,u) in (3.5.5). 
Theorem 3.5.1. For 1 < p < 00, let VLp he the unique minimizer of Kp. Then limp|i Up 
exists, if Ui = hmttp, then Ui is a minimizer of KI. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.5.1. By Lemma (3.5.2) {/tp : 1 < p < 00} is a family 
of strictly convex functions on R with each Up in [a,b]. Thus by Lemma 3.5.1, a > 0 
and I < q < 00 implies that there exists (3{Kq,a) > 0 such that, for 1 < r < 00 and 
max| | Kq{u) — kr{u) 1: u G [a,6]} < /3(/t,,a). \ u^ — u^. \< a. By reasoning similar to 
that establishing (3.5.3), Kp —>• Kg uniformly on [a,b] as p —> q so there exists 6 > 0 
such that \ q — r \< 6, 
max|l Kg(«) — Kr{u) [. u G [a, 6]} < B{Kq,a). 
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Thus, the map p ^-^ Up is right continuous on (1, oo). Similarly, p 1-4 Wp is left continu-
ous. Suppose limp4.i Up does not exist. Let v' = linip^Up and v" = limpnUp. Choose MO 
so that v' < UQ < v" and, for 1 < z < n, /^  — zxo 7^  0. Since p -^ Up \s continuous, there 
exists an infinite sequence {pk} such that Pfc i 1 and, for all fc > 1, Up^ = UQ. Consider 
the function 
n 
F{v) = «p(wo) = P^Wi\fi~UQ |P~^ sgn {fi - uo). 
for all A; > 1, F(pfc) = 0 so 1 is a hmit point of the set of zeros of F. Since f{z) is entire, 
it is identically zero, whence Up == tio for all p > 1, a contradiction. Thus limp^n Up 
exists. 
Since X^ tWj = 1, it can apply inequaUty of Hardy [44] for any p > 1, 
d{l) < Wf-VrWl < \\f-yy\\i-
Since d(p) —)• d{l), by (3.5.5), and Up -4 wi, by the previous paragraph ||/—WiHJ,, = 
d{l), whence Ui is a minimizer of KI. 
Theorem 3.5.2. The solution g^ = {gp^i : i = I,- • • ,n} of the problem Pp converges 
as p II to a solution 
9i = {9u • ^ = ! , • • • ,«} (3.5.6) 
of the problem Pi. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.5.2. The solution gp of the problem Pp, I < p < 00, is 
given by (3.5.1). Considering LnU instead of X in Theorem 3.5.1, it can be concluded 
that limpiiUp (L n U) exists. Let Ui(L n U) denote this Umit. Since the number of 
lower and upper sets is finite, from (3.5.1) it follows that the limit of ^p j exists as p i 1 
for all i. It remains to be shown that pi is a solution of the problem Pi. Since gp is 
non decreasing for each p > I, gi, also has this property. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 
MI) < \\f-9p\\l < \\f~9p\\i-
Since d„(p) —>• d„(l) by (3.5.5), and gp -^ gi by the previous paragraph, 
ll.f-,9illL = djl), 
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whence gi is a solution to the problem Pi. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5.5, 
and accomphshes first objective. 
A function / : [0,1] —>- J? is said to be quasi continuous if it has discontinuities of 
the first kind only. Let Q denote the set of all quasi continuous functions, their goal 
were to generalize Theorem 3.5.2 to the Case where / € Q. 
Let P denote the set of partitions n — {ti : i = 0,1, • • •, n} of [0,1] (i.e., 0 = o^ < 
ti < • • • < tn = I), let IE denote the indicator function of a subset E of [0,1] (i.e., 
IE{X) — 1 if X is in £• and /^(x) = 0 otherwise), and let S denote the dense Hnear 
subspace of Q comprised of simple step functions of the form 
n r 
i=0 t = l 
For a subset A oi Q, let A* denote the set of left continuous elements of A. Then 
/ is in 5* if there exists TT in P such that 
/ = aiI[to^t,] + J2'^ihti-uti)-
o i 
For a bounded function / and TT in P , /„ in S* is defined by 
/„(x) = sup{/(y); y E [io,^i]}, x e [io,ii] 
= sup{/(y); y G [ti_i,ti]}, x G [ti-i,ti], i > 1 
/T^ is defined by replacing sup with inf. 
A bounded function / is in Q* if and only if, for any € > 0, there exists TT in P 
such that 0 < /TT — /TT < e. This allows the use of Theorem 3.5.5. 
Because Lp is a uniformly convex Banach space, 1 < p < oo, for each f inQ* there 
exists a unique nearest point fp in M*. Recalling the following result of Darst [22]. 
Theorem 3.5.3. Let f in S* be given by 
n 
f = fl^l0,ti]+'^fil[u.-i,u]-
t=2 
Let w — {wi : z = 1, • • • ,n} 6e defined by Wi = ti — ti_i for all i. For 1 < p < oo, let 
gp be as defined by (3.5.1). Then fp is given by 
n 
fp = 9p,\I[QM]+Yl9p,iI[ti-\,t.i\-
i = 2 
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Theorem 3.5.4. Let f in 5* and fp be as given in Theorem 3.5.3. Then fp converges 
as p i I to the monotone increasing function / i in S* given by 
n 
where gi^i — linipn gpi is given by (3.5.6). Moreover, / i is a best Li-approximation to 
f by nondecreasing functions. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.5.4. For eax:h i, I < i < n, let Xi — {ti + ii_i)/2 and let 
X = {xi, • • •, Xn}. Consider {/j = f{xi) : i = 1, • • •, n} as a finite real valued function 
on X. Let w be defined as above. Then Theorem 3.5.2 imphes that gp converges to gi. 
Therefore lirUp^fp exists and is given by (3.5.7). 
For the second part of the theorem, note that the conclusion of Theorem 3.5.2 
holds for any weight function w = {wi : z = 1, • • • ,n} which satisfies the conditions 
w > 0 and I]wi = 1. For each i, I < i < n, let Wi = l/n: then Theorem 3.5.2 implies 
that 
n n 
t = l i = l 
whence 
n n 
E l / ' - 5 i , i | < E i / i - ^ l ' he Mr,. (3.5.8) 
t = i t = i 
Thus / i is a best Li-approximation to / by elements of 5*. Let /i be a nondecreasing 
function defined on [0,1]. Huotari [50] show that there is a nondecreasing function g 
in iS* such that 
||/-^||i < Wf-hh. 
Indeed, for each ,^ 1 < i < ri, let g^ be the real number in the interval {h{ti_i),h{ti)] 
nearest to fi. Then for each i, 
r \fi-gi\ < r \fi~h{x)\. 
Jti-1 Jti^l 
Now define g on [0,1] by 
Then g is in 5* and it follows from the last inequality together with (3.5.8) that 
| | . f - / i | | i < il,f-.9||i < ll/-/^lli-
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This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5.4. Theorem 3.5.4 is shghtly altered form of 
Theorem in [50]. 
The remainder of the proof in [22] is now easily adopted to yield principal result. 
Theorem 3.5.5. Let f ^ Q- Then there eocist nondecreasing functions fp, 1 < /) < oc. 
such that each /p is- (up to equivalence) a best Lp-approximation to f by nondecreasing 
functions and fp converges uniformly to fi as p decreases to one. 
Example 3.5.1. If g is bounded measurable function on an interval [a,b], then (/ 
has the uniform Polya-one property if Qp converges uniformly as p —>^ 1 to a best Li-
approximation to g by elements of M. An example of a bounded measurable function on 
a compact interval which does not have the uniform Polya-one property is constructed 
as follows: For n > 1, let 
n - l 
t = i 
2-" + X^(2i-* + 4-'), 
t = i 
oo 
A = [0,1/2]U \J[an,bn], 
n=2 
and g = IA[0, 7/3]. Since m[g = 0] > - , 51 = 0. If t > 0 and n > I are given, let 
F{x) = 2 -" ( l -x )^+* + (2-" + 4-")x^+* 
Then F{x) = 0 impUes that x = Xo{t,n) = {(1 + 2-")^* + l}- i , which is the value of 
^i+f on the interval [a„,a„_|_i]. Since xo(t,n) increases to 1/2 as n —^  00, there exists 
A'' such that, for n > N, Xo{t,n) > 1/4. Thus ||^i+t — gi\\oo > 1/^ so gi_^_t does not 
converge in L^o to g^ as f J, 0. Let 
B = [ 0 , 7 / 3 ] - ( 2 - l - 4 - ^ 2 - ^ + 4 - 3 ) - ^ J { ( a „ - 4 - ^ ^ a „ + 4-^")U(6„-4-3^6„ + 4-3")}, 
n=2 
Then g\B may be extended to a function which is continuous [0, 7/3] and does not have 
uniform Polya-one property. 
3.6. Let u>i,---,Un {n > 2 be n-times continuously differentiable, strictly positive 
functions defined on the real interval (a,/?) and let a 6 {a,(3) be fixed. Zwick [LU)\ 
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defined an extended complete Chebyshev system (jECT-system) {UQ, • • •, ti„-i} by 
Ufi{x) = a;„(x) 
Ui{x) = uJn{x) / a;„_i(^„_i) d$,n-i, 
Ja 
Ja Ja Ja 
This is, in fact, an ECT'^ system: i.e., all of the Wronskions VTfuo,- • •,««] are 
strictly positive for i — 0, • • • ,n — 1. E'CT-systems, wliich are related to the notion 
of extended total positively were extensively investigated in [56]: Other good source 
in [109]. In approximation theory their importance lies in the fact that they share 
many of the properties of algebraic polynomials (which may be constructed in this 
way by making all the cOi constant). Associated with this system of functions is a 
sequence of differential operators: Li = {l/ujn-ijD- • • D(l/a;„) (i = 0, • • • ,n— 1), D := 
d/dx. Setting L := D{l/ui) • • • £>(l/a;„) they saw that U = span{uo, • • •, Wn-i} is the 
nuUspace of the disconjugate differential operator L. 
Definition 3.6.1. A function ip is generahzed convex with respect to the £^CT-system 
{UQ, • • •, w„_i} if the "augmented generalized Vandermonde" determinant 
Uo{Xo) 
UI{XQ) 
(p{xo) 
Uo{Xn) 
Ui{Xn) 
is nonnegative for all a < XQ < • • • < a:„ < p. 
This set of generalized convex functions is a convex cone and is denoted by 
C{uo,- • • ,Un-i) Generalized convex functions enjoys certain differentiabiUty proper-
ties as described in [15,56]. In particular, their (n — 2)nd derivatives are continuous. 
If they have defined 
Ln-r-= --D± 
u. Un UJ„ 
then, for ip 6 C(MO, ' •' ,""71-1)) At-iV is right-continuous and nondecreasing and Ln-\^ 
is left-continuous and nondecreasing. To a generahzed convex function </? we may 
associate a nonnegative, regular Borel measure // on (o,/?) by setting //([c, rf]) ~ 
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Lt-Md) - L-_Mc) > 0. Then on any interval [a,b] C (a,/5), they had tlie rep-
resentation 
^{x)^u{x)+l Knix,t) dixit), xe[a,b] (3.6.1) 
J[a,b] 
with 
n-2 
''i(2;) = ^(Li(p)(a)ui(x) + (47_i(/3)(a)u„_i(x.). 
i=0 
and K'H as defined below. This representation may be extended to all of [a, P] c.nly if 
both of Z/^ _iV? are bounded in (a,/3). However, the set of generahzed convex functions 
with such representations on [a,P] is (uniformly) dense in C{uo, • • • ,Un-i) (see [56]). 
Definition 3.6.2. Let / e Li{C[a,P] and g G C(uo, • • •, "n-i) r\Li[a,P] be given. 
Then ^ is a best Li-approximation for / from C{uo, • • • ,Un-i) if 
\\f-9\\i-^ \ I{x)-g{x)\ dx -- inf{||/-(/5||i : V2G C(uc,---,Wn-i)}-
J a 
The concept of the "dual system" to an i^CT-system will be important in the 
considerations. The dual system is a basis for the null space of the formal adjoint of 
L, which is given by L* = {~\)'"-{lluJn)D • • • {l/ui)D, D := d/dt. One such basis is 
u^it) ^ 1^ 
ulit) = ^ a;i(6)^6, 
rb rb j-b 
K-l(i) = / ^l(6) / • • • / l^n-li(n-l) d^n-I • • • d^ 
Now {ul,- • • ,u*^_^} is an E'CT'^-system, but not an E'CT'^'-system; however, it may 
be transformed by a change of basis into the following (dual) iJCT-system: 
vo{t) = 1^ 
vi{t) = / ^ i ( 6 ) ^ 6 , 
Ja 
Vn-lit) = / t ^ l ( 6 ) / • • • / U,,_i{^n-l)din-l---di. 
Ja JO Jo 
Both of these dual systems play a role in the proof of Theorem 3.6.1. 
In order to introduce the notion of Chebyshevian spline, they first define the 
fundamental kernel, the Green function for L ([56] [109]): 
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= 0. ' t> X 
A Chebyshevian spline is a function of the form 
s{x) = u{x) + Y^aiKr,{x,Ti), (3.6.2) 
with knots a < TQ < • • • < r^.+i < /? and u ^ U. Like polynomial splines, Chebyshevian 
splines are (n — 2)-times continuously differentiable and have jump discontinuities in 
the {n — l)st derivative at the r, (provided the corresponding a; is not zero). 
T h e o r e m 3 .6 .1 . Let uJi,Ui, and (Q;, /3) be as above and let g G C{uo,- • • ,Un^i) be 
given. If [a, b] is contained in (a , 0) then there are Chebyshevian splines s and s on 
{a, (3), such that if ^ ^ C{uo, • • •, v^-i) coincides with g in {a, /?) \ (a, b) then 
s{x) < (p{x) < s(x), xE[a,b]. 
These extremal splines have the form (3.6.2) with 
n-2 
"(^) = J2(^i9){a){ui{x) + {L~_ig){a)un-i{x). 
i=0 
Furthermore, s and s are unique, in [a,b]: 
n even: For s, k = n/2 — I, a — TQ < TI < • • • < Tfc+i = b; for s,k = n /2 , 
a < Ti < • • • < Tfc < 6, ao = QJfe+i = 0; 
n odd: For s, k — {n — l ) / 2 , a = TQ < TI < • • • < r*. < b, a^+i = 0; for 
s,k ^ {n- l ) / 2 , a < Ti < • • • < Tk+i = b, ao = 0. 
The Chebyshevian splines s and s will be referred to as lower and upper extremal 
splines, respectively. Thus s and s form the boundary of the "interpolating envelope" 
on [a, b] of generalized convex functions that agree with g outside of (a, b). 
Examples 3 .6 .1 . For n = 2 and a;^  = 1, a generalized convex function g is convex in 
the usual sense. In this case the upper extremal spline s for an interval [a, b] is just the 
linear polynomial interpolant, and the lower extremal spline s is the piecewise linear 
function with at most one knot, which agrees with g at the endpoints and satisfies 
s'(a) = g'_{a), s'{b) = gL{b)- The interpolating envelope in this case is, thus a triangle. 
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In the next example, n = 3, cJi = 1, and {a,b] = [-1,1], so that U = span{l, (x + 
l)i(.x- + lf/2} and g{x) = x"'^  - x is generaUzed convex ("3-convex"). The upper autl 
lower external splines in this case are quadratic polynomial sphnes with two knots each. 
Figure (1) shows s and s restricted to [-1,1]. 
Fig. 1 Example of an interpolating envelope for n = 3 
Proof of Theorem 3.6.1. If (p agrees with g outside of (a, b) then ip may be repre-
sented as in (3.6.1) with li as in the statement of the theorem and with /x satisfying 
/ ul{t)d,,{t) = I \dii{t) = „{[a,b]) ^ L^_Mb) - L-_,g{a) 
•j[a,o\ •'[a,"! 
(3.6,3) 
Moreover 
/ <- i_ . ( i ) dfi{t) = f {LiKn){b, t) dn[t) = Li{ip-u){b) = Li{g-u){b) (i = 0, • • •, n -2 ) . 
J[a,b] J[a,b] 
Thus, this interpolation problem may be transformed into a moment problem for the 
dual E^CT"*"-system {i>'o, • • • > ^n-i}'-
fb 
/ Ui{t)dn{t) = a (z = 0 , - - - , n - l ) (3.6.4) 
Ja 
Let Mc denote the set of nonnegative Borel measures for which the moment condition 
(3.6.4) are satisfied. Since an ECT-system is also a Chebyshev system, by the Markov-
Krein Theorem [56,61,74] there are unique extermal measures // and p, in Mc such that 
for all ne Mc and all -0 6 C{I/Q,•••,Un-i) 
[ ,^ m dixit) < f i^it) dM(i) < / m dm 
•^[aM y[a,6] J[a^b] 
(3.0.5) 
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These extenrial inecxsures are discrete measures with mass distributed as follows: 
n even: /i has mass at a and 6, and at A; = n/2 - 1 intermediate points; // has mass 
at A; = n/2 intermediate points; 
n odd: fi has no mass at a, and has mass at 6, and at A; = (n — l)/2 intermediate 
points; /i has no mass at b and has mass at a and at /c = n — 1/2 intermediate points. 
It should be mentioned that these conclusions are valid provided /i has sufficient 
number of mass points ("index n" [61]), otherwise, (/ is a spline on [a, h] and s, s and g 
all coincide. 
Functions '?/' G C(fo, • • • > '^n-i) have the representation 
^{t) ^ u{t)+ j {-iy'Kn{x,t)dix{x), te[a,b], 
J[a,b] 
with u G span{/^o, • • •, i^n-i} and /.i a nonnegative Borel measure. In particular, for fixed 
X the function •0(t) := (—1 )"/<'„(x,i) is an element of C(z/o, • • •, i^n-i) and therefore 
(3.6.5) holds. The proof is now completed by adding (—l)"u(x') to each term of (3.6.5) 
and setting 
s{x) := u{x) + / Kn{x,t) dii{t), s{x) := u{x) + / Kn{x,t) dfl{t) 
J[a,b] J[a,b\ 
if n is even, and vice versa if n is odd. 
Remark 1. It can be shown that the knots of s and s strictly interlace. 
A simple consequence of (3.6.1) and the definition of /C„ is the following estimate: 
Proposition 3.6.1. Let the conditions and conclusions of Theorem 3.6.1 prevail. 
Then, jar all a < r < q < b and x G [r, q]. 
(n-1)! IJ^ 
where K = L'^_-^g{b) - Ln-ig{a) < oo and mj = max[a,6! \uJt\, 
3.7. Let (n, fi) be a finite measure space. The space of Bochner p integrable functions 
defined on {^,/J.) with values in a Banach space X is denoted by L^(^fj,,X). It is well 
known [32] that IJ'{fj,, X) is a Banach space under the norm 
ii/iip = (/ii/(or^Mi))'^ i<p<oo. 
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A subspace E in a Banach spax:e F is said to be proximinal if for each x E F there 
is at least one y & E such that 
| | x -y | | = d{x,E) = mi{\\x - z\\ : z e E} 
The element y is called a best approximant of x in E. 
Light and Cheney [67] proved that if K is a finite dimensional subspace of the 
Banach space X, then L^{iJ,,Y) is proximinal in L^{fj,,X). Khahl [58] proved that 
L'{fj,,Y) is proximinal in L^(/i, X) . If Y is reflexive. Khalil and Deeb [59] prove that 
L^{fj,,Y) is proximinal in L^(//,X) if and only if L^{fj,,Y) is proximinal in L^(^,X). 
1 < p < oo. As a consequence, the result in [58] follows immediately. Further, if Y is 
a separable proximinal dual space then L^{fj,,Y) is proximinal in L^(/Lt,X). 
Throughout Khalil and Deeb [59], if X is a Banach space, then X* denotes the 
dual of X. If y is a subspace of X, they set Y-^ = {x* e X* : x*{y) = 0 for all y eT). 
The set of real numbers is denoted by R. 
All Banach space are assumed to be real Banax;h spaces. 
Let X be a Banach space and let y be a closed subspace of X. The following is 
the main result of Khahl and Deeb [59]: 
Theorem 3.7.1. Let I < p < oo. The following are equivalent: 
(i) IJ'{fi,Y) is proximinal in D'{^,,X) 
(ii) L^ifi, Y) is proximinal in L^{fj,,X). 
Proof of the Theorem 3.7.1. (ii)—>-(i) Let / € Z/(/^, X). Since the measure space 
{fl,fji) is finite, / 6 L^(//,X). By assumption there exists g G L^{fj,,Y) such that 
11/ - gill < 11/ - -Rill for aU /i e L\tJi,Y), by Lemma of [33], 
wm-gm < \\m-y\\ 
;/-almost everywhere and for all y e Y. Hence 
wm-gm < 11/(0-^ 011 
//-almost everywhere for all w € LP(/i,y). Since 0 e F , it follows that ||g(t)|| < 2||/(t)j|. 
Hence g G I^(//, y),and 
| | / - ^ l l p < | | / - ^ i ^ p 
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for alii/; G LP{^,Y). 
Conversely (i)->(ii) consider the rnai) 
Jifm = \\f{tw^'-'fit) 
If f(t) j^ 0, and J{f){t) = 0 otherwise. Then 
Hence 1 |J( /) |1P = | | / | | i . Clearly J is (1,-1). Further, if p G U'{n,X), then f{t) = 
\\g{t)\r' g{t) e X and | | /(t) | | = Ut^. Thus / e L'{^,X). Further 
j{f){t) = [\\fmY/'-'-Mt)\r'9{t) 
= UtW-'-\\9{t)\r' g{t) = g{t). 
Hence J is onto. Also JiL^ifJ., Y)) = Z^(/i, Y). 
Now, let / G L^{^,X). With no loss of generahty they assumed that f{t) ^ 0 
/Lt-almost everywhere, for otherwise they restrict their measinre to the support of / . 
Since J{f) G U'{^i;X) then by assumption (ii), there exist some g G L^(/x, F) such 
that 
\\J{f)-J{g)\\v < \\J{f)-Jm, 
for all h G L^(/i,y). Using the some argument as in Lemma 2.10 of [33], Khalil and 
Deeb [59] get 
\\Jifm-Jig)m < \\Jifm-y\\ 
/x-almost everywhere for all y G y . Hence 
\\j{fm~j{g)m < wAfm-wmr^'-'yi 
/^-almost everywhere for all y e Y. Multiplying both sides of the last inequality by 
||/(0IP-^/^ they get 
\\m-\\mr-'^'-\\g{t)\\g{t)\\ < \\m-y\\ 
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for aUyeY. Set w{t) = \\f{t)\\^-'^/P\\g{t)\\^/''-'^g{t). Since g{t) is a best approximant 
of fit) in y , and 0 G y, it follows that \\g{t)\\ < 2\\f{t)\\. Hence w G L'ifi.Y). 
Consequently 
\\m-w{t)\\ < \\f{t)-e{t)\\ 
/i-almost everywhere for all 6 G L^{n,Y), and so ^ is a best approximant of / in 
L^(/i, y ) . This ends the proof of the theorem. 
3.8. Let Pn denote the set of all real polynomials of degree not exceeding n and put 
(for any continuous / : [—1,1] —>• J?) 
j£„{f) = inf r \m-p{t)\ dt, n = 0, l ,2 , - --
pePn 7 - 1 
/ is said to be in the Morkoff class M„, provided that {f — Pf) f/n does not change sign 
on [—1,1], where C/„(i) denotes the n-th Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind and 
Pf denotes the interpolation polynomial of / with respect to the zeros of Un-
it is well known that by [2] 
En-i{f) = I £ fit) sgn Unit) dt \ for any / 6 M„ (n > 1) 
H. Brass [10] points out that 
/ . 
1 °'-' h 
fit) Sgn Unit) dt = 2Y,'^^±^^^ (3.8.1: 
1 ^ ^ 2fc + 1 
provided that the expansion 
oc 
fc=0 
is known. He remarks further that in many known examples the coefficients b^ tend 
rapidly to zero and that in these cases 2 | 6„ |= 2 | 6„(/) | yields an asymptotic 
expansion of En-iif) (all of his examples lie in the Markoff class M„). 
Fiedler and Jin-kat [40] derived upper and lower estimates for E^-iif) — 26„ whicli 
are applicable even if / does not he in the Markoff class M„, such as 
fit) = cos(a;t) with | w |> 7r/2 
we have 
26„(/) = iA/n)fjit)Unit)il-t')'/Ut. (3.8.2, 
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If / is an n-fold integral of a real integrable function then (see [39]) 
fj{t)sgnU,,{t)dt = fv,Xt)f^''\t)dt, 
where the kernel Ki(f) is given (as in [39]) 
I Vn{t) I < 23-"(l - ey n''''/n\ 
for natural n and —1 < ^ < 1. 
Proposition 3.8.1. For n ^N , f ^ L'^[-\,\\, bj = bj{f), 
E 
fc=i 
^(2fc+l)(n+l)-l 
2k+1 < 3 £ ; 3 n + l ( / ) . 
Proof of the Proposition 3.8.1. Define the Cj by 
3n+l 
Esn+lif) = 1 1 / - E^fc f^ fc l l l 
fc=0 
From (3.8.1) gives 
-1 3n+l 
Esn+lif) > \ i f - E ^ f c f ^ f c ) s g n ^ " 
oo 
= |2(6„-c„) + 2 ^ 
dt 
°° ^(2fc+l)(n+l)-l 
fc=l 2A; + 1 
The proposition follows since (observe (3.8.2) and | f/„(/)(l - f^Y^^ \< 1) 
2 | 6 „ - c „ | - (4/7r) 
< (4/7r) 
3n+l / - l ( / W - E CfcC/fc(i))C/„(t)(l-t2)V2rfi 
fc=0 
3n+l 
/ - E CfcC/fc ( 4 / 7 r ) £ ; 3 n + i ( / ) . 
f3.8.31 
(3.8.4] 
(3.8.5) 
Following proposition yields immediately the following general lower estimate: 
Corollary 3.8.1. For n e N , f e L^[-l, 1] 
E„-,{f) > 2 
OC L 
0(2k+l)(n+l)-l E 
fc=0 2k + 1 
> 2 I 6„ I -3£;.3„+i(/) 
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Proof of Corollary 3.8.1. The first inequality is an immediate consequence of [39] 
and (3.8.1) and second inequality follows from the proposition. 
Remark. The lower estimate as given in the corollary is in general better than the 
trivial estimate (let p G P„ yield the best approximation) 
dt 
l\{m-p{t)}Unit){i-tY'dt > 
= \fj{t)u^{t){i-ey/'dt\ = (7r/2) 16„(/) I 
Using (3.8.2) and the fact that Un{t){l - t^Y^'^ is orthogonal to P„_i. 
If 6„i > 0 for m > n then the corollary implies En-i{f) > 'ibn{f) without any 
oo 
error term. This is the case, e.g., if f(t) = Yl ^.^t on [—1,1] with Ofc > 0 for /c > n, 
fc=0 
since always bm{t'^) > 0 as in [117]. 
3.9. One knows that / belongs to the MarkofF class M„, provided that /^"^ > 0 on 
[-1,1], and then (3.8.1) is applicable for handUng £^„_i(/). If /("^ > 0 holds true only 
in a neighbourhood of 0, then / will lie outside M„ in general. 
Theorem 3.9.1. For n € N ; f e C" [-1,1]; /("^(x) > 0 for \x\ < 6 < I. 
I E„.,{f) - 2b„{f) l< ^ - f - / , (1 - t'T ! /"Ho Nt + 21 E ^^^^^^5±^ I. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.9.1. It can be obtained by [39] 
En-l{f) < j Vr.it) \ f("Kt) \ dt 
- 1 
< 2 / Vn{t)\f"\t)\dt+}Vr.{t)f("\t)dt 
5<|t|<l - 1 
= 1 + 11 (3.9.1) 
Now (3.8.3) and (3.8,1) yield 
11 = 2 ^ °^ b(2k+l)(n+l)~l 
.= 1 2fc + l 
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»(.-^nVo ) f l ! 
^ * " -
ti^ 
Thus the theorem foUows from (3.8.4). 
Following Corollary 3.9.1 is a special case of Thcorcni if we use Proposition 3.8.5. 
Corollary 3.9.1. For n e N ; f e C" [ - l , 1]; / '" '(x) > 0 /or | x j< 5 < 1. 
I £;„_!(/) - 2fe„(/) |< " ' " f ' / (1 - t'r i r'Ht) i dt + 3E-sn^,{f). 
TV. JS<\t\<l 
It is obvious if it can be applied (3.9.1) and (3.8.4) 
Corollary 3.9.2. For n e N ; f e C^"+2f-l, 1]; f^'^x) > 0 /or | x |< 5 < 1. 
24-n ^^ 1/2 
En^,{f) - 26„(/) I < — ^ — / (1 - er I f'^Kt) dt 
94-3n 1/2 -1 
^ "- / CI _^2N3n+2 I f(3n+2)(f\ 
{2,n + 2)\ J-,^' ^^ '-^ '^^  
dt. 
Let /(x) = (—l)''cosa;x. The case |a;| < 7r/2 was treated in [39]. Let | a; |> 7r/2 
and put 5 — {7r/2)/\oj\ and q — I — 6'^. Corollary 3.9.1 implies that (replace n by 2n: 
neN ) 
2b-2n „ l / 2 
l £ ^ 2 n - l ( / ) - 2 6 2 „ ( / ) | < ( 2 n ) ! g ' "a ;^" + 3 £ 6 n + l ( / ) . 
The right-hand side is exponentially smaller than E2n-i{f) by [39]. 
2l-2n 2n 
£^2.-2(/) = £^2n-l(/) = (2n)! {1 + Q'-(V»)>-
It follows that 
^2n-2( / ) = ^ 2 „ - l ( / ) = 262„(/){l + 0. (nV2^2n) | 
Using [117], the formula 26„ = an- an+2 from Brass [10] with 
an =^ - C f(x)Tn{x){l - x2) - l /2 ^x 
n 7-1 
to obtain 
262„(/) = 2{J2„(C^) - J2n+2(cx;)} 
with Snyder [117] 
-^ /clu;) - ^ A . 4 ^ H ( A : + r)! 
5ti 
So, in the present case, b2n is explicitly known and can easily be expanded into 
an asymptotic series. In other cases it might be useful to remember the formula 
Abramowitz and Stegun [1] 
2fe„(/) = /_V; ( t ) / ( " ) ( t )d t , 
where 
and 
v:{t) 23/2 „ ^ i / i - t ^ y ^ ' / ' 
In = 
7rV2r(n + 1) ^ ^ _ , / , 
T{n + 3/2) 
As another application of (3.8.1) they remarked that the above theorem on the asymp-
totic behaviour of E„_i(/) is connected with Fiedler and Jurkat [39]. In order to get 
asymptotic results from these theorems, one needs the quantities 
c„fc = 2fc)! 7-1 "^^ ^^ ^^ '^  "^ ^ ^""^ " " - ^ ^""^ ^ - ° 
expUcitly. Applying (3.8.3) to f{t) = p+ f^c and using (3.8.1) afterwards yields 
Cnk = 2^-' j'^t-+'''sgnUr,{t)dt 
oo 
2"E 
.=0 2r + 1 
( n + l ) ' " / ^ ^ ^ i 1 / n + 2k \ 
22fc ^ (r+l)(n + l) + k\k-r{n + l)) 
where the last equation is consequence of Snyder [117]. In particular they have 
(n + l)in + 2k)\ , ^ , 
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Chapter^ 
Best Approximation 
and 
Best Simultaneous 
4.1. Let Q = [0,1] and let /i be Lebesgue measure defiiKKl on the sigina algebra A of 
subsets of Q, whose elements are the /x-measurable subsets of fl. Let L^ = Lod^}, A, fi) 
and Lp = Lp{Q, A, //). Let 5 be a closed convex proper subset of Lp. 
Let /i and /2 be elements of Lp. Let p be fixed; 1 < p < oo. Then it is well known 
(see [104]) that there exist unique functions Si G S and S2 G 5 such that 
Wh-srl - jnfJI / i - slip, (4.1.1) 
and 
i|/2-S2||p - jnfJI/2 - slip. (4.1.2) 
The following definition was introduced in [48]. 
Definition. Let / i , /2 and 5 be as defined above. If there exists an element s* G S 
such that 
inf ll/i - .^ 1!^  + 11/2 - s\\; = ll/i - 5*11^  + 11/2 - s*||^ (4.1.3) 
then it can be said that s* is a best simultaneous approximation to the functions /i 
and /2 in the Lp norm, 
In [90], the foUowing result was proved in the space L2{0.,A,fj,) 
m | 1 1 ^ 1 1 2 + 1 1 ^ - ^ 1 1 2 = 2 i n f | | A _ : i | | ^ + 1 1 : ^ 1 1 ^ (4.1.4) 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let / i , f^-, Si, S2, s* be as defined above. If fi ^ f^, then si ^ s^ 
and 
11/2 - 5 l | | p > 11/2 - s l i p , ( S l / 5 * ) (4.1.5) 
and 
| | / l - S 2 | | p > | | / l - S * | | p , (S2^S*) (4.1.6) 
Proof, If / i 7^/2, then uniqueness implies the Si 7^  S2. By definition of Si 7^  s* 
| | / l - S l | | p < ll/l -•S*||p, 
and for ,§27^ s* 
||/> -s-iWp < ii/2 -s* | |p , 
or 
i i / i -^ i i i ; :< 11/1-5*11;:, (4.1.7) 
and 
\\f2-s,\\;<\\f,~s*\\;, (4.1.8) 
Next, for sy / s*, suppose (4.1.5) is not true, then 
| | / 2 - 5 l | | p < l | / 2 - 5 * | | p , 
or 
11/2-^ill? < 11/2-5*11 ,^ (4,1.9) 
Now, adding (4.1.7) to (4.1.9) and conclude for Sj 7^  s*, that 
ll/i - 5i||^  + 11/2 - 5i||^ < il/i - 1^1^  + 11/2 - 5*11^  
Contradiction! Since this impHes that Si is a better simultaneous approximation to / i 
and /2. There (4.1.5) is true for sj ^ s*. 
Similarly it can be showed that (4.1.6) is true for $2 ^ s*. 
Remark 1. The above theorem suggests that in case / i 7^  /2 and Si / s* 7^  S2, then 
s* is strictly closer to /a than S2, and also s* is strictly closer to /2 than Si with respect 
to the p-norm distance. In other words, s* lies (in some sense) somewhere between Si 
a n d S2-
Remark 2. It is possible that / i 7^  / j , but Si = s* or S2 = •5*- This will be shown by 
Example 1. 
Proposition 4.1.1. If fi = f2, then Si = S2 = s*. 
Proposition 4.1.2. If fi ^ f^ if and only if Si 7^  s* 7^  S2, 
\\fl-S2l>\\fl~S*\\„ 
and 
11/2 - S l lip > | | /2-S*| |p. 
In the following Theorem, it is shown that the average of s^  and .S2 is closer to /i 
than S2 and closer to /2 than Sj provided that .Si 7^  s* 7^  82. 
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In the following Theorem, it is shown that the average of Si and S2 is closer to /i 
than S2 and closer to /2 than Si provided that Si ^ s* ^ S2. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Let /i,/2,Si,S2 and s* be as defined above. Suppose / i ^ f2- Then 
| | / l - ^ ^ ^ ^ i l p < | | / l - 3 2 | U (4.1.10) 
and 
<\\h-s,h. (4.1.11; 
2 
{s: I + S2) 
2 
{si + 52) , 
Proof. Suppose 
or 
II / II ^ II •^i ~ '^1 I -^^ ~ '^2 II 
\\fi-S2\\p < II—2— + —2—"'^ 
Now by using A-inecjuality we obtain 
II /1-S2IIP < ^Wfl- Sl\\p + -\\fi- S2\\p 
or, 
l | | f II ^ ^ 1 / II 
2II/1 - ^2\\p S 2ll-'i ~ •^illp 
or 
| | / : - 5 2 | | p < | | / l - S l | | p 
which is a contradiction. Thus, (4.1.10) must hold. 
Similarly it can be concluded (4.1.11). 
(4.1.4) is used to prove the following Theorem in L2{Q,A,fi). 
Theorem 4.1.3. Let / i , /2, Si, S2 and s* be as in Theorem 4.1.1. Then 
j j / i - S 1 I I 2 - I I / 2 - S 2 I I 2 < I I / 1 - / 2 I I 2 • (4.1.12) 
Proof. Now start by (4.1.4) 
inf||/i±A-5||:j + ||AzL^||2 
s&s" 2 112^11 2 "2 
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= 2 i n f { | | : ^ - . | | ^ + ||A_f||,^} 
- ^-^I{\\\fi-4l + \\\f2-sm 
= ^mf{ll/i-.^112 + 11/2-.^ 11^} 
Since S is convex, then — - — € 5. Hence 
or, 
2{| | / l-^1l^ + | |/2-^1l^} < (l | / l-^l | |2 + | | /2-^2||2r + ! | / l - /2 | |^ 
but, it is known that 
and, 
11/2-^ 211^ 2 < \\f2-S*\\l-
Thus, we get 
211/1 - S i | | ^ + 2 | | /2-52 | |^ < | | / 2 - S i | | ^ + 2 | | A - S i | | 2 | | / 2 - S 2 | | 2 + | | / 2 - S 2 | | ^ + | | / l - / 2 | 
Now regrouping, 
\\fl-S,\\l-2\\f,-sMh-S2h + \\f2-S2\\l < \\h-f2\\l 
or, 
( | | / l - ^ l | | 2 - 11/2-52112)^  < 11/1-/211^ 
which says that 
| | | / l -« l l | 2 - | | / 2 - . ^2 | | 2 | < II/1-/2II2 
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Example 4.1.1. It is shown that it is possible that / i 7^  /2 and 61 + .S2, but .s* ^ s^. 
Let U{x) = X and h{x) = 1 - x on [0,1]- Let S = M = the convex cone of monotone 
non-decreasing functions on [0,1]. 
*-x 
Consider this problem in L^. Then clearly s,{x) = h{x) = 2; on [0,1] and S2ix) - 5 
on [0,1]. To compute s*, let assume s* = Xx + b for some real values of A and b. to 
minimize this 
IIA - s% + 11/2 - 1^1^  = 1^ 1^  - Ax - 6|^  dx + / j l - ^ - ^1' d^ 
Doing this integration yields the following relationship of A and b: 
/(A, 6) = l{l + X') + 2Xb + 2b'-X-2b 
To minimize / , the partial derivatives is equated to zero and solve the resulting two 
simultaneous equations: 
^ = iA + 2 6 - l = 0; %=2X + Ab-2 
dX 3 db 
will have the solution 6 = | , A = 0 o r s * = | = S2. 
Example 4.1.2. Let / i and /a be two real valued continuous functions defined on 
[0,1] as follows: 
' - is in7r(3: + - ) ,Q < x < \, 
Mx) = \ i s i n 2 7 r ( x - i ) ,\<x<l 
- - s i n 4 7 r ( x - - ) , | < x < 1, 
(4.1.13) 
fiix) = { 
,0<x<\ 
- x + i ,\<x<l, 
(4.1.14) 
02 

and 
Now. let 5 = M = the convex cone of monotone non-decreasing functions on [0,1 j . 
Let III be the best L2-approximation to /i and /i2 the best L2-approxiination to [•>• 
Tlien by definition 
\\f,-h,h = mi\\f,-kh 
or 
I [' |/i(x) - /ii(x)|' dx\-^ = inf I [' \Mx) - h{x)f dx\^ (4.1.15) 
v/o ''SM Jo 
\ ['\f2{x) - h,{x)\Ux\'^ = mi \ ['\Mx) - h{x)\'dx\'^ (4.1.16) 
Jo heM Jo 
Solving for (4.1.15) and (4.1.16) (see [104]) yields the solutions h^ and h^ as shown 
in Figure 2. 
Clearly a best simultaneous approximation h* to /i and /2 must be constant on 
[0,1], because any strict increase in h* wiU increase the value of ||/i — /i||2 + II/2 — /i|i2-
Thus, h* = c on [0,1]. In the following, it can be computed h*, by minimizing 
l l / l - c | | ^ + | | / 2 - c | | ^ 
This will yield the solution 
c = ^ [ 7 - y 5 3 - ( 8 V 2 / 7 r ) ] ^ - . 0 0 7 . 
Notice that ||/i - h^h > ll/i - ch and [[/s - /11II2 > II/2 - c||2. 
4.2. AppUcations of fixed point theorems of analysis and their closely related theorems 
from nonlinear functional analysis are well-known. Brosowski [12], Meinardus [72], 
Reich [100], Singh [113], Subrahmanyam [119] and Hicks-Humpries [46] used fixed 
point theory to prove many interesting theorems in approximation theory. Elegant 
proofs of some results in approximation theory using fixed point techniques can be 
found in Cheney [16]. 
The object of this paper is to extend the work of Singh [113] and Subrahmanyam 
[119] for spaces having convex structure, a notion introduced by Takahashi [120] and 
studied subsequently by Itoli [51] and Rhoades et al. [101]. 
Throughout this paper (A", d) stands for a metric space, while the unit interval 
[0,1] is denoted by / . 
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Definition 4.2.1 (Takahashi [120]). Let X be a metric space. A mapping 
W: XxXxI^^X,\s said to be a convex structure if, for eacli x,y £ X and 
A G / , tlie following condition is satisfied: 
d{n,W{x,y,X)) < Xd{fi,x) + {l-X)d{fi,y) 
for all ^ G X. A metric space with a convex structure will be termed as a convex 
metric space. 
Clearly, a Banach space or any convex subset of a Banacli space is a convex metric 
space. 
Definition 4.2.2 (Takahashi [120]). A metric space X is said to be star shaped if 
there exists an XQ 6 X and a mapping W : X x {XQ} X I —^ X such that, for each 
x,y E X and A G / , 
d{x,W{y,xo,X)) < Xd{x,y) + {1-X)d{x,xo). 
XQ shall be called the star centre of X. It is obvious that convex metric spaces are 
starshaped metric spaces but not conversely. In fact, starshaped metric spaces are 
generalizations of starshaped subsets of a Banach space. 
Definition 4.2.3 (Rhoades et al. [101]). Let X be a convex metric space. A' 
satisfies condition (*) if for aU. x,y,z E X and A G / , 
d{W{x,z,X), W{y,z,X)) < Xd{x,y). 
Clearly, the condition (*) is always satisfied in any normed Unear space by letting 
W(x,z,X) = Xx + {l-X)Z. 
Results. The following is the main theorem. d{x, C) stands for the distance between 
the point x G A" and set C C X. 
Theorem 4.2.1. Let X be a convex metric space satisfying condition (*) and 
T : X -^ X he a mapping. Let C he a T-invariant suhset of X and x a T-invariant 
point in X such that the set K of hest C-approximants to x, is non-empty, compact 
and star-shaped. Further, suppose that 
(i) T is continuous on K, 
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(ii) d{Tx,Ty) < d{x,y) whenever d{x,y) < d{x,C) and x,y E K U {x}. 
Then K contains a T-ijivariant point which is a best approximation to x in C. 
Proof. As K is the set of best C-ai)proxiinaiits x, it follows that T maps K into 
itself. Indeed, if y G K, then nsing the non-expansiveuess of T and the fact that 
d{x,y) < d{x,C), 
d{Ty,x) =: d{Ty,Tx) < d{y,x), 
implying that Ty 6 K. 
Let q £ K he the star-centre of K and {A;,i} a seqnence of positive reals k^ 
{kn < 1) such that lim„^oc ^n = 1- For each n E N, define maps T^ : K —^ K by 
Tn{x) — W{Tx,q,kn)- By the condition (*), we have 
d{Tr,x,Tny) = d{W{Tx,q,kn), W{Ty,q,kn)) 
< knd{x,y], 
whenever d(x,y) < d(x,c). Thus each map r„ is (rf(x,C), A;„)-uniformly locally con-
tractive. Moreover, K being compact and star-shaped is complete (i(2;,C)-chainable. 
So it follows from a theorem of Eklelstein [36] that there exists a y^ E K such that 
Tn{yn) = Vn-
Moreover, star-shapeness of K further implies that 
d{T{yn),yn) = d{T{y^), W{T{yr.),q,k,)) 
< knd(Tyn, Ty^) + (1 - A;„)rf(ry„, q). 
As kn —> 1, then lim„_>.oo d{y„, Ty^) = 0. Since K is also compact, {y„} has a convergent 
subsequence {yn;} converging to some point y € K and further 
\\va.i^oc d{y„^ ,Tyrn) — 0. Now the continuity of T on /C along with the triangular 
inequahty yields y = Ty. This completes the proof. 
Remark. As illustrated by Singh [113], the continuity of T on ii' need not imply its 
continuity on the whole of X. 
As every normed linear space is a convex metric space, the following known results 
as corollaries to our main theorem are derived. 
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Corollary 4.2.1. Let X be a normed linear space and T a selfrnap of X. Let C be a 
subset of X such that C is a T-invariant and x be a T-invariant point in X. If tlie set 
K of best C-approximants to x is non-empty, compact and starshaped, and further 
(i) T is continuous on K, and 
(ii) ||x — y\\ < d(x,C) =» \\Tx — Ty\\ < \\x — y\\ for x,y in K U {x}, then it contains 
a T-invariant point which is a best approximation to {x} in C. 
The result of the above corollary was given by Singh [113]. 
Corollary 4.2.2. Let T be a non-expansive mapping on a nouned linear space X. 
Let C be a T-invariant subset of x and x a T-invariant point in X. If K, the set of 
best C-approximants to x, is non-empty, compact and starshaped, then it contains a 
T-invariant point. 
Next result was proved by Brosowski [12]. 
Corollary 4.2.3. Let T be a non-expansive mapping on a normed linear space, and 
let C be a T-invariant subset of X and x a T-invariant point in X. If K, the set 
of best C-approximants to x, is non-empty, compact and convex, then it contains a 
T-invariant point. 
Corollary 4.2.4. Let X be a normed linear space, C be a finite-dimensional subspace, 
T : X -^ X having an invariant point x be such that \\x — y|| < d{x,C) implies 
\\Tx — Ty\\ < \\x — y\\. IfT maps C into itself, then x has a best approximation in C 
which is another invariant point of T. 
Proof. It is well-known that the set K of best C-approximants to x is non-empty 
Also, K is closed, bounded and convex. As C is finite dimensional, K is compact. So 
the result follows from Corollary 4.2.1. 
The above corollary is Theorem 3 of Subrahmanyam [119]. 
Remark. The conclusion of Corollary 4.2.4 clearly holds for a non-expansive mapping. 
As in Singh [113] and Subrahmanyam [119] this result for nonexpansive mapping can 
then be used to deduce a well-known result of Meinardus [72]. 
4.3. Apphcations of fixed point theorems to approximation theory are well known. Us-
ing the fixed point theory there are very elegant proofs of results such as "a boundedly 
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compact Chebyshev set is a sun" and "every boundedly compact Chebyshev set in a 
smooth Banach space is convex". Brosowski [12], Meinardus [73], and Singh [115,116] 
used the fixed point theory to prove some other interesting theorems in approximation 
theory. 
Singh [116] stated in the introduction that the mapping considered is continuous, 
not necessarily Lipschitzian. It would like to point out that the continuity and condition 
p{Tx — Tb) < p{x — b) for all x in D are superfluous in [115, Theorem 1], as they are 
a direct consequence of nonexpansiveness. 
It will be denoted £^  to be a Hausdorff locally convex linear topological space 
"T2 its" and Q a (fixed) family of continuous seminorms which generates the topology 
of E. Let C be a nonemepty subset of E and p be a continuous seminorm on E. For 
X G E define 
dp{x, C) = m{{p{x -y) : y e C} 
and 
Rp{x) = {xeC: p{x-y) = dp{x,C)}. 
The set C is said to be proximinal with respect to p if for all x ^ C, Rp{x) is nonempty 
[100, p.105]. 
Definition 4.3.1. A mapping T : C -4 C is said to be p-contraction if there is a fcp, 
0 < kp < 1 such that 
p{Tx-Ty) < kpp{x-y) 
for all x,y E C and p ^ Q. 
The mapping T is called p-nonexpansive if for all x,y ^G and p ^ Q 
p{Tx-Ty) < p{x-y). 
Definition 4.3.2. A mapping T : C —)• C is said to be demicompact if each bounded 
net {xn} in C such that (7 — T){Xn) converges has a convergent subnet. 
Definition 4.3.3. A subset K of E is star-shaped provided there is a point p e K 
such that for each x ^ K, the segment joining x to p is contained in K (i.e., there is 
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p E K such that tx + {I — t)p E K for each x E K and real t with 0 < ^ < 1). Such a 
point p will be called a star centre of K. 
Clearly, if K is convex, then every point in /(' is a star centre of K. 
Definition 4.3.4. Let {.x„} be a sequence in E. Then {x„} is Cauchy if and only if 
for each p E Q, p{Xn — x„J —>• 0 as n ,m —> oo. Spax;e E is sequentially complete if 
and only if everj^ Cauchy sequence in E converges to some element in E. Space E is 
quasicomplete if every bounded, closed subset of E is complete. 
Clearly every complete space is quasicomplete, and every quasicomplete space is 
sequentially complete [60]. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Let E be a T^ linear topological space and T : E —^ E be a p-
nonexpansive mapping. Let C be a T-invariant set and y a T-invariant point. As-
sume that for every p E Q the set D of Best C-approximants to y with respect to p 
is nonempty, sequentially complete, bounded, and star-shaped. Furthermore, assume 
either of the following holds: 
(i) (/ - T{D) is closed, 
(U) T is demicompact. 
Then T has a fixed point which is a best approximation to y in D. 
Proof. Since D is the set of Best C-approximants to y, it follows that T maps D into 
itself. Indeed, if x G Z), then using the p-nonexpansiveness of T we have 
p{Tx-y) ^ p{Tx-Ty) < p{x-y), 
implying that T{x) is in D. Let q be the star centre of D. For each t,0 < t < 1, define 
Tt{x) = tT{x)-\-{1 - t)q {xeD). 
Since D is star-shaped, each Tt clearly maps D into itself. Also Tt is a contraction; in 
fax; 
p{Z{x) - T,{y)) = pitT{x) - tT{y)) 
< tp(Tx — Ty) < tp{x — y) 
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for all x,y in D. Since D is complete it follows that Ti has a nnicjne fixed point Xi in 
D [14, Theorem 2.2]. Now 
( / - T ) ( x , ) = X , - T x , = . x , - ( l A ) ( T , x , - ( 1 - 0 ^ / ) 
= il-{l/t))ix,^q), 
which clearly tends to zero in E as t —)• 1, snice D Ls boiuidcd. Since (/ — T){D) is 
closed, there is a x G D such that x — Tx ~ 0, so x is a fixed point of T. 
(ii) We show that {I—T){D) is closed and the result will follow from (i). Let {{I—T)Xa • 
a € A} be a net in D such that {I—T)xa —> y. Since T is demicompact, {x„} contains a 
convergent subnet which we denote by {x^'}. Since D is closed we have .T,J/ —> x, wh(!re 
X is some point of D. By the continuity of T it follows that (/ — T)(x„/) -^ {I ~ T)x. 
Then (/ - T)x = y. 
Corollary 4.3.1 [115, Theorem 1]. Let E he a T2 linear topological space and 
T : E ^ E be p-nonexpansive. Let C be a T-invariant subset of E and y a T-invariant 
point. If the set of Best C-approximants to y is nonemepty, compact, and star-shaped. 
then it contains a T-invariant point. 
Proof. Let D be the set of Best C-approximants to y. Then being compact it is com-
plete and totally bounded, and hence sequentially complete and bounded. Moreover, 
it follows from the continuity of J — T that (7 — T){D) is compact, and hence closed. 
Thus the corollary follows. 
CoroUeo-y 4.3.2. Let E be T2 linear topological space and T : E ^r E he nonexpansive. 
Let C be a T-invariant subset of E and y a T-invariant point. If the set of Best 
C-approximants to y is nonemepty, quasicomplete, bounded, and star-shaped, then it 
contains a T-invariant point, provided T is demicompact. 
Corollary 4.3.3. Let X be a normed linear space and T : X —¥ X be a nonexpansive 
mapping. Let T have a fixed point say y, and a T-invariant finite-dimensional subspace 
C of X. Then T has a fixed point which is a Best approximation to y in C. 
Proof. It is well known that the set D of Best C-approximants to y is nonempty. Also 
D is closed, bounded and convex. Since C is finite-dimensional, D is compact and 
hence the result foUows from the corollary. 
As immediate consequence of Corollary 4.3.1 is 
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Corollary 4.3.4[116]. Let T be a nonexpansive operator on a norrned linear space 
X. Let C be a T-invariant subset of X and x a T-invariant jjoint. If tlie set of 
Best C-approximants to x is nonempty, compact and star-shaped, tlien it contains a 
T-invariant point. 
The following well-known result of Meinardus [73] follows from Corollary 4.3.3: 
Corollary 4.3.5. Let D be a compact metric space and T : D ^r D continuous. Let 
C[D] be the space of all continuous real or complex functions on D with the sup norm. 
Let A : C[B] —> C[B] be Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant L Suppose further that 
Af{T{x)) — f{x), A h{Tx) G V whenever h{x) e V, where V is a finite-dimensional 
subspace of C[B]. Then there is a Best approximation g of f with respect to V such 
that 
Ag{Tx) = gix). 
Proof. Define the mapping S by 
5^ = Ag{Tx), 
Then S is nonexpansive. By using the hnearity of A 
\\Sg-Sg,\\ = WAgiTx) - Ag^{Tx)\\ 
< \\g{Tx) - g,T{x)\\ < \\g - g,\\. 
Now the set of best approximation is convex and closed. An appeal to the Arzela-
Ascoli Theorem guarantees the compactness, hence the corollary. 
Definition 4.3.5. Let C be a subset of E and T : C ^ Ehea mapping. The mapping 
T is said to be demiclosed if for any net Xa in C such that Xa -^ x weakly and T^^ -^ y it 
follows that y — Tx. In other words, the mapping T is demiclosed if its graph in C x E 
is closed in the Cartesian product topology induced in C x £^  by the weak topology in 
c and the strong topology in E, the mapping T is weakly pseudocontinuous if and only 
if for each neighbourhood U of zero there is neighbourhood V of zero, V dU such that 
g-'{V) = {xeC: g{x)eV} 
is a weakly closed subset of V. 
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Corollary 4.3.6. Let E be a T2 linear topological space and T : E -^ E be p-
nonexpansive mapping. Let C be a T-invariant set and y a T-invariant point. Let 
the set D of Best C-approximants to y with respect to p be nonempty, weakly compact, 
and star-shaped. Suppose either of the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) I — T is demiclosed, 
(ii) I ~T is weakly p-seudocontinuous, 
Then T has a fixed point which is best approximation to y E X. 
Proof. Since weakly compact subsets of a locally convex linear topological space are 
both bounded and complete [57, pp. 159-160], it follows from the proof of Theorem 
4.3.1 that there is a net {xa} in D such that Xa — T{xa) = {I — T){xa) —^  0. Since D is 
weakly compact, it may be assumed (by passing to a subnet if necessary) that ZQ —>• x 
weakly for some x in D. Since (I—T) is demiclosed, it foUows that {I—T){x) — 0, i.e., x 
is a fixed point of T. Let B be the basis for U, where U is the family of neighbourhoods 
of zero for a linear topological space E. Let W ^ B and pick a neighbourhood V cW 
satisfying the definition of p-seudoweakly continuous. Since { ( / — T){xa)} is residual 
in V, it may be seen that {Xa} is residual in ( / — T)~^{V), which is weakly closed by 
hypothesis. Hence the weak limit x Ues in ( / — T)~^{V) and 
(/ - T){x) = rr - T{x) eV cW 
for a\\W E B. This insures that x — Tx = 0, and x is a fixed point of T. 
Corollary 4.3.7. Let X be a Banach space and T : X -^ X be a nonexpansive 
mapping. Let C be a T-invarint and y a T-invariant point. Let D, the set of Best C-
approximants to y be nonempty, weakly compact, and starshaped. Furthermore, suppose 
I — T is demiclosed; then T has a fixed point which is a Best approximation to y inC. 
Remark 4 .3 .1 . If T is weakly continuous, then / — T is clearly demiclosed. In 
particular, if T is hnear (in fact even afl[ine), then the continuity of T (a consequence 
of nonexpansiveness) imphes T is weakly continuous. 
Corollary 4.3 .8 . Let T be a nonexpansive linear operator on a normed linear space 
X. Let Y be a T-invarint subset of X and x a T-invariant point. If the set of Best 
Y-approximants to x is nonvoid, convex, and compact, then it contains a T-invariant 
point. 
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4.4. Let X be a linear space over reals of dimension greater than one and let ||-, -H be 
a real-valued function on X x X such that 
1. Ijx, y|j = 0 if and only if x and y arc linearly dependent, 
2- \\x,y\\ = \\y,x\\, 
3. ||Q:x,y|| = |Q:|||x,y||, a real 
4. ||a;,?/ + z|| < \\x,y\\ + \\x,z\\. 
Then ||-,-|| is called a 2-norm and the linear spax:e X equipped with the 2-norm 
is called a linear 2-norined space. These spaces are studied extensively in [42], [125] 
and [70]. Some of the basic properties of 2-norms are that they are non-negative and 
||x,y + ax\\ = ||x,y\\ for all x,y ^ X and for every real a. 
Some charaxiterizations of elements of best approximation and best coapproxima-
tion in linear 2-normed spaces in terms of bounded linear 2-functionals is given here. 
Some examples to illustrate the elements of best approximation and best coap-
proximation in linear 2-normed spaces are provided. 
Let X be a Unear 2-normed space over reals with dimX > 3 and G a proper Unear 
manifold in X such that for each x G X\G, V{x, G) ^ X, where V{x, G) denotes the 
vector subspace of X generated by x and G. 
Theorem 4.4.1 [42]. Every linear 2-normed space is a locally convex topological vector 
space. 
Definition 4.4.1 [125]. A 2-functional is real-valued mapping defined on A x M where 
A and M are Unear manifolds in a Unear 2-normed space X. 
Definition 4.4.2 [125]. Let / be a 2-functional with domain Ax M. Then / is said 
to be linear if 
(i) f{x + y,z + s)^ f{x, z) + f{x, s) + f{y, z) + /(y, s) and 
(ii) / ( a x + (3z) = aPf{x,z), for all x,y e A, z,s e M and a,P E R. 
Definition 4.4.3[125]. Let / be a 2-functional with domain A x M, where A and 
M are linear manifolds in X. Then / is said to be bounded if there exists a constant 
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K >Q such that j / (x , y)\ < K\\x, y\\ for all (x, y) ^ Ax M. The smallest such constant 
is called norm of / and is denoted by 
Lemma 4.4.1 [125]. If f is a bounded linear 2-functional with domain A x M where 
A and M are linear manifolds in X and if x and y are linearly dependent with (x, y) € 
Ax M, then f{x,y) = 0. 
Theorem 4.4.2(125]. Let f be a bounded linear 2-functional with domain A x M 
where A and M are linear manifolds in X. Then 
11/11 = sup{|(x,7/)l : \\x,y\\ = \, {x,y) e A x M 
\f(x v)\ 
= sup{';^ ' 7 ' : \\x,y\\y^O, {x,y)eAxM. 
IF'2/11 
Notation. For 6 G X, [b] denotes the linear subspace in X generated by b. 
Theorem 4.4.3[70]. Let X be a linear 2-normed space over R, M a linear manifold 
of X. Let b E X and XQ G X\M such that XQ and b are linearly independent and let 
6 = inf | | xo -y ,6 | | > 0 . 
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Then there exists a bounded linear 2-functional F with domain X x [b] such that 
(i) F{xo,b) = S, 
(ii) F{Tn, t/o) = 0 for all m e M and yo e [b], 
(iii) | |F| | = 1. 
For any non zero element 6 e X, we denote by {X x [6])*, the space of all bounded 
linear 2-functionals f^ with domain X x [b] and with the usual norm given by 
llfll = sup{|/''(x,6)| : {||x,6|| = l} , ( X , 6 ) G X X [ 6 ] } . 
Let X be a linear 2-normed space, G a linear manifold in X. x e X\G and K a 
nonempty proper subset of X\V{x, G). Then an element QQ £ G is called an element of 
best approximation (respectively, best coapproximation) of x, by means of the elements 
of G with respect to the set K if for each b E K 
\\x-go.b\\ = inf | |x-c / ,6 | | 
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(respectively, \\gQ - g, b\\ < \\x — g, b\\ for all g ^ G). 
The set of all elements of best approximation (respectively, best coapproxiniation) 
of X by the elements of G with respect to the set K is denoted by Pc{x, K) (respectively, 
/ ? G ( X , K ) ) . 
The following theorem gives a characterization of elements of best approximation 
in linear 2-normed spaces in terms of bounded linear 2-functionals with norm one. 
Theorem 4.4.4. Let X be a linear 2-normed space, G a closed linear manifold in X. 
X G X\G and K C X\y{x,G). For an element g^ G G, we have po ^ Pci-f^, ^) '^f anrf 
only if for each b E K there exists an f^ G {X x [b])* with the folloiuing •properties: 
\\n = 1 (4.4.1) 
f\g,yQ) = 0 foraU ^ G G and yo e [6] (4.4.2) 
fix-go^b) = \\x-go,b\\. (4.4.3) 
Proof. Assume that go G Pai^-, K). Since x E X\G and b G K, then b and x — g are 
linearly independent for all g ^ G. Hence for each b G K, 
I k - ^ 0 , fell = inf | | x - ^ , 6 | | > 0 
Consequently, by Theorem 4.4.3, for each b G K, there exists an /* G (X x [b])* 
with the required properties (4.4.1) to (4.4.3). 
Conversely, suppose that there exists /*" G (X x [b])* satisfying (4.4.1) to (4.4.3). 
Then by (4.4.3) for each b E K and g e G,we have 
Ik-go, fell = l/''(x-go,fe)| = \f'{x - g + g - go,b)\ 
= \f''{x-g,b) + f''ig-go,b)\ 
< | | / ' ' |M|x-g,fe| | = | |x-g,fe| | . 
Since go G G, we have ^o G Poi^j K). 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let X be a linear 2-normed space, G a closed linear manifold in X. 
X G X\G and K C X\V{x,G). For a subset M C G, we have M C PGix,K) if and 
only if for each b G K, there exists an /** G (X x [b])* satisfying (4.4.1), (4.4.2) and 
f\x-go,b) = ||x-.9o,fe|| C^oGAf). (4.4.4) 
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Proof. Let M C Pc.{^,K^) and <7o G M. Then .go e PG{X,K). Hence, by Theorem 
4.4.4, for each b e K, there exists f' e {X x [b])* satisfyhig 
WfW = 1 
f'ig, Vo) = 0, geG and 2/0 e [b] 
and 
f''{x-go,b) = \\x-go,b\\, g^ e M 
Now, let 5i e M. Then gi G Fcla^, •^)- Hence, for each b Q K, 
\\^-9ub\\ = \\x-gQ,b\\ = M\\x-g,b\\. 
Thus, for each b e K, 
Ifix-gub) = \f{x-go + go-gi,b\ 
= If lx-50,6)1 = ||x-go,6!l 
= !|a;-5i,&ll-
Conversely, let us suppose that, for each b ^ K, there exists an /* e (X x [b])* 
such that (4.4.1), (4.4.2) and (4.4.4) are satisfied. Let g^ e M. Then by Theorem 
4.4.4, go G PG{X,K). SO M C PG{X,K), which completes the proof. 
The following proposition gives a relation between best approximation and best 
coapproximation in linear 2-normed spaces. 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let X be a linear 2-normed space. G a linear manifold in X, 
X e X\G and K a non empty subset of X\V{x, G). Then 
R^{x,K) = { g o e G : OG f) ^lx-sol(9o - 5,^^)}-
Proof. Let go G RG{X, K). Then, for p G G, 6 G K" and for a "^^  0, 
\\{go-g)-a[x-gQ),b\\ = \a\\\\{go - g)lQ\ - {x - go),b\\ 
= HM9o'9)l(A+9o)-x,b\\ 
> \<^\\\\{9o-9)lo\+go-goM\ 
= 11.90-.g,6||-
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For a = 0, 
11.90 - ,9, '^!l = ho-g,b\\ 
for every g G G and b e K. Since V{x, G) = V{(]Q - g[x ~ go]), g G G, 
Oe n P[x~9o\i9o-9,K). 
g€G 
Conversely, let QQ ^ G such that 
OG n^[x-.oi(5o-^,/o-
gee 
Then for each g E G and b £ K, 
\\go~ g-a{x- go),b\\ > \\gQ-g,b\\. 
Now, for a = —I, 
\\x-9,b\\ > 11^0-^ ,^ 11 {g^G, beK). 
Thus ^0 G RG{X, K). This completes the proof. 
The next theorem gives a characterization of elements of best coapproximation in 
linear 2-normed spaces in terms of bounded linear 2-functionals with norm one. 
Theorem 4.4.5. Let X be a linear 2-normed space, G a closed linear manifold in X. 
X e X\G and K C X\V{X, G). For an elem,ent g^ G G, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) gQeRG{x,K); 
(ii) each g £ G and b G K, there exists an f^-*' e (X x [b])* such that 
\\P'% = 1 (4.4.5) 
f''\x,yo) = /«'''(^o,yo), yoe[6] (4.4.6) 
f^^\g,b) = \\g,b\\. (4.4.7) 
Proof. Let f/o ^ Rai^,^)- Then, by Proposition 4.4.1, 
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0 G n P\x-go]{9j^^)- So by Theorem 4.4.4, for each g ^ G and b 6 K, there exists 
g&G 
p'^ e{X X [b]Y such that 
/«'''(a(x - go),yo) = 0 {a e R, yo G [b]) 
and 
Thus (i)^(ii) . 
Next assume (ii). Then, by (4.4.7), 
\\9o-9M\ = If^-'^'iOo-9,b)\ = | / « - n ^ - 5 , 5 ) 1 
< ll/^-^'llllx-5,6)11, {geG and b^K). 
This shows that, for each g E G and b E K, 
\\9o-9M\ < \\^-9M\-
when since 50 G G, we have go G /^GC^^, •^)- This completes the proof. 
Examples. Let X = R^ with the vector addition and scalar multiplication be defined 
componentwise and a 2-norm defined as follows: 
for x = (ai,6i,Ci),y = (02,^2,02) 
||x,yi| = max(|ai62-a26i|, I61C2-62C1I, |aiC2-a2Ci|). 
Let G = {(a, 0,0)1 a G /?} be a linear manifold in X, x = (0,1,0) be an element 
of X\G and K = {(0,0, ^3) \ h G R\{0}} a subset of X\V{x, G). Then G is a Unear 
manifold, xeX-GandKcX- V{x,G) and PG{X,K) = {(/?,0,0) : - 1 < /? < 1}. 
Next, let G = {(a,a ,0) | Q G i?} be a Unear subspace in X, x = (0,1,0) be 
an element of X\G and K = {(0,0,^3) | fcg e R\{Q}} a subset of X\V{x,G). Then 
go = (0,0,0) and 51 = (1,1,0) are in RG{X,K). 
4.5. Let X be a normed linear space. A mapping T : X -^ X is contractive on A' 
(respectively on a subset C of X) if ||Tx—Ty|| < ||.T —y|| for all x, y in X (resp. C). The 
l l>^ >VCC. JNo __ \j: 
set of fixed points of T in X is denoted by F{T). If x is a point oiX, the set D of best C-
approximants to x consists of the points y in C such that ||?/-x|| = inf{||2-.T|| : z e C}. 
A subset C of X Ls said to be starshaped with respect to a point g G C if, for all .r in 
C and for all A, 0 < A < 1, Ax + (1 - X)q is in C. A convex set is starshaped witli 
respect to each of its points. 
Singh [113], relaxing the linearity of the operator T and the convexity of D in tli<' 
original statement of the well-known result of Brosowski [12], proved the following. 
Theorem 4.5.1. Let T : X —^ X be a contractive operator on X. Let C be a 
T-invariant subset of X and let x 6 F{T). If D Q X is nonempty, compact, and 
starshaped, then D n F{T) ^ 0. 
Singh [116] observed that only the nonexpansiveness of T on Z)' = D U {x} is 
necessary. Further, Hicks and Humphries [46] stressed that a point y e D is not 
necessarily in the interior of C, i.e., y € dC. Then the assumption T : C -^ C can be 
weakened to the condition T : dC —>• C. 
In the current terminology of fixed point theory, a contrax^tive operator is called 
nonexpansive. Park [88], relativizing the concept of nonexpansiveness of T with respect 
to another mapping I: X ^^ X, introduced the inequality 
\\Tx-Ty\\ < \\Ix-Iy\\ (4.5.1) 
for all x, y in X. Of course, T is continuous whenever / is continuous. 
Jungck [54] proved that 
Theorem 4.5.2. Let (X,rf) be a compact metric space and T, I : X —¥ X be two com-
muting mappings such that T{X) C I{X), I is continuous, and d{Tx,Ty) < d{Ix, ly) 
whenever Ix 7^  ly. Then F{T) (1 F{I) is singleton. 
By using this theorem, we generalize Theorem 4.5.1 with the following result. 
Theorem 4.5.3. Let T,I : X -^ X be operators, C be a subset of X such that 
T : dC -^ C, and X e F{T) n F{I). Further, T and I satisfy (4.5.1) for all x.y 
in D' and let I be linear, continuous on D, and ITx = TIx for all x € D.If D is 
nonempty, compact and starshaped with respect to a point q E F(I) and if I{D) = D, 
then D n F{T) n F{I) / 0. 
Proof. Let y E D and hence ly is in D since I{D) = D. Further, y G dC and thou 
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Ty is in C since TidC) C C. From (4.5.1), it follows that 
\\Ty~x\\ = \\Ty-Tx\\ < \\Iy ~ Ix\\ = \\Iy - x\\ 
and therefore Ty is in D. Thus T maps D into itself. 
Let {kn} be a sec|uence of real numbers such that 0 < fc„ < 1 and converging to 1. 
Define a sequence {T^} of mappings by putting 
T„x = kn • Tx + {1 - kn)q-
for all X in D and for each n. Since D is starshaped with respect to (?, then T„ maps 
D into itself for each n. Since / is linear and commutes with T on D, 
Tnix = kn • TIx + (1 - kn) • IQ = fc„ • ITx + (1 - fc„) • Iq 
= I{kn • Tx + (1 - fc„) • q) = ITnX 
for all X in D. Thus / commutes with T„ on D for each n and Tn{D) C. D = I{D). 
Further, 
| | r„a;-T„y| | = fc^HTx - TyU < fc„||/x - / y | | < ||/a: - / y | | 
whenever Ix ^ ly. Since Z? is compact and I is continuous, it can be deduced that 
F{Tn) n F{I) = {xn} for each n by Theorem 4.5.2. Once again the compactness of D 
ensures that {x„} has a convergent subsequence {xn{i)} to a point z in D. Since 
Xn(i) = Tn{i)Xn(i) = kn(i)TXn{i) + (1 - fc„(t))g 
and T is continuous, as z -^ oo, that z = Tz, i.e., z ^ DO. F{T). 
Further, the continuity of / impHes that 
Iz = /(lima;„(i)) = lim/x„(j) = lim x„(j) = z, 
i—>cc i—voc i-yx. 
i.e., z E -^(/) and therefore the thesis. 
Of course, Theorem 4.5.1 is a consequence of Theorem 4.5.3 assuming / = identity 
on X. 
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Chapter-5 
Best Interpolator)! 
Approximation 
CHAPTER 5 
BEST INTERPOLATORY APPROXIMATION 
5.1. Deutsch and Mabizela [26] established the notation and terminology that is used 
throughout and described the problem of approximation with interpolatory constraints 
from a finite dimensional subspace M of the normed linear space X. By using a 
perturbation technique, it shown that the problem of parametric approximation with 
interpolatory constraints can be reduced to ordinary best approximation from a fixed 
subspace of M. A general theory of best parametric approximation is developed which 
includes existence and characterization theorems, as well as continuity criteria for the 
(set-valued) parameter mapping and selection properties of this mapping. 
Deutsch and Mabizela [26] specialized X to Hilbert space and deduced some 
stronger results. In this case, there is a substantial strengthening of the theory that 
can be obtained. In particular, best interpolatory approximations are always (strongly) 
unique, and the parameter mapping is pointwise Lipschitz continuous. In particular 
case, when X = C[a,6] and M is a Haar subspace of C[a,b], this problem had been 
considered earher by the Deutsch [24]. However, even specialized to this particular situ-
ation. Some of the results of the present paper are stronger and more general than those 
of Deutsch [24]. The results of Deutsch [24] were also extended to "e-interpolation" by 
Mabizela and Zhong [71], 
Let K be a closed convex subset of a normed linear space X. For a given x £ A, 
the (possibly empty) set of ah best approximations to x from K is defined by 
PK{X):= {y^K\\\x-y\\ = dix,K)}. 
where d{x, K) := inf{||x' — y|| | y G K}. K is said to be proximinal (resp. Chebyshev) 
if for each x G A, the set PK{X) is nonempty (resp. a singleton). 
Unless otherwise stated, A wih always denote a (real) normed Unear space and 
A* the dual space of all continuous hnear functionals on A. 
Let M be an n-dimensional subspace of a normed hnear space A" and 
{4>i, 02, • • •, 4>vi} C A* be a set of m < n linearly independent functionals. For each 
X e X, let 
M{x):^ {yEM\(Pi{y) = ./.^(x), z = 1, 2, • • •, m}. 
and the set of best approximations to x from M(x) is PM{X){X)- It may be noted that 
unUke the standard case of approximating from a fixed set, the set M{x) that one 
approximates from depends on the point x being approximated. Such problems are 
often called parametric approximation problems and P,-v/(.)(-) is called the parameter 
map. Of course, if x € M, then x E M{x) and so x is its own best approximation from 
M{x) : FAf(:,)(x) = {x}. 
For m elements yi, y2, • • •, J/m in X, it can be defined the determinant 
det[(l)i{yj)]i<ij<m := 
Our first result establishes useful conditions each of which is equivalent to the 
statement that M(x) ^ 0 for each x G X. 
Lemma 5.1.1. The following statements are equivalent, 
(i) For each xe X, M{x) ^ 0; 
(n) The set {4>\,4>2i • • •, 4>m} is linearly independent over M (i.e., YlT ^i^iiv) = 0 for 
ally E M implies cti = 0 for all i); 
(iii) There exist elements Zi,Z2,- • • ,Zm in M such that 
(iv) There exist elements Zi, Z2., • • • y Zm in M such that 
detlUzj)] ^ 0. 
Proof. (i)=^(ii). Assume M{x) ^ 0 for all xeX. U ET^^iMv) = 0 for all y G M, 
then YITcti(f>i{^) = 0 for all x € X. By linear independence of {(/)i,(f)2, • • •, (f>m}, Oi = 0 
for all i. Thus (ii) holds. 
(ii)=^(iii). It proceed by induction on m. For m = I, there exists y e M, so that 
^i(y) y^ 0. Then yi := y/(f>iiy) £ M satisfies 0i(yi) = 1. Now suppose (iii) is valid for 
m = k and {0I[M, (p2\M, •••, ^fc+ikf} is hnearly independent. By hypothesis, there exists 
{yi,y2,- • • iVk} in M so that (pi{yj) = Sij{i,j = 1,2, • • •, At). We claim that there exists 
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(ii)=»(iii). It proceed by induction on m. For m = 1, there exists y G M, so that 
'i>i{y) 7^  0- Then yi :— y/4)i{y) G M satisfies (f)i{yi) = 1. Now suppose (iii) is vahd for 
m — k and {4'\[\u<P'iM^ • • • > 4>k^-\\M] is hnearly independent. By hypothesis, there exists 
{,'/i>'.'/'2,'• • ,;'/fc} ill M so that (•/ii(yj) = (^ij(i,j - l,2,--' ,fc). Wc claim tliat there exists 
?; e M so tliat (;!!)i(y) = 0 for i = 1,2, • • • ,/c, and (t)k+i{y) ¥" 0- Otlierwise, by [34] 
0i-+iU/ would be a linear combination of (PI\M,- • • ,<Pk\M, which contradicts the hnear 
independence of the (PIIM'S. Setting Zk+i ^ y/(pk+i{y) and Zi = yi-{(pk+i{yi))\(Pk n{y))y 
('i = 1,2,- • • ,k), it seen that zi G M for alH = 1, 2, • • •, A; + 1, and 
(pi{zj) = 5ij {i,j =^ 1,2, •••,A; + 1). 
This completes the induction. 
(iii)=>(iv). This is obvious. 
(iv)=4>(i). If (iv) holds and x G X, tl>c system of equations 
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J2 ocj<t'i{zj) = Mx) (z = 1, 2, • • •, m) 
j= i 
has a (unique) solution ai,---,Qm- Then the element y = J^-LiCtj^j is in M and 
(pi{y) = (f)i{x) {i = 1, 2, • • •, rn). That is y G M{x). This proves (i). 
Let 
Xo:= {xeX\(piix) = 0 (z = l ,2 , - -- ,m)} (5.1.1) 
and 
MQ~ M{0) = {yeM\(l)i{y) = 0 (i = 1,2,-• • ,m)} = MnXo (5.1.2) 
Lemma 5.1.2. MQ is an {n-rn)-dimensional subspace. In particular, MQ = {0} if 
m — n. 
Proof. Since M is n-dimensional, so is its dual M*. Since { 0 I | M , • • •, ^mliv/} is linearly 
independent in M* there are functionals {"^ m+i, • • • jV n^} in M* so that 
{^I|M, • • •, 0m,U/, V'm+i, • • •, •i/'n} IS hucarly independent. By the Hahn-Banach theo-
rem, each ^i can be extended to a (f)i G X*. Thus {<?!>I1A/, • • •, ^ ^ I M , '/•m+iU, • • • ^ nU) 
is linearly independent. By Lemma 5.1.1., there exists a set {yi,?/2, • • • ,2/n} in M so 
that 
Hyj) = kj (z,i = 1,2, • • - ,«) . (5.1.3) 
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(yi) 2/2 • • •, Vn} is clearly linearly independent and hence a basis for M. Since {Vm+i, • • •, Vn} 
is in Mo by (5.1.3), it follows that dlniMo > n-rn. On the other hand, for each y G MQ, 
y is in M so y = 2 " a^yi for some scalars a^. For each j < m. 
in 
0 = 0j(y) = J^^i^Avi) = «i-
Thus y = Em+i a^yi so that MQ C span{y,„+i, •••,?/„} and hence dimMo < n - m. 
This proves that diniAfo = n ~ m. 
It shall be assumed hereafter that M{x) ^ 0 for each x G X. Thus (by Lennna 
5.1.1) there exists a linearly independent set {21,22, • • •, -Zm}in M such that 
<l^iizj) = 5ij {i,j = l ,2 , - - - ,m) . (5.1.4) 
Fixing such a set {zi,Z2,- • •,Zm}, it can be defined an operator L : X ^>- M by 
m 
Lx = Yl(l)i{x)zi, xeX. (5.1.5) 
1 
It turns out that L is a (linear) projection onto the subspace span {zi, Z2. • • •, 2„J. 
Lemma 5.1.3. 
(1) L is a bounded linear operator. 
(2) For each z C span{2i, 22, • • •, 2j„}, Lz — z. 
(3) L is "idempotent", i.e., L'^x = Lx for all x. 
(4) XQ = {X- LX\X eX] = L-\Q). 
(5) X = XQ® span{2 i , 22, • • •, 2„j}. 
Proof (1). It is easy to show. 
(2). By Hnearity, it suffices to show that Lzj = Zj, for each j = 1, 2, • • •, m. But 
rn 
Lzj = Y. Mzj)^i = Zj (i = 1,2, • • •, m). 
2 = 1 
(3). For each x e X, using (2) 
'" m m 
L'x = L{Lx) = L(^(/.,:(x-)2,) = Y.U^)Lz. = Y.U^)zi = Lx. 
1 = 1 
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by (3). Thus S C ^ - ^ 0 ) - Conversely, if x G L~\0), then x = x- Lx G S. That is. 
L-HO) C S and thus L-^0) = S. 
(5). For each x ^ X, 
X = (x — Lx) + Lx E XQ + span{zi, 2-2, • • •, 2m}-
If X e Xor\spa,n{zi,Z2, • • •, 2,n}, then Lx = 0 and Lx = x (by (1)). Thus x = 0 so that 
Xo n spanjzi, Z2, • • •, z„i} = {0}. This proves (5). 
Theorem 5.1.1. (1) For each x £ X, 
M{x) = Mo + Lx, (5.1.6) 
and 
PM(X){X) = PM^{X-LX) + LX. (5.1.7) 
(2) Ifx G X O , then 
PM{.){X) = PAfo(^)- (5.1.8) 
(3) Ifm = n, then M{x) = {Lx} and 
PM(X)(:I:) = Lx. (5.1.9) 
Proof. (1) Clearly, Lx e M and 0_,(Lx) = Er'?!'t(a;)0j(2i) = (pjix) (j = 1,2, • • •, m), 
by (5.1.2). Thus Lx € M(x) and hence x - Lx e XQ. Moreover, y G M(x) iff y G M 
and (f)i{y) = 0i(x) = 4>i{Lx) for all i iff y G M and ?/ - Lx G XQ n M = MQ iff 
2/ G Mo + Lx. This proves (5.1.6). 
From (5.1.6), 
PM{X){X) = FA/o+ix(a^) = PMO{X- Lx) + Lx. 
which verifies (5.1.7). 
(2) If X G XQ, then Lx = 0 by Lemma 5.1.3(4) and (5.1.8) follows from (5.1.7). 
(3) If m = n, Mo = {0} by Lemma 5.1.1 so that M(x) = {Lx} by part (1). 
The main consequence of Theorem 5.1.1 is that it shows that the problem of 
parametric approximation with interpolatory constraints can be reduced to an ordinary 
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best approximation problem from the fixed subspace MQ of M. As it also suggests 
the study of best approximation of the elements of the subset XQ by elements of tli(> 
subspace MQ. 
Corollary 5.1.1. (1) PM(X){X) / 0 for each x e A .^ 
(2) PM(X){X) is a singleton for euch x E X if and only if MQ is a Chebyshev subspace 
ofXo. 
(3) If X is a strictly convex, then PM{X){X) is a singleton for each x E X. 
Proof. (1) This follows from (5.1.7) and the fact that every finite dimensional subspace 
is proximinal. 
(2) This is a consequence of Theorem 5.1.1 (1) . 
(3) This follows from (2) and the fact that all finite-dimensional subspaces of strictly 
convex spaces are Chebyshev. 
Using Theorem 5.1.1, a characterization of best approximations to x from M{x) 
can be obtained by reducing it to a "standard" problem of approximating from a 
finite-dimensional subspace. 
For any set S, co{S) will denote its convex hull; the intersection of all convex sets 
which contain S. The unit ball in X* is denoted by B{X*), the set of extreme points 
in B{X*) by ext B{X*), and the set of "extreme peaking functionals" iov x E X is 
defined by 
e{x) := {x* e ext B(X*)|x*{a;) = l|x|l}. 
Theorem 5.1.2. Let x E X and y E M{x). Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(1) y e PM{x)(xy, 
(2) 0 E co{{x*(yi),x*{y2),---.x*(yn-m)\x* E e{x -y)}, where {y^yir • • ^Vn-m} is 
any basis for MQ; 
(3) There exist k functionals x* E e(x — y), l<k<n — m+\, and k scalars Aj > 0 
such that 2 i XiX* E M^. 
Proof. From (5.1.7), it seen that y E PM{X){X) iSy — LX E PMO(X~ LX). NOW MQ is an 
(n-m)-dimensional subspace by Lemma 5.1.2. Applying the weU-known characteriza-
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tion of best approximations, (see [112; Theorem 1.1]), to obtain the equivalence of (1) 
and (3). The equivalence of (2) and (3) is a conse(iuence of Caratheodory's theorem. 
Next it shown that any continuity property for the set-valued parameter mapping 
X t-^ PM[X){'J:) is (xiuivalent to the same property for the metric projection onto MQ. 
For any two nonempty closed and bounded sets A and B in a metric space F, 
dehne 
k{A,B) := sup d{a,D) 
aeA 
and 
H{A,B) := max{h{A,B),h{B,A)}. 
In other words, H is the Hausdorff metric on the set of all nonempty closed and bounded 
subsets of Y. 
Recall the following continuity concepts for set-valued maps. 
Definition 5.1.1. Let X, Y be metric spaces,F : X ^ 2^ \ {0} and XQ e X. Then F 
is said to be 
(1) lower Hausdorff semicontinuous (l.H.s.c.) at XQ if, for any e > 0, there exists 
a neighboinrhood U of xo such that h{F{xo), F{x)) < e for all a; G U; 
(2) upper Hausdorff semicontinuous (u.H.s.c.) at XQ if, for any e > 0, there 
exists a neighbourhood U of XQ such that h{F{x), F(xo)) < e for all x e U; 
(3) Hausdorff semicontinuous (H.s.c.) at XQ if it is both u.H.s.c. and l.H.s.c 
at Xo, i.e., for each e > 0, there exists a neighbourhood U of XQ such that 
H{F{x), F(xo)) < e for all xeU-
(4) lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) at XQ if, for any open set V in Y with 
F(xo) n V 7^  0, there exists a neighbourhood U of XQ such that F{x) Pi V 7^  0 for 
all X eU; 
(5) upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) at XQ if, for any open set V in Y with 
F(xo) C V, there exists a neighbourhood U of XQ such that F(x) C V for 
all X eU. 
It is known (see [28]) that if F(xo) is compact, then F is u.s.c. (resp. l.s.c.) at XQ 
if and only if F is u.H.s.c. (resp. l.H.s.c) at XQ. Using Theorem 5.1.2, it is easy to 
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deduce that PM(X){'^) is a closed and bounded. Hence compact, subset of M. (In fact, 
\\y\\ < (2 + 3l|L||)| |x|| for eax;h y e PM(X)(X)) . 
T h e o r e m 5.1.2. Let XQ G X and T—U,1,U.H, or l.H. Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 
(i) PM{){-) is T-s.c. at .XQ; 
(ii) PMQ^{I - L) is r.s.c. at .To; 
(iii) PMOIXO is T.s.c. at XQ - LXQ. 
Proof. As observed above, PM{X) (2;) is compact sol.s.c.=l.H.s.c. (resp. u.s.c=u.H.s.c.). 
Deutsch and Mabizela [26] proved the equivalence when r = l .H . (= l ) . The proof when 
T =u.H.(—u) is similar. 
1 ^ 2. Let X ^ X. If y e PMOO{I — L){xo), then y = z — LXQ for some z G PM(XO){XQ) 
by (5.1.7). Thus 
% , P M O O ( / - L){x) = d{y, PM{X){X) - Lx) 
= d{z - Lxo, PM{X){X) - Lx) 
< d{z,PM(x){x)) + \\Lx-LxoW 
< h{PMI^:,^){Xo), PM{X){X)) + ||L|j ||X -Xo | | . 
Thus 
hiPMoOi^ - L){XO),PM,0{I - L){x)) < h{PMi.o)ixo),PMix)(x)) + \\L\\ \\x - xo\\. 
Since PM(O)(") is 1-S.c. at XQ, the right hand side of this inequality can be made 
arbitrarily close to zero by choosing x sufficiently close to XQ. Thus (2) holds. 
(2)=^(3). For any x eX. 
h{PM,{xo - Lxo), PM,{X - Lx)) = h{PM,0{I - L)(xo), PMOO(/ - L){x)) 
which implies the result. 
(3)=^(1). Let X e X. If y G PM{XO){XO), then y ^ z + LXQ for some z e PMO{XO - LXQ). 
and 
d{y, PM(X){X)) = d{z + LXQ, PMO{X - Lx) + Lx) 
< d{z, PMQ{X — Lx)) + \\Lx — LXQW 
< h{PM^{xQ - LXQ) , PMO{X - Lx))+ \\L\\ \\x - XQ\\. 
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Thus 
h{P^Hxo)M,P^fi.){x)) < KP^.ix^ - Lx^),P,,^{x ~ Lx)) + \\L\\ \\x - Xo\\. 
Since PA^OUO is l.s.c. at XQ - LXQ, the right side can be made arbitrarily close to zero 
by choosing x close to XQ. This proves that PM(.){-) is l.s.c. at Xo-
It is well-known that the metric projection onto a finite-dimensional subspace 
is u.s.c. (see [112; Theorem 3.1, p.386]). Using the equivalence of (1) and (3) in 
Theorem 5.1.2, it can be immediately obtaind the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.1.2. The parameter map PM{-){-) is upper semicontinuous on X. 
Deutsch and Mabizela [26] concluded the existence of a selection for PM{-){-) having 
certain continuity properties is equivalent to the existence of an analogous selection for 
the (restriction to XQ of the) metric projection onto MQ. 
Recall that a selection for the set-valued mapping F : X —>• 2^\{0} is any function 
f : X ^Y such that f{x) G F{x) for each x e X. 
Theorem 5.1.3. The following statement are equivalent. 
(1) PM(•){') has a continuous (resp., linear, Lipschitz continuous) selection; 
(2) PMOO(I ~ L) has a continuous (resp., linear, Lipschitz continuous) selection; 
(3) PMOIXO has a continuous (resp., linear, Lipschitz continuous) selection. 
Proof. Using (5.1.7), it is obvious that / is a selection for PA/()(-) iff / — L is a selection 
for PMgO{I — L). Moreover, L is a linear, hence Lipschitz continuous. The equivalence 
of the three statements now follows easily. 
Various characterizations of which metric projections admit continuous or Lips-
chitz continuous selections can be found in [27]. Analogous characterizations for hnear 
selections are in [25]. 
Deutsch and Mabizela [26] obtained stronger and more detailed results in the 
special case when X is a Hilbert space. 
Deutsch and Mabizela [26] has set-up for this section is the following. Let X be a 
Hilbert space, M an n-dimensional linear subspace, and let {(?!>i,(/)2, • • •, <?!>m} be m < n 
linearly independent functionals in X*. For each x e X, let 
M{x) = {y e M\ (f),{y) = (pi{x) (i = l , 2 , - - - ,m)} . 
Letting yi ^ X denote the "representer" of 4>i, it can rewrite M{x) as 
M{x) = {y e M\ {y,yi) ^ {x,y,) (z = 1,2, • • •, m)}. (5.1.10) 
As before, it is defined 
Xo := {x e X \ 4>i{x) = Q ( z = l , 2 , , - - - , r n ) } 
= {xeX\{x,yi)=0 ( i = l ,2 , , - - - ,m)} 
= (span{7/i,?/2,---,ym})^ (5.1.11) 
and 
Mo := M n X o . (5.1.12) 
Also, as above, it is assumed that there exists a linearly independent set {zi, 22, • • •, z.„i} 
in M so that 
{zj,yi) = Sij (z,j = l ,2 , - - - ,m) , (5.1.13) 
and it defined L : X —>• M by 
•n 
Lx = ^{x,yi)zi, xeX. (5.1.14) 
Lemma 5.1.4. Given x G X, let yo G M{x). Then yq = PM(x)i^) if o-nd only if 
x~yo GMQ-L. 
This is a consequence of the well-known orthogonality characterization of the error 
when approximating by the subspaces, along with the fact that M(x) = MQ + Lx is 
just the translate of a subspace. 
To apply this lemma in practice, it is needed to recognize when an element is in 
M{x)^ and when an element is in MQ-. To this end, it shown that {zm+i, Zm+2, • • •, ^n} 
is any basis of MQ, then {zi, • • •, Zm, Zm+i, • • •, Zn} is a basis for M. 
It is notice that Lemma 5.1.2 implies that MQ is (n-m)-dimensional. Let {Zm+i, • • •, Zn} 
be a basis for MQ. In particular {^m+i, -2^771+2, • • •, Zn} C M and 
{zi,yj) = 0 (i = m + l ,m + 2, •••,n; j = 1,2, ••• ,m). (5.1.15) 
But by (5.1.13), (zi.yj) = S^j for i, j = 1,2, • • • ,m. Hence if z e Monspan{zi, Z2,- • •, Zm}. 
it can be seen that z = ^Z^ PkZk- Thus for _; = 1,2, • • •, m, since z G MQ, 
0 = {z,yj) = Y.f^k{zk,yj) = Pj-
fe=i 
Thus 2 = 0. This proves that 
Manspcin{zi,Z2,---,Zrn} = {0}. (5.1.16) 
From this it can be deduced that {zi, z^,- •• •, 2m, •s^ m+i, • • •, -^ n} is linearly independent. 
[For if E"ai2i = 0, then 
J^ ctiZi =^ -Y^ cxiZi e Mo n span{2i, 22, • • •, 2„} = {0} 
and since {21,22, • • •, 2„i} and {2„i+i, -2m+2, • • •, -2^ n} ai'e each linear independent, it fol-
lows that Qi = 0 for alH = 1,2, • • •, n]. Since {21, • • •, z„i, -s^ jvt+i, • • •, •^ n} is contained in 
M and M is n-dimensional, thus {21, • • •, 2ni, -Sm+i, •' • > -^ n} is a basis for M. 
Theorem 5.1.4. Let {yi,y2,-" •tUm} be as in (5.1.10)and suppose (21,22,-•• ,2„i} 
in M satisfies (5.1.13). Let {2m+i,2m+2) • • •, •^ it} be any basis of MQ. Then for each 
X G X, 
n 
PM{X){X) = Yl^i^i'^^'-^^ (5.1.17) 
m+1 
where Lx = J2T{^^ Vi) ^i ^'^^ ^^^ scalars {a„i4-i, 0:7,1+2, • • •, ^n} a^ '^  the unique solution 
to the linear system 
n 
^ ai{zi,Zj) = {x-Lx,Zj) {j = rn+l,m + 2,- •• ,n). (5.1.18) 
i=7n+l 
Moreover, if { ^
7 U + l , ^ 7 U + 2 , • • • , ^11 
} is an orthonornial basis for MQ, then 
Qj = {x ~ Lx, Zj) {j = m -1-1, m + 2, • • •, n) (5.1.19) 
and thus 
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PM{X){X) = ^ (3; - Lx, Zj) Zj + Lx. (5.1.20) 
rn+l 
Proof. Let IJQ 6 M{x). Since M{x) = MQ + Lx by Theorem 5.1.1(1), it follows that 
n 
yo = YJ <^iZi + Lx ' (5.1.21) 
m+l 
for some scalars QJ. By Lemma 5.1.4, yo = PM{X){X) if and only ii x - yo e M^. That 
is, 
(x--7/o,2i) = 0 (j = m + l ,m + 2,--- ,n) . (5.1.22) 
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It follows that 
n 
Y^ ai{zi, Zj) = {x - Lx, Zj) {j = m + 1, rn + 2, • • •, 7i). 
i=vi+\ 
Since {2m+i,2r7i+2, • • • ,Zn} is linearly independent, the determinant det[{zi,Zj)]lj^„,^i 
is not zero (see, e.g., [23; p. 178, Theorem 8.7.2]). This verifies the first statement of 
the theorem. 
The second statement is an immediate consequence of the first. 
Corollary 5.1.3. If [iji, 2/2, • •"; Vm} is an orthonomial set in M and {zm+i, 2:,„+2, • • •, Zn] 
is an orthonormal basis for MQ, then for any x E X. 
n 
PM{X){X) = Yl {x- Lx,Zi) Zi + Lx, (5.1.23) 
i=m+l 
where 
rn 
Lx = Yli^,yi)yi. (5.1.24) 
1 
Proof. From the theorem, 
n 
PM{X){X) = X! (x - Lx, Zj) Zj + Lx, (5.1.25) 
m+l 
where 
m 
Lx = X^(x-,yi) Zi. (5.1.2G) 
i = l 
But if it is chosen Zi = yi (ov i = 1,2,- ••, m, then {zi,Z2, • • •, Zm} is in M and satisfies 
(5.1.13). Substituting y^ for Zi in (5.1.26), it is obtained (5.1.23) and (5.1.24). 
Since, in a Hilbert space, the metric projection onto any closed subspace MQ is just 
the (linear) orthogonal projection onto MQ, it is obtained the following consequence of 
Theorem 5.1.2(1). 
Corollary 5.1.4. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.L4, the parameter mapping 
PM(-){') is linear. 
(This result also follows indirectly from the equivalence of (1) and (3) in Theorem 
5.1.3.) 
Using the characterization theorem below (Theorem 5.1.5), It is shown that each 
X ^ X luis a unique best approximation in M{x). In fact, the best approximations 
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are actually strongly unique (Corollary 5.1.5). Finally, using the strong uniqueness of 
best approximations and prove that the parameter map associated with this problem 
is pointwise Lipschitz continuous on X (Theorem 5.1.7). 
Definition 5.1.2(3]. An n-dimensional subspace M of a normed Unear space X is 
called an interpolating subspace if, for each set of n linearly independent functional 
(01) '/>2J • • •) 4>n} ^ ext B{X*) and each set of n real scalars cj, C2, • • •, c„, there is a 
unique element y E M such that 
My) = Ci for z = 1,2, • • • ,n . 
Equivalently, M is an interpolating subspace of X if, whenever {di, <p2-, • • •, fpn} is a 
set of n linearly independent functionals in ext B{X*), y E M, and (pi{y) = 0 for all 
z = 1,2, • • •, n,then y = 0. 
The notion of interpolating subspace was introduced by Ault et al. [3] as a gen-
eralization of the classical Haar subspace in C[a,b]. In Co(T'), T a locally compact 
Hausdorff space, the interpolating subspaces axe precisely the Haar subspaces [3]. How-
ever, interpolating subspaces are rare in general. Wulbert [126] observed that if X is a 
smooth normed linear space, then the best approximationsin a Chebyshev subspace of 
X are not strongly unique. In [3] it was shown that if M is an interpolating subspace 
of a normed linear space X, then M is a Chebyshev subspace and best approximations 
are strongly unique. If thus follows that a smooth normed linear space does not con-
tain any interpolating subspace. In the case where (T, /i) is a cr-finite positive measure 
space, then Li{T,fi) contains an interpolating subspace of dimension n > 1 if and 
only if T is the union of at least n atoms; while Li{T,fx) contains a one-dimensional 
interpolating subspace if and only if T contains an atom [3]. In particular, the space 
/i contains interpolating subspaces of every dimensions n > 1. 
Let M be an n-dimensional interpolating subspace of X, and fix a set {^i, 02, •"' > 0m } 
of m Unearly independent functionals in ext B{X*), where 1 < m < n. As before, for 
each X ^ X, let 
M{x):= {y^M\(f>i{x) = 0,(y), z = 1, 2, • • • ,m} . 
if m = n, then M{x) is a singleton for each x € X. Hence forth assume that m < n. 
Recall that 
Xo := {x ^ X \ <Pi{x) = Q, (z = l , 2 , - - - , m ) } . 
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and 
Mo:= M n XQ = {x e M \ (l)i{x) = 0, (z = 1,2, • • • ,m)}-
Lemma 5.1.5. There exist m elements Zi,Z2,--- ,^m in M such that 
H^j) = % (z,j = l ,2 , - - - ,m) . (5.1.27) 
Proof. Since M is interpolating, for each j = l ,2,---,rn, and scalars Ci = 6ij, 
C2 = ^2i>---)Cm = Smj, there exists a unique Zj e M so that (f)i{zj) = c, 
(i = l ,2,--- ,rn). That is, (5.1.27) holds. 
Lemma 5.1.6. Mo w an (n-m)-dimensional inter-polating, hence Chebyshev, subs-pace 
in XQ. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1.2, MQ is an (n-m)-dimensional subspace of XQ. It remains 
to show it is interpolating in XQ. Let {"0771+1,^ x71+2, ••• iV'n} be linearly independent 
in ext B{X*), IJQ G A/Q, and ipi{xjQ) = 0 for z = m + l ,m + 2, • • • ,n. It is shown 
j/Q = 0. By [112; p.168], each tpi can be extended to an element 4>i G ext B{XQ) 
(z = m + l ,m + 2, • • • ,n). 
Claim. {01, • • •, 0„i, 0,„+i, • • •, 0n} is a hnearly independent (in ext B{X*)). To see 
this let, 13" ai0j = 0. Then for ah y G XQ, (f)i{y) = 0 for z = 1,2, • • •, m, and 
n n n 
0 = J]Qi0i(y) = J2ai(j)i{y) = Y. ^^i'^iiv)-
1 77^+l ?«+l 
Since {•^ n^+i, '0,n4.2, • • •, -ipn} be linearly independent in XQ, it follows that QJ = 0 for 
'i = m + 1, m + 2, • • •, n. Thus XIi" aj0i = 0. By Lemma 5.1.5, for each j = 1,2, • • •, m, 
0 = ^ a i 0 i ( 2 j ) = a j . 
1 
Thus Qi = 0 for z = 1, 2, • • •, m. This proves the claim. 
Thus it follows that {0i,02, ••• ,4>n} is linearly independent in ext B{X*). Since 
yo G Afo, 0i(yo) = 0 for z = 1,2, •••,m. But by assumption, Vt(?yo) =^  0 for z = 
m + 1, m + 2, • • •, n. Thus 0i(yo) = 0 for z = m + 1, m + 2, • • •, n. Since yo e M and M 
is interpolating, Z/Q = 0. 
In contrast to Lenuna 5.1.6. the following example shows that, in general, MQ IS 
not interpolating in the whole space X. 
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Example 5.1.1. Let X = C[0,1], M = P2 = span{l,^,i^} be the sul)spacc of C[0,1] 
of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most 2, and define (j)\ and (f)2 on C[(), 1] by 
0 i ( / ) - /(O) and 02(/) = / ( I ) for all / G C[0,1]. Then 
Mo = M(0) - {p e P2 I p(0) = p(l) = 0} = span(f;' - 0-
Clearly, MQ is a one-dimensional subspace of C[0,1]. The element p{t) — t{t — 1} 
belongs to MQ, and has two zeros in the interval [0,1]. Thus MQ is not a Haar subspacx^ 
of C[0,1], and consequently, MQ is not an interpolating subspace of C[0,1]. 
Let {yi,y2-,- • • iVn-m} be a basis for MQ and choose {zi, Z2,- • • ,z„i} in M as in 
Lemma 5.1.5. Then {zj, Z2,- • •, z„i} is clearly hnearly independent so it can be aug-
mented by elements {z„i+i, -2m-i-2," • • > ^n} so that {zi, Z2,-'', Zn} is a basis for M. It is 
defined L : X -^ M by 
Lx = Y^(j)i{x)z,. 
i=l 
for each x G X, Lx 6 M{x) and 
PMi.){x) = [PM,0{^-L) + L]ix). 
For any set of n — m + 1 hnearly independent functionals {•^ i, ^2, • • • i ^n-m-i-i} hi 
X*, it is defined the determinants A^ = Ai('0i,t/;2, • • • ,ipn-m+\) by 
A,:-
V'l(yi) -•• '0i-l(2/l) ^i+l(2/l) ••• ^n-m+l{yi} 
^1(^2) ••• '0i- i (y2) A+i{y2) ••• ^ n—m+l (y2) 
n—m) ' ' ' Wn-m+1 {yn —m, 
Now recall 
e(x) := {(j) G ext B{X*) \ 4>{x) = ||a;||}. 
The following theorem characterizes best approximationsto any x G X from M(x). 
Theorem 5.1.5. Let x £ X and y^ G M{x). Then the following statements arc 
equivalent. 
(1) ?/0 G r'M{x)[x)] 
(2) yo - Lx e PMg{x - Lx)-
(3) 0 G co{(x*(|/i), x*(y2), • • •, .x-*(yn-m)) I x* G e(.T - yo)}; 
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(4) There exist n — m+ I linearly independent Junctionals tj\ G f{x — yo) -"^uch that 
sgn(A,) = (-iy+^sgn(Ai) ( ^ = l , 2 , • • • , n - m + l); 
(5) There exist n — m+l linearly independent Junctionals ipi G e(^ — ?/o) (^fi'd n — m.+ l 
nonzero scalars A^  such that 
(a) E r " " " ' ><i^i e Mi-, and 
(b) sgn[Ai'0i(x - yo)] = • • • = sgn[A„_„,+i'0„-m+i(a: - yo)]-
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) (resp., (1) and (3)) follows from Theorem 
5.1.1(1) (resp., Theorem 5.1.2). The equivalence of (1), (4) and (5) is a consequence of 
Lemma 5.1.6 and [3; Theorem 4.1]. 
Remark. In Theorem 5.1.5, it can replace the set 6{x — J/Q) by the (subset) 
{(/) € ext 5(X*) 1 (^ (x - t/o) = lk-2/oil}. 
This is a subset of e{x — yo) since each 4> G ext B{Xl) may be extended to a functional 
in ext B{X*). But the restriction of a functional in ext B{X*^ to XQ is not necessarily 
inext 5(X^). 
CoroUciry 5.1.5. Each x € X has a unique best approximation in M{x). 
Proof. This foUows since Mo is interpolating in XQ by Lemma 5.1.6, hence is 
Chebyshev in XQ by [3, Theorem 2.2], and CoroUary 5.1.1(2). 
Actually, the best approximation to x from M{x) is "strongly unique" in the sense 
described below. 
Theorem 5.1.6[3, Theorem 6.1]. Let Y be an interpolating subspace of X. Then 
for each x E X, there exists a scalar 7 = 7(x) G (0,1] such that 
\\x-y\\ > | | x - F y ( x ) | | + 7 | | P y ( x ) - y | | for all yeY. (5.1.28) 
Corollary 5.1.6 (Strongly Uniqueness of Best Approximations). For each 
x £ X, there exists 9 = 6{x) G (0,1] such that 
\\x-y\\ > | |x-PA,(,)( .x) | |+^| |P^,( ,)(x)-y| | for all y e M{x). (5.1.29) 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1.6, MQ is an interpolating subspace in XQ. Since x — Lx ^ XQ 
for each x € X, and y — Lx £ MQ for each y G M{x), it foUows by Theorem 5.1.6 that 
there exists 0 = 6{x) G (0,1] so that 
\\x - Lx - (y - Lx)\\ > \\x-Lx-P!,f^ix-Lx)\\+d\\PM,ix-Lx)-(y-Lx)\\. 
for each y G M{x). Using (5.1.7), this is equivalent to (5.1.29). 
Finally, we show that the parameter map is pointwise Lipschitz continuous. Recall 
that a mapping / from one normed Hnear space X into another Y is said to be pointwise 
Lipschitz continuous at x € X if there is a constant A = X{x) > 0 such that 
\\f{x)-m\\ < X\\x-y\\ foraU y € X. 
It is well-known, and easy to prove (see [15; p.82, Freud's theorem]) that strong unique-
ness of best approximations from a Chebyshev subspace imphes the pointwise Lipschitz 
continuity of its metric projection at each point. By Lemma 5.1.6, MQ is an interpolat-
ing subspace in XQ. Hence, by Theorem 5.1.6, best approximations from MQ to each 
x E XQ are strongly unique. It follows that for each x € XQ, there exists A = A(x) > 0 
so that 
\\PMO{X) - PMo{y)\\ < A | | x -y | | for all y e XQ (5.1.30) 
By Lemma 5.1.3, x ~ Lx is in XQ for each x ^ X. Thus for each x ^ X and 
A' := X'{x) := X{x — Lx), we deduce 
\\PM,{X - Lx) - Puoiy - Ly)\\ < X'\\x - Lx - (y - Ly)\\ (5.1.31) 
for each y € X. By Theorem 5.1.1(2), it is seen that 
\\PM{.){X) - PMiy){y)\\ = \\PM,{x-Lx) + Lx-[PMo{y-Ly) + Ly]\\ 
< WPMoix - Lx) - P^Ay - Ly)\\ + \\Lx - Ly\\ 
< X'\\x - LX - (y - Ly)\\ + \\Lx - Ly\\ 
< X'\\x-y\\ + {X' + l)\\Lx-Ly)\\ 
< fi(x)\\x-y\\. 
where //(x) = A'(x) + (A'(x) + 1)||L||. 
Theorem 5.1.7. The parameter map PA^(.)(-) is pointwise Lipschitz continuous on X. 
That is,for each x ^ X, there exists a constant IJL{X) > 0 such that 
\\PMi.){x) ~ PM(y){y)\\ < fx{x)\\x-y\\ for all yeX. (5.1.32) 
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In the special case when M is a Haar subspace in X = C[a,b], it was proved 
[24] that (5.1.32) holds for those y E C[a,b] which satisfy the additional restriction: 
M{y) ~ M{x). Thus Theorem 5.1.7 shows that this additional restriction in [24] may 
be omitted. 
5.2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and Y a normed hnear space with norm 
II • lly. Let C{X,Y) denote the set of all continuous functions from X to Y, and let 
II • Ijyi be a norm on C{X, Y). Let U be defined by 
U = { a G l ? M | a | | B < l } , 
where (| • \\B is a given on R'. Define a norm on ^-tuples of elements of C{X,Y) as 
follows: for any F = (</)i, •••,</),) e C{X, Y)' define 
|F | | = max ^ a t ^ t l , (5.2.1; 
i = l 
where a = (ai, • • • ,a;). 
Now suppose that functions 4>\.,-" ,4>i in C{X^Y) are given. Then the problem 
is considered here of approximating these functions simultaneously by functions in S. 
a subspax^e of C(X, Y), in the sense of the minimization of the norm (5.2.1). Li and 
Watson [66] founded an /-tuple / = (0, ••• ,</>), where (j) e S,to minimize 
| | F - / | | . (5.2.2) 
If such a function /* exists, it is called a best simultaneous approximation to 
F — {4>i,-'-:4>i)- Problems of simultaneous approximation can be viewed as spe-
cial cases of vector-valued approximation, and some recent work in this area is due to 
Pinkus [91], who pointed out that many questions remain unresolved. Pinkus [91] con-
cerned with the question of when a finite dimensional subspace is a unicity spax:e, for 
some different norms from those considered here. Pinkus also primarily interested in 
uniqueness questions. Characterization results for linear problems were recently given 
in [123] based on the derivation of an expression for the directional derivative, and 
these generalized earlier work in [122]. Li and Watson [66] shows how these results can 
be obtained in a simpler and more direct manner, which permits their extension to 
some nonlinear problems. Li and Watson [66] concerned with uniqueness and strong 
uniqueness of best approximations. 
In what follows, finite sequences of identical elements identified by (0, • • •, 0) will 
be assumed to be /-tuples. 
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Let C*{X,Y) denote the dual space of C{X,Y) and let W denote the dual unit 
ball. For F = (01, • • •, 0,) e C(X, F) ' define 
gi.^{a,w) = ^ai{w,(pi), for all (a, w) G f /x ly, 
where the inner product notation links elements of C{X, Y) and its dual. It is noticed 
that U xW IS endowed with the product topology, while W is endowed with tlie weak* 
topology. Since for any (a°, w") G U x W, 
gF{a,w)- gF{a°,w°) 
1=1 i = l 
< E I ai - a" II (w, 0i) I + E I a° I I (t« - w'', 0,) 
t = l i=l 
it follows that gpi'-, •) ^ C{U x W) (the space of continuous functions defined on [/ x W). 
For any 0 e 5", / =- (0, ••• ,0); 
gf{a,w) = [Y,a)j{wA)eC{UxW). 
Further for any such / , 
1^ -/11 max E at(0t - 4>) i=\ 
maxmajc 
a€(/ weW 
i2ai{w,(f)i -<p) 
t = i 
= IM-,-)-^/(-,-)llc, 
where || • ||c denotes the uniform norm on C{U x W). Now define 
Sg ^ {gf. f ^ (0,---,<^), (pes}. 
It follows that /* = (0*,--•,(/>*), 0* e 5 is a best simultaneous approximation to 
F = {(Pir •• ,(pi) if and only if gj. G Sg is a, best approximation to gf in the uniform 
norm of C{U x VF). Let Ps{F) denote the set of all best simultaneous approximations 
/ = (0, • • •, 0), where 4> E S, to F. In addition let 
d{F,S) - i n f { | | F - / | | : / = ( 0 , . . . , 0 ) , 0 e 5} , 
diF,C) = d{F,C{X,Y)). 
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Definition 5.2.1. A set 5' is a sunset for simultaneous approximation if for any 
F = ((^1, • • •, 00, and /* = (0*, • • •, 0*), 0* G 5, r e P.(F) implies that /* G Ps{F,.) 
for F„ = /* + a{F - / * ) , and a > 0. 
Descriptions of sunsets (or strict suns), and solar {)roperties, are given in [9j. 
Linear sets are examples of suns, as are convex sets, but also some non-convex sets, for 
example rational functions. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let S C C(X,Y) be a sunset of simultaneous approximation. Then 
f* e Ps{F) if and only if for any / = (0, • • • ,0), 0 G 5, there exists a G ext(L'^). 
w G ext(W) such that 
g^-ri^M = \\F-f% 
£?/--/(a,w) > 0, 
where "ext" denotes the set of extreme points. 
Proof. If 5 is a sunset for simultaneous approximation, then Sg is a strict sun for 
uniform approximation in C{U x W). The result then follows from the generalized 
Kolmogorov criterion characterizing a best approximation in C{U x W) with the uni-
form norm (see, for example [9, Theorem 1.2.4]), using the Krein-Milman Theorem. 
A special case of (5.2.1) is given by 
II0IU = max||(/.(t)||y, (5.2.3) 
for any 4> G C{X,Y). This includes the important case of the Chebyshev norm on 
Z-tuples. Let F = (0i, • • •, 0() G C{X, y ) ' . Then a Chebyshev norm may be defined by 
which is the special case of (5.2.1) when || • ||^ is given by (5.2.3) and || • \\B is the h 
norm (see [122,123]). Define 
H{F,f) = h e x : max 
^ ^ 1 l|a||B = l 
^a,(0,(t)-0(t)) 
t = i 
= IIF-/II . (5.2.5; 
Let Z denote the unit ball in Y*, the dual space of Y, and let (•, •)y denote the inner 
product linking Y and Y*. Then using the form of points in ext{W) in this case, the 
following is a corollary of Theorem 5.2.1. 
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Corollary 5.2.1. Let || • ||^ be given by (5.2.3), and let S C C{X,Y) be a sunset for 
simultaneous approximation. Then f* G Ps{F) if and only if for any f = (cp,- • • ,(t>). 
(p e S, there exists a G ext{U), t G H{F^ / ) , v{t) E ext(Z) such that 
EMv{t),Ut)~4>*{t])y 
i = l 1 -^/11, 
I:a^\{v{t),cP*{t)-4>it))Y > 0. 
i i = l 
Returning to the general problem, standard linear theory (for example [112]) gives 
the following result. 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let S be an n-dimensional subspace of C{X,Y). Then f* E Ps{F) 
if and only if there exists a-' G cxt{U), w^ G ext(W^), Oj > 0, j = l , - - - , r iiiith 
Z j^=i Qfj = 1 and 1 < r < n + 1 such that 
gF-s*{s.^,uP) 
foraU / G 5 . Ea^5/ (a^w^) = 0, 
This is just the result given as Theorem 1 in [123]. 
For the general case uniqueness is a consequence of strict convexity of the norm 
II • 11^ . This is established next. It is convenient to extract the following result as a 
prehminary lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let S C C{X,Y), and let F = (</>i,-•• ,</>() € C{X,Yy. Let 
f* = [(f)\ • • •, 0*) e Ps{F), with Si* eU such that 
\F-f*\\ = E<(<^^-<^*) 
1 = 1 
(5.2.6) 
Then if d{F, C) < d{F, S), E-=i < / 0. 
Proof. Assume that d{F,C) < d{F, S) and also that a* satisfying (5.2.6) is such that 
Ei=i ^* = 0- Then there exists 0 G C{X, Y) such that 
max 
a€t/ 
J2(^i{<l>i -4>) < E a*{(t>i - ct>*) 
1 = 1 
i:a*{ct>i-(t>) 
i=l 
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This is a contradiction which proves the result. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let || • \\A he strictly convex, and let S C C{X,Y) he a sunset for 
simultaneous approximation. Then for any F — {4>i,- • • ,(})i), d{F,C) — d{F, S) or 
Ps{F) contains at most one element. 
Proof. Let F = (0i, •••,(?!);) be such that d{F,C) < d{F,S). Suppose that 
r = (</>*, •••,(!>*) e Ps{F), / = ( 0 , . . . , <^ ) e Ps{F) with cf>* ^ I Let 00 = 20, - I 
i = 1,- • • ,1, F° = (01, • • •, 0°). Then it follows from the definition of a sunset that 
fePs{F^). Also 
iiF°-rii = | |2F- / - r i i 
< 11^- f\\ + \\F-n\ 
= 2I1F-/II 
= ll^°-/l 
Therefore /* e PsiF^)-
Further 
l | 2 F - / - r | | = max 
aet/ 
E ai(20i - 0 - 0*) 
A 
< max 
a€J/ 
E ai{cf)i - 0) 
t = i 
+ 
A 
I 
E «t(0r -
-0*) 
< | | F « - / | | , using (5.2.7). 
Thus equahty holds to (5.2.8). Let a G (/ be chosen so that 
(5.2.7) 
(5.2.8) 
5^(20, - 0 - 0 * ) 
i = l 
= | | 2 F - / - r | | = 2d{F,C). 
Thus 
^aiicpi - 0) + ^ai{(pi - 0*) 
1=1 
5]]ai(0i-0) 
i = l 
+ 5]]ai(0i-0*) 
i=l 
which, using the assumption of strict convexity, implies that 
Y, cii{4>t - 'P) = Y^ (h{4>i - 4>*) 
i = l i = l 
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or 
E«0(<^*-^) 0. (5.2.9) 
^t=i 
Since by assumption d{F, C) < d{F, S), it follows from Lemma 5.2.1 that {Yl[^i «,) =^  0, 
and so (/»* = ^ and the result is established. 
For the special case covered by (5.2.3), it is possible to give a precise c:haracteri-
zation of a uniqueness element, which is defined as follows. 
Definition 5.2.2. Let 5 be a sunset of C{X,Y), and /* = (0*, • • • ,0*), with 0* e S. 
Then (f)* is called a uniqueness element of 5 if for any F = (^i, •••,(/)() E C{X^ y ) ' with 
d{F, C) < d{F, S), f* G PsiF)., then /* is a unique best approximation to F from S. 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let Y be strictly convex, let \\ • \\A be given by (5.2.3), and let S 
he a sunset for simultaneous approximation. Let f* = (</>*,•••,(/)*) G 5'. Then (p* is 
a uniqueness element of S if and only if for any F = (0i, • • • ,0/) G C{X,Yy, with 
f* G Ps(F) and d{F,C) < d{F,S), (jf is uniquely determined by the set of values in 
H{FJ*) (that is, if (pes and (p{t) = (p*{t) for all t G H{F, / * ) , then cf) = (f)*). 
Proof. Let (p* be a uniqueness element of S. Suppose that for some F = {(pi,- • • ,(pi) G 
C(X, Y)', with /* G PsiF) and d{F, C) < d{F, 5), there exists / = (0, • • •, (^), (^  G 5, 
4) ^ (p*, such that 
m 
Define for alH G X 
<P',{t) = <P*{t) + 
and let 
(P*(t), for all teH(FJ*). 
\\r - 4>\\A - max [Y^aj] \\<P*{t) - miW (5.2.10) 
F" = (0?,---,0?). 
It is easy to verify directly that 
\\F'-n < U*-4>\\A-
Since for any t G H(F, /*) , 
(5.2.11; 
max 
l|a||B = l 
$:G,(0O(t)-0*(t)) 
!"=1 
01 
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then 
iii^-rii > 110*-^ lu-
It follows from (5.2.11) nd (5.2.12) that 
5.2.12) 
f5.2.13) 
From Theorem 5.2.1, because /* G Ps{F), for any 0 G S, there exists a e ext{U), 
w e ext(iy), such that 
w,Zai{(l>i-4>*)) = 1 1 ^ - / 1 
1 = 1 
E o i (u;,0*-0) > 0, 
, i = l 
and so using Corollary 5.2.1, for some t G H(F, /*), v{t) G ext(Z), 
[5.2.14) 
Y,ai{v{t),4>i{t)-<t>*{t))y = \\F-n 
i=l 
From (5.2.10), 
Ea,(t ;(O,0?(t)-0 '( t))r = |<^ * - ^IU 
1=1 
= | |F«- /* | | , using (5.2.13). 
T h u s i G / / ( F " , r ) , 
\ i = l / 
(5.2.15) 
Equation (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) show, using Theorem 5.2.1, that /* G Ps{F°). 
Now for any t € X, 
max 
l|a||B = l 
j:a,{<put)-m 
i=l 
< max 
i|a||i3 = l 
max 
l|a||B = l 
Y^aAi<p*{t)-my 
\i=l 
0\\A ~ max 
l|a||/3 = l 
^aA{cl^*{t)-m 
w ' = l I F - f*\\ ^ - ^ a , ( 0 , ( O - 0 ' ( O ) ! 
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< | |0*-0IU. 
Thus 
| | i ^ " - / | | < \\F-ri using (5.2.13), 
so that / G Ps{F'^), a contradiction. This proves necessity. 
Now suppose that for some F = ((^i, •••,(/)/) G C{X, YY with d{F, C) < d{F. S) 
and /* e Ps(F), / = (<^ *, • • •, <^ *), there exists another / e Ps{F), f = {^,---,4>). Let 
0° = 2(Pi-4>, i = l,---J 
and let 
<^1' = (0?,---,0?)-
It follows from the definition of a sunset that / G Ps{F^). Now 
0 f*\\ \F"-f = majc 
< max 
t = i 
E ai (4 - ^) + max 
l|a||B=l 
= 2IIF- / I I 
Thus /* G P5(F°). Now let a G ext(C/), w G ext(H^) such that 
which is possible using Theorem 5.2.1. Thus for any t ^ H{F°,f*), 
\F'-r\ ^ai{2(t>i-^-<P*){t) 
t = i 
< E a,(0i - ^)(t) + Ea,((^i-<^*)(t) 
y 
^ \\F-f\\ + \\F-r\ 
= \\F'-n\. 
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It follows that 
Y, a^{(P^ - ^){t) + Y. ai{(l>i - o*){t) 
i=l i=l 
Ya,{<t>,-~^){t) 
i=\ 
+ Ya,[<P,-<jf)[t) 
1 = 1 
Therefore using the strict convexity of Y, 
I _ I 
or equivalently 
(J2^^ i^*i^) - ^i^)) = 0 for all t e / / ( F ° , r ) . 
Since d{F, C) < d{F, 5), by Lemma 5.2.1 we must have 5Zi=i <^j ¥" 0) ^^^ so 
(j)*{t) = 4>{t) for all teH{F°,f*). 
This proves the sufficiency of the stated conditions. 
It is possible to establish strong uniqueness for the general problem under a con-
dition which generahzes the Chebyshev set condition for linear best approximation in 
the uniform norm. The result hinges on the derivation of the analogue of the strong 
Kolomogorov condition for finite dimensional spaces (see, for example, Wulbert [126] 
or Nurnberger [83]). 
Definition 5.2.3. An n-dimensional subspace S of C{X, Y) is called an interpolating 
subspace if no nontrivial Unear combination of n linearly independent extreme points 
of W annihilates S. 
Theorem 5.2.5. Let S be an interpolating subspace of C{X,Y), and let d{F,C) < 
d(F,S). Then f* = (4>*,--• ,(j)*) € Ps{F) is a strongly unique best simultaneous ap-
proximation to F, that is, there exists 7 > 0 such that 
\\F-f\\ > l | F - r i | + 7 | | 0 - 0 * ! U for all / = (0,-• • ,<^), ^ e S. 
Proof. Li and Watson [66] used Theorem 5.2.2. Since /* G Psi^), it follows that 
there exist a-' G ext{U), uP E ext(W), a^ > 0, j = 1, • • •, r with Ej=i «i = l^  and 
1 < r < 77, + 1 such that 
X:Gj(^,</',-r) = iii^-rii, j = i,---,r, (5.2.16) 
1=1 
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^ a , - ( E « i ) (^'<^* - 0) = 0 for all 0 e 5. (5.2.17) 
With no loss of generality, and assume that the set {w^, j = l , - - - , r} is linearly 
independent. Because d{F,C) < d{F,S), it follows from Lemma 5.2.1 that fJj ^ 
aj{Yl[=,i ^i) 7^  0, j = 1, • • • ,n. Assume that r < n + 1. Then Li and Watson [66] has 
taken an element 00 G 5 such that 4>o ^ (f>*, and (u)^, (p* — 0o) ^ 6j, j = 1, • • •, ?', using 
the fgict that 5 is a interpolating subspace. This means that 
which is a contradiction. It follows that r = n + L Now for any 0 G 5, any {&>,w^) e 
extU X extVF satisfying (5.L16) and (5.L17) assume that 
Then it follows that from (5.2.17) that 
0 = X^/?,(«;^\0*-0) < 0, 
which in turn implies that 
{tv^,(P*-(p) = 0, j = l , . . . , r , 
or 0* = 0, since r = n + I. Thus there exists (a, w) E extU x extW with 
EaiK4-0*) = ||F-/*||, 
i t = i / 
Now define 
M{F,r) = Ua,w)eext{U)xext{W):,J2(^i{w,^^-<!>*) = | | F - r | | l 
Then 
max 
(a,7,;)eA-f(F,/*) ^ ^ ^ 
IX y Oi (w, 0* - 0) > 0, for all / e 5. 
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Let / / ' W r - 0 \] 
7 = lilt max < > ai]{w, -— 777 ) > . 
q>(^S\{4>'} (a,u,)€M(F,/-) [ \ ^ ^ / \ | | /* - f\\ / } 
Then 7 > 0, since 5 is a finite dimensional. Further for any (p E S, 
t=l i=\ Vi=l / 
For any (a, w) G M(F, /*) , it follows that 
1 1 ^ - / 1 1 - 1 1 ^ - / 1 1 > max (i:aMw,<P*-4>) 
> 7 | |0*-0IU-
This impUes that 
\\F-f\\ > | | F - r | | + 7 | | 0 - < / . * | U for all f e S, 
and the proof is complete. 
Definition 5.2 A. For any normed linear space {E, \\ • | | } , the modulus of convexity is 
defined by 
Ssie) = i n f { l - - | | x + ?/|| : x,y e E, \\x - y\\ = e, \\x\\ = \\y\\ = 1}, 
for 0 < e < 2. 
Definition 5.2.5[4,68,129], E is said to be uniformly convex if S£;{e) > 0 for any 
0 < e < 2. A uniformly convex space E is p-uniformly convex (or has modulus of 
convexity of power type p) if for some c > 0, SE{^) > ce -^
Examples of uniformly convex spaces are Hilbert spaces and the Lp spaces, 1 < 
p < 00. In fact, Lp spaces are 2-uniformly convex if 1 < p < 2, and p-uniformly convex 
i f p > 2 . 
Remark. Let 
^ . i ^ f J i W t l i l l M i l * , . , , , s , „._,|i>„} (5.2,8, 
Then it follows from [4] or [129] that dp > 0 if and only if E is p-uniforiiily convex. 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let C{X, Y) be p-uniformly convex, let S be a convex subset of 
C{X,Y), and let F = (0i, • • •, (i>,) G C{X,Yy, with d{F,C) < d{F,S). Thev 
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/* = ((/>*,••• ,0*) e Pc{F) is a strongly uniq^ie best simultaneous approximation of 
order p to F, that is, there exists 7p > 0 such that 
\\F-fr > ii^-rr+7pii0-</'*ii!;, for an / = (</,,...,0), 0^5. 
Proof. Let the stated conditions hold, and let 
Then it is sufficient to prove that 
inf{7p(/): / = (</),•••,0), </>eS, 0 / ( / . * } > O . 
Without loss of generality, suppose that C{X, Y) is complete. Suppose also that there 
exists a sequence {/„}, with /„ = {ipn, • • •, ipn), fpn ^ S, ipn "/" 4>* such that 
7p(/n) - ^ 0 , as n -4 cx). 
It is shown that this leads to a contradiction. Now 
\F-fnr-\\F-rr 
IpUn) = 
> 
> 
Un-n^A 
• | i i /„-ri i- i iF-ri 
' \\F-r\\ 
m a x 1 ] tti - -r;^, —^ 
\\F-r\ 
llV'n-.^ IUj 
\Wn-(t^*\\A Thus if {V'n} is unbounded, it follows that 
llV'n - 0*|U ^ 00, as n - > 00. 
This in turn implies that 
lim 7 (/„) > max V a^  > 0, 
t = l 
which contradicts (5.2.19). Thus {t/;^} is bounded, and so 
| | F - / „ | | ^ | i F - r | | , as n - > o o , 
(5.2.19) 
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By definition of 7p(/). Thus there exists / = (0, • • • ,0), 0 e clo(5), where 010(5) 
denotes the closure of 5, and a subsequence of {/„} such that ?/;„—> 0 weakly. Note 
that C{X,Y) is reflexive by the assumption of p-uniform convexity [68]. 
Now let a— {a-i, • • •, ai) ^ U, w E W such that 
/ Y^miwAr-(!>*) = \ \ F - r i 
t = l 
Y,ai{w,<P* - 0) > 0, for all 0 6 S, (5.2.20) 
t = i 
using Theorem 5.2.1. Since d{F, C) < d{F, S), by Lemma 5.2.1 Yli=i ca ¥^ 0. Then 
lim ^ a i ( 0 i - V„) + J ]a i (0 i - 4>*) 
i=l i = l 
> Urn (w, X;at(</ ' i- '0n)+Eai(0t-</>*) 
Jim {w.^^aMi - ^n)) + | |F - /* I 
= N , E a i ( 0 i - 0 ) ) + l|i^-/1l, 
> {w.^^ai{(t>i-<f>*)\ + \\F-f% using (5.2.20), 
Also 
and 
and so 
hm 
n—>oo 
= 2iiF-r 
Yai{(j)i - il;^) < l im | |F- /„ | | = | | F - r | | , 
= ii^-rii, 
Y^ai{(t)i - (t)n) -Y^ai{(l)i - (p*) 
i = l i = l 
0, as n —>• oc. 
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using the p-uniform convexity property of C{X, Y). Since Y!i=i ^i / 0, it follows that 
| | / „ - r | | ^ 0 , a s n ^ c x ) . 
Now let the sequence {a" = (a", • • •, a")} e U be such that 
Then 
i^-^(/n + r)ii < \ 
- il^-2(/" + / " i.2.2i: 
; ^ < ( 0 , - T / ' n ) 
t = i 
+ E^rc^^--^*: 
i=l 
Also 
Thus 
< ^ r-/nii + ^ r-rii-
l i m | | F - i ( A + r ) | | = ^,! im(i |F-M| + | | F - r i^-ri 
hm E^C^i-V^n) 
i = l 
|F-r (5.2.22) 
Since E L I < = 0 implies that | ( / n + /*) G Pc(F) , then 
d{F,S) < \\F-^{U + n\\ = d{F,C), 
which contradicts the assumption that d{F,C) < d{F,S). Thus Y!i=i0'7 / 0 for any 
n > 1. Let 
A = inf E< (5.2.23) 
Assume A = 0. Then, going to a subsequence if necessary, we must have af —>• a°, 
i = 1, • • •, / with E'=i a? = 0- Since ||/„ - /*|| ^ 0, 
I:aK<t>^-<t>l 
i = l 
= lim E<(0i-^n) 
i = l 
li^-rii, 
no 
using (5.2.22). This implies that d{F,C) = d{F,S), which is a contradiction. Thus 
A > 0. Now for any n > 1, 
\F-rr < \\F-Wn + rw 
i=l i=\ 
, by (5.2.21) 
< I E <(0, - Ipn) 
t = l + E am - <t>*) t = l - d„ E<(^„-0*) 
using the above remark and (5.2.23). Hence 
and 
7p(/n) > 2APdp>0. 
This is a contradiction and the theorem is proved. 
It is easy to give examples of spaces which satisfy the condition of this Theorem. 
For example, let y be a p-uniformly convex Banach space, and let X be a measure 
space. Then C{X, Y) is p-uniformly convex with the norm 
I0IU = {X"'^^^^'l^}'^'' ^^P<'^-
5.3, The main object of the theory of best approximation is to seek a solution to the 
problem: Given a subset G of a metric space (X, d) and an element x e X, find an 
element go ^ G such that 
d{x, go) < d{x, g) for all ^ € G (5.3.1) 
The set of all such go ^ G (if any), called the set of best approximation of x by elements 
of G, is denoted by PG(X). Clearly 
PG{X) = [ng^GB{x,d{x,g))]nG, 
where B{x,d{x,g)) denotes the closed ball in X with centre x and radius d{x,g). 
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As a counterpart to best approximation, another kind of approximation, called 
best coapproximation, was introduced by Franchetti and Furi [41], who considered 
those elements f/o 6 G satisfying 
d{go.g) < d{x,g) f o r a l l ^ G G (5.3.2) 
The set of all such go e G (if any) is denoted by RG{X). Clearly 
RG{X) = [ngeGB{x,d{x,g))]nG, 
An element go e G satisfying (5.3.1) is called a best approximation to x in G, 
and satisfying (5.3.2) is called a best coapproximation to x in G. The set G is said to 
be proximinal (respectively, coproximinal) if PG{X) (respectively, Rai^)) is non empty 
for each x in X. It is said to be semi-Chebyshev (respectively, co-scmi-Chebyshev) if 
PG{X) (respectively, RG{X)) contains at most one element for each x in X and it is said 
to be Chebyshev (respectively, co-Chebyshev) if PGi'x) (respectively, Rci^:)) contains 
exactly one element for each x in X. If D{PG) = {X E X : PG{X) T^  0} (respectively, 
D{RG = [X E X : RG{X) ^ 0}), the mapping PG • D{PG) —^  G (respectively, the 
mapping RG • D{RG) -> G), defined by x —>• PG{'^) (respectively, x —> RG{X)) is called 
the best approximation map or metric projection (respectively, best coapproximation 
map or metric coprojection). In general, D{PG) (respectively D{R.G)) ^ X and the 
mapping PG (respectively, RG) is multivalued on D{PG)\ G (respectively, D{Rc^)\ G), 
but the restriction of the mapping PG (respectively, RG) to G is single-valued. It 
can be obtained D{PG) (respectively, D{RG)) - X M G is proximinal (respectively, 
coproximinal) and is single-valued on X if G is Chebyshev (respectively, co-Chebyshev). 
As in the case of best approximation, the theory of best coapproximation has 
been developed to a large extent in normed linear spaces and in the Hilbert spaces 
by H. Berncs and U. Westphal [5], C. Franchetti and M. Furi [41], L. Hetzelt [45], 
T.D. Narang [77,79], P.L. Papini and I. Singer [87], Geetha S. Rao [92,93,95,96], U. 
Westphal [124] and a few others. Geetha S, Rao was the first to develop the theory of 
best coapproximation after the appearance of the paper of Papini and Singer [87]. In a 
series of papers she has proved many results on best coapproximation in normed hnear 
spaces. The situation in the case of metric linear spaces is somewhat different. Whereas 
many successful attempts have been made to devlop the theory of best approximation 
in metric linear spaces (although the theory is comparatively less devloped than that 
in normed linear spaces due to the non-convexity of spheres, lack of duality theory in 
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etc.), the theory of best coapproximation in such spaces is yet to make a beginning. The 
following theorem is a step in this direction. She discussed some results on existence 
of elements of best coapproximation and their- characterization, characterizations of 
coproximinal, co-semi-Chebyshev and co-Chebyshev subspaccs and some properties of 
the best coapproximation map in metric linear spaces. 
Some results on the existence and characterization of elements of best coapproxi-
mation in metric linear spaces are given. 
Observation 5.3.1. If G is a subset of a metric space {X,d), then G C RG{X) 
whenever the diameter of G is smaller than dist(x, G). 
Observation 5.3.2. If G is a convex subset of a strongly locally convex metric Unear 
space (a metric linear space in which all spheres are convex-see [76] {X, d) then Rcix) 
is a convex set. 
Observation 5.3.3. If G is a hnear subspa€e of a metric linear space {X, d) and 
i?-i(0) = {x G X : 0 G R<^{x)}, then 
(i) RG^{Q) is a closed set containing 0, 
(ii) QQ G RG{X) <=> 0 G RG{X - go) i.e., x - go e RG^{0), and 
(iii) for ^ G G, 2 G RG\0) ^ge RG{9 + z), i.e., ^ + 2 G Rc^ig). 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition under which 
RG{X) ^ 0: 
Theorem 5.3.1. If G is a linear subspace of a metric linear space {X,d). then 
RG{X) ^ 0 for some x G X\G if and only if RG^{0) is not a singleton. 
Proof. By Observation 5.3.3 (i), 0 G RG^{0). Suppose, go G RG{X) for some x G X\G. 
Then by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), 0 ^ x - go £ Ra^iO) and so RG^{0) is not a singleton. 
Conversely, suppose RG^{0) is not a singleton. Then there exists an a; 7^  0 G iJ^HO) 
and so 0 G RG{X) i.e., RG{X) ^% for some x G X\G. 
It was shown by Johnson [53] that if (X, d) is a metric space and XQ is a fixed point 
of X then the set 
X* ^ {f:X^R sup ' ^^""l ~ ^^' ' < 00, /(xo) = 0>, 
x^y..yex d{x, y) 
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with the usual operations of addition, and multipUcation by real scalars, normed by 
ii/iu= sup IMzJMl, i^xt 
x?^ yx,„ex d{x, y) 
is a Banach space (even a conjugate Banach space). Using this idea of Johnson, Narang 
and Singh [82] proved: 
Theorem 5.3.2, If G is a linear subspace of a metric linear space {X,d), x ^ X\ G 
and go ^ G then go 6 RG{X) if for every g ^ G there exists an f^ e X* with the 
following properties. 
(i) I f^{x) - fs{xj) \< d{x,y) for all x,yeX, 
(ii) f^{x - go) = 0, and 
(iii) Pigo-g) ^d{go,g). 
Proof. Suppose for every g £ G there exists an /^ e X* satisfying (i),(ii) and (iii). 
Consider 
d{x,g) > \f^{x)-f^{g)l by (i), 
= \P{x-go + go-g)\ 
= 1 /^(^0-^)1 , by (ii) 
= d{go,g), by (iii) 
i.e., d(gQ,g) < d{x,g) for all ^ G G and so ^o ^ Rci^)-
Problem 5.3.1. If go G RG{X) then can we find an /^ 6 X* satisfying (i),(ii), and 
(iii)? 
Remark 5.3.1. A result similiar to Theorem 5.3.1 and its converse were given by G. 
PanteUdis [86] for PG{X) in metric linear spaces and for RG{X) by Papini and Singer 
[87] in normed linear spaces-
An element a; of a metric linear space {X, d) is said to be orthogonal to another 
element y G X (see [76]), and we write x ± y, if d{x,0) < d{x,ay) for every scalar a. 
X is said to be orthogonal to a subset G oi X {x ± G) ii x ± y for all y ^ G. This 
definition of orthogonality is similar to that given by Birkhoff [7]. It is known (see [76]) 
that if G is a hnear subspace of a metric linear space {X, d), x G X| G and go ^  G then 
0^ £ PG{X) if aiid only if x — o^ -L G. It was proved in [41] that if G is a linear subspace 
of a normed linear space X and go G G then go G RG{X) if and only if G ± x — ^o- In 
metric linear spaces, the following is easy to prove: 
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If G is a linear subspace of a metric linear space {X, d) and ^o G G, then go 6 RG{^) 
if G 1 (x - go) ori(G-go-L{x- go). 
Problem 5.3.2. Is the converse also true, i.e., if ^o G Rci^), then G A. {x — go) or 
G -go -L{x- 5o)? 
Using orthogonahty in metric linear spa^e, 
Theorem 5.3.3. A linear subspace G of a metric linear space {X, d) has the property 
RG{X) — 0 jor every x 6 X \ G if there exists no z E ^ \ { 0 } such that G ± z. 
Proof. Suppose there exists some z G -'^XIS} such that G ± z, i.e., ^ ± z for every 
geG. Then 
d{g,az) > d{g,0) 
for all ^ 6 G and for all scalars a. This gives 
d{0,g) < d{z,g) 
for all g eG, i.e., 0 G RG{Z)- Th.us^Rc{z) 7^  0 for z G Xj G, a contradiction. 
Remark 5.3.2. In normed linear spaces. Theorem and its converse were proved in [77]. 
It is not known whether the converse of Theorem 5.3.3 holdsin metric linear spaces. 
The following theorem on existence also connects elements of best approximation 
and elements of best coapproximation: 
Theorem 5.3.4. If G is a linear subspace of a metric linear space {X, d) and x G X\G 
then 
(i) A = {go e G : go e HgeGpig)} C RG{X), where {go,x) = {ax + (1 - a)go : Q 
scalar} is the linear manifold spanned by go and x, 
(ii) for an element go eG,go€ RG{X), ifG C P[jLg^){^) ^  {z E X : 0 G P(^^-g^){z)}. 
Proof. 
(i) go^A => goEG andgoe P{go,x){g) for aU 5 G G 
=> go E G and d{go, g) < d{ax + {l — a, go, g) for all ^ G G and aU scalars a 
=» go EG and d{go, g) < d{x,g) for all g £ G 
i.e., go G RG{X). 
(ii) G c F - 4 ( 0 ) => OGP(._,o)(p)foraU5GG 
=^ d{go, 0) < d{a{x - 50), 5) for all g e G 
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Let g' E G. Taking g = g' - go and a = 1. We get d{g' - <7o, 0) < d{x - go, g' - 30), 
i.e., d{gQ,g') < d{x,g'). Therefore, g^ G RG{X). 
Remark 5.3.3. Theorem 5.3.4 (i) clearly imphes that A = {yo G G : 0 e ^gecr'{x-qo){9' 
go)} C i?G(x). 
It was proved by Papini and Singer [87] that in normed linear spaces Rc{x) = A 
in (i) and the converse part of (ii) also holds. For locally convex spaces with a family 
of seminorms the equahty of the sets RG{X) and A was proved by S. Geetha Rao and 
S. Elumalai [94]. 
Narang and Singh [82] characterized coproximinal, co-semi-Chebyshev, and co-
Chebyshev subspaces of metric linear spaces. 
It was proved in [78] that a hnear subspace G of a metric linear space {X, d) is 
proximinalifandonlyifX = G+Pj^(0) = {x G X : 0 G Pci'^)}- Analogously, Narang 
and Singh [82] have the following characterization of coproximinal Unear subspaces of 
metric hnear spaces. 
Theorem 5.3.5. For a linear subspace G of a metric linear space (X, d), the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) G is coproximinal. 
(b) X = G + RQ\Q). 
Proof. (a)=^ (6). Let x ^ X. Since G is coproximinal, there exists go ^ G such that 
go G Rci^) and so by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), x — goE RQ^{0). Since x — go + {x — go) € 
G + RG\0), we get X C G + RG\0) C X and so X = G + RG\0). 
(b)=^(a). Let X e X = G + RG^{0). Then x ^ go + y, go ^ G, y e RG^{0) and so 
0 G Raiv) = RG{X — go)- Therefore, by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), ^o ^ Rciy) implying 
that G is coproximinal. 
It was proved in [78] that a hnear subspace G of a metric linear space (X, d) is 
proximinal if and only if G is closed and for the canonical mapping WG : X —>• X/G, 
Narang and Singh [82] have proved that WG[F(^^(0)] = X/G. Analogously, Narang 
and Singh [82] have the following characterization of coproximinal linear subspaces of 
metric hnear spaces: 
Theorem 5.3.6. For a linear subspace G of a metric linear space (X, d), the following 
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statements are equivalent: 
(a) G is coproximinal. 
(b) G is closed and for the canonical mapping Wc : X —>• X/G, Wc[Rc/{0)] = X/G. 
I.e., Wc maps RQ^O) onto X/G. 
Proof. (a)=> [h). Firstly, we show that G is closed. Let p G G\G and QQ 6 R<:{p)-
Then there exists a sequence (g„) in G such that (g,i) —>• p and d{gQ, g) < d{p, g) for 
all ^ G G and so d{go,gn) < d{p,gn) for all n. This in the limiting case implies that 
{9n) —> go and so p = go G G. Hence G is closed. Now sui)pose x + G E X/G and 
go G RG{X)- Then by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), x — go G -Rf;^^) ^^ "^^  W G^I-^ ^ — .<yo) = 
{x- go) + G = x + G. 
(b)^(a) . Let X e X. Then x + G e X/G = IVGI^^UO)] , i-e., x + G = I^cly) 
where y G /?^^(0), i.e., x + G = y + G where 0 G RG{X), i-e., x — y = go e G and 
0 G i?G(3: — go)- So, by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), go G RG{X). Hence G is co-proximinal. 
The following characterization of Chebyshev subspace of metric linear spaces was 
given in [78]. 
For a closed linear subspax;e G of a metric linear space (X, d), the following state-
ments are equivalent: 
(i) G is Chebyshev subspace. 
yii) X = G © PG^(O), where © means that the sum decomposition of each x G X is 
unique. 
(iii) G is proximinal and [FJ^(O) - PQ^O) D Gj= {0}. 
(iv) G is proximinal and the restriction map Wc\^o^{0) is one to one. 
Analogously, Narang and Singh obtained the following characterization of co-
Chebyshev subspaces of metric linear spaces: 
Theorem 5.3,7. For a closed linear subspace G of a metric linear space {X,d). the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) G is CO-Chebyshev subspace. 
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(b) X = G ® RQ'^{0), where ® means that the sum decomposition of each x G X is 
unique. 
(c) G is coproximinal and[{R^^{0) - RG^{0)] n G = {0}. 
(d) G is coproximinal and the restriction map WG\ RQ^ (0) is one to one. 
Proof. (a)=^ (6). Since G is co-Chebyshev, it is co-proximinal and so by Theorem 5.3.5 
X — G + RQ^{0). NOW it is shown that the sum decomposition of each x G X is unique. 
Suppose X E X and x = gi + yi and 2; = ^2 + 2/2 where gi,g2 G G, yi,y2 £ Ra^i^)-
This gives ^i - 52 = y-i - Vi- Now, y^ G RQ^O) =^ 0 G Rciyi) ^ 9\ ^ RciVi + 9i) by 
Observation 5.3.3 (iii). i.e.,,gi G RG{X). Similarly ^2 G RG{X). Since G is co-Chebyshev 
Qi = 92 2ind consequently, j/i = y2- Hence, X = G ® RQ^{0). 
(b)=»(c). X — G ® -^ G (^O) =^ G is coproximinal by Theorem 5.3.6. Suppose 
0 / y G [RG\0) - Ra'm n G. Then y = y^ - y2, 2/i G i^G^O), y2 G / ?G ' (0 ) , 
yi ^ ^2, So 0 G H<;(?/i), 0 G RG{y2)- Now t/ii/z G iicHO). Vi - y2 G G\{0} and 
yi = 0 + yi = (t/i + ^2) + 2/2, a contradiction to the uniqueness of the sum decomposi-
tion. Hence, [RG\Q) - RG\^)] ^ G = {0}. 
(c)^(d) . Suppose WG| Ro^i^) is not one to one, i.e., there exists yi,y2 G RG^{0). 
yi ^ y2 and Wdy,) = ^0(^2)- Then 0 / y^  - y2 G [RG\0) - Ra'm n G, a 
contradiction. 
(d)=^(a). Suppose x G X has two distinct best coapproximation in G, say gi and 
92- Then by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), x — gx and x — g2 G RQ^{0), X — g\ ^ x — g2 but 
WG(X — gi) — WG(3; — ^2) as (x — ^1) — (x — ^2) = 52 — ^1 G G which is contradiction. 
Remark 5.3.3, By requiring instead of (b) that each element x G X has at most one 
sum decomposition and by omitting in (c) and (d) the condition of coproximinahty of G, 
Narang and Singh [82] obtained the following characterizations of co-semi-Chebyshev 
subspaces of metric linear spaces: 
Theorem 5.3.8. For a closed linear subspace G of a metric linear space (X,d), the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(a) G is co-semi-Chebyshev subspace. 
(b) Each element x G X has atmost one sum decomposition as G + RQ^{0). 
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(c) [Ra\0)-Ra\0)]nG = {0}. 
(d) WG\RC^{0) is one to one. 
Now, Narang and Singh [82] discuussed some properties of the best coapproxima-
tion map RQ and conditions under which the mapping RG is upper semi-continuous or 
continuous. 
Theorem 5.3.9. If G is a subset of a metric linear space {X,d) and x G X , the 
set-valued mapping RG has the following properties: 
(a) D{RG) D G and RG{X) = {x} for all xeG. 
(b) If X E D{RG), then RG{X) e D{RG) and R^{x) — RG{X), i.e., the mapping RG 
is idempotent on D{RG). 
(c) Ifxe D{RG) and PG{X) i- 0 then d{x,R%{x)) < 2d{x,P^{x)), R^{x) e RG{X) 
and P^{x) e PG{X). 
(d) IfOeG then d(i?^(x),0) < d{x,0) for all x G D{Rc) and R%(x) = R<3{x). 
So RG is continuous at the origin and is a bounded mapping, in fact RG{X) C 
B{0,d(x,0)). 
(e) If G is a linear subspace and RG is a single-valued on D{RG) then for x e D(RG) 
and g £ G, x + g E D{RG) and 
RG{x-\-g) = RG{x) + RG{g) = RG{X) + g 
i.e., RG is quasi-additive. 
(f) If G is a linear subspace and RG^{0) is a closed linear subspace of X, then RG is 
single-valued and additive on D{RG). 
Proof. 
(a) Let go e G then ^o e ^ ( ^ o ) as d{go,g) < d{go,g) for all g e G and so ^o G 
D{RG). Thus .G C DiRc). Further, go G Raigo) => {go} C i^(go)- Now, 
suppose y G Rcigo)- Then d{y,g) < d{go,g) for all y G G and so in particular, 
diy,go) < d{go,go) = 0 and so y = g^. Therefore, RGigo) C {^o}- Hence, 
R.G{X) = {x} for all x G G. 
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(b) Let X e D{RG), then R^{x) cGc D{RG) by part (a). Further, RG{X) eG^ 
RG\RG{X)\ = RG{X), i.e., li'ai^) = R<,{x). 
(c) X e D{RG) ^ RG{X) ^ 0. Let R%{x) e R(;{x) and P^{x) e Pa{x). Now, 
R^cix) e RG{X) =^ d{RUx),g) < d{x,g) for all g e G ^ diR'^cix), ^ G ( ^ ) ) < 
d{x,I^ix))asP^{x)eG. 
Consider, 
d(x,/?^(x)) < d{x,PG{x)) + diP^{x),RUx)) 
< 2d{x,P^{x)) 
(d) X e D{RG) => R<;{x) ^  0. Let R°a{x) E RG{X). Then 
for all ^ G G implies 
rf(i?^(x),0) < d{x,0) 
The continuity of i?G at origin is now immediate. Also, RG{X) C B{0,d{x,0)) 
and so RQ is a bounded mapping. 
(e) Suppose RG is single valued on D{RG), X E D(RG) and g E G. 
XED{R^) => d{RG(x),g')<d{x,g')ioTaRg'EG 
^ diRG{x) +g,g' + g)< d{x + g,g' + g) for aU ^' G G 
=> d{RG{x) +g,g*)< d{x + g, g*) for aU ^* e G 
^ RG{x)+gERGix + g). 
Consequently, x+g E D{RG) and since RG is single valued, RG^X+Q) = RG{x)+g 
= RG{X) + RG{g), by (a). Thus RG is quasiadditive. 
(f) Let X E D{RG) and 5i, 52 £ RG{X)- Then by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), x — gi,x — g2 
E RQ^{0). Since i?G^(0) i^  ^ linear subspace, (x — ^1) — (x — ^2) G i?Q^(0), i.e., 
gi— gi E Rc^iO) nG = {0} and so g^ = ^1, i.e., i^c is a single valued on D{RG). 
Now it is shown that RQ is additive on D{RG). Let x,t E D{RG) and 
•RcCa:) = ^1, i?G(y) = ^2- Then by Observation 5.3.3 (ii), x-guy-g2E RGH^). 
Since RG^{0) is a linear subspace, (x — gi) + {y — .92) 
E RG^{0). So, 0 = RG{X + y - g\- g^)- Consider, 
RG{X + y) - {gi + gi) = R<i{x + y) - Raigx + 92) 
= R^{x + y- gi - .92) by (e) 
= 0 
= Rc{x)-gx +/?r;(.x)-.92. 
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This gives RG{X + y) = Rci^) + Rciy), i-e., RG is additive on D{RG). 
Remark 5.3.4. In nornied linear spaces, Property (a) was observed in [41], Properties 
(b) and (e) in [87], and Property (f) in [77]. Properties (a), (b) and (e) were proved 
in locally convex spaces in [81] and [94]. Properties (a) to (e) are also true for metric 
projections in metric linear spaces (see Pantelidis [86]). 
Now recall that a mapping T : X —¥ 2^ where X and Y are metric space 2^  
denotes the collection of all subsets of Y, is said to be upper semi-continuous if the set 
{xeX: T{x)nN ^ 0} 
is closed for every closed N cY. 
Some conditions under which the mapping RQ is upper semi-continuous or contin-
uous. 
Theorem 5.3.10 If G is a closed linear subspace of a metric linear space {X, d) then 
RG is upper semi-continuous on D{RG) if and only if for each closed subset N of G, 
N + RG'^{0) is closed. 
Proof. Suppose RQ is upper semi-continuous and N is a, closed subset of G. Let x 
be a hmit point of A^  + RQ^{0). Then there exists a sequence (x„) in N + Rc^{0) 
such that Xn ^ X. Suppose Xn — Qn + Vn where Qn ^ N and y„ G RQ^{Q). Since 
yn = Xn — Qn & RG^{0) by Obseivariou 5.3.3 (ii) gn G i?Gf(a:„) fl A'^ . The upper semi-
continuity of RG imphes RG{X) ON ^0 and so there exists some g G RG{X) H N. This 
gives X ~ g E RG\0), i.e., xeN + RG\0) and so N + RG\0) is closed. 
Conversely, suppose A^  + RG^{0) is closed for each closed subset A^  of G. Suppose 
RG is not upper semi-continuous on D{RG)- Then there exists an x G D{RG) and a 
sequence (a;„) in D{RG) such that a;„ ->• x, Rcixn) r\N ^^ but RG{X) f\N = ^. So, 
there exists ^o ^ RG{X) such that go ^ N and so a; ^ A'^  -I- /?Q^(0), contradicting that 
N + RG^ (0) is closed. Hence RG is upper semi-continuous. 
Remark 5.3.5. For normed linear spaces. Theorem 5.3.10 was proved in [96]. Some 
more results on the upper semicontinuity of the mapping RG given in normed linear 
spaces in [96], were proved in metric spaces in [80]. 
Next theorem proves the upper semi-continuity of RG when RG^{0) is boundedly 
compact (i.e., when every bounded sequence in RG^{Q) has a subsequence converging 
to an element of X). For nornied linear spaces this result was stated in [96]. 
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Theorem 5.3.11. / / G is a closed linear subspace of a metric linear space {X,d) 
such that RG^{0) is boundedly compact, then RG{X) is compact and Re is upper serm-
continuous on D{Rc). 
Proof. Let (^„) be an arbitrary sequence in RG{X), i.e., 
d{gn,g} < d{x,g) 
for aM g e G. Then {x - g^) i.s a bounded sequence in RG^{Q) and so, it has a 
subsequence (x - g„) -> x - 90 e ^ G H O ) ^ -RGHO) is also closed by Observation 
5.3.3(i). Consequently, (.g„) has a subsequence (^„.) -> c/o e RG{^) and hence RG{X) 
is compact. 
Now suppose A^  is a closed subset of G and 
B = {xeDiRc): RG{x)nN^^}. 
To show B is closed, let x be a limit point of B. Then there exists a sequence (x„) in 
B such that x„ -^ x. Now Xn E B =^ there exists ^„ G Rcixn) Ci N, n — 1,2,- • •. So 
d{gn,g) < d{x,„g) 
for aU ^ e G. This gives Xn — gn G Ro^i^) and is a bounded sequence as (x„) and 
(gn) are both bounded. Since RG^{0) is boundedly compact, there is a subsequence 
(x„. — n^-i) -^ X — go G ^G^O) ^ -^GHO) is also closed by Observation 5.3.3 (i). This 
gives go G RG{X) n N, i.e., x G B. Hence i ^ is upper semi-continuous. 
Remcirk 5.3.6. In case RG is single-valued (this is so if G is co-semi-Chebyshev), 
Theorem 5.3.10 and 5.3.11 give the continuity of RG on D{RG) and on X if G is also 
coproximinal. 
Remark 5.3.7. If RS,G{X) is the set of all those elements of G which belongs to RG{X) 
strongly (we say that '^ 0 G RG{X) strongly' if x 0 G and there exists an r(0 < r < 1) 
such that d{go,g) + rd{go, x) < d{x,g) for all g G G), the mapping RS^G '• x -^ RS,G{^) 
defined on D{RS^G) = {X G X : RS,G{X) 7^  0}, is called 'strong best coapproximation 
map.' For hnear subspace G of riormed linear spaces. Theorem 5.3.10, 5.3.11, and 
some other results have been proved for RS^G in [95]. 
5.4. E denotes a normed space. Throughout this section a subset C of E is said to be 
starshaped with respect to a point p G G if, for each x G G, the segment joining x to p 
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is contained in C (that is, Aa; + (1 — A)p G C for each x G C and real A with 0 < A < 1). 
C C £^  is said to be starshaped if it is starshaped with respect to one of its elements. 
A convex set obviously starshaped. A mapping T : E ^ E is nonexpansivc on £'(resp. 
on a subset C of E) if \\Tx - Ty\\ < \\x - y\\ for all x, yeE (rc<sp. for ciU x, y G C). The 
set of fixed point of T in E is denoted by F{T). Suppose x E E. An element y E C 
is called an element of best approximation of x if !|x — y\\ — inf^^r- li^ ^ — z\\. Shahzad 
[110] denoted by Pc{x) the set of all such elements y and the boundary of C by dC. 
In 1969, Brosowski [12] obtained the following result which generahzes a theorem 
of Meinardus [72]. 
T h e o r e m 5 .4 .1 . Let T : E -^ E be a linear and nonexpansive operator on E. Let C 
he a T-invariant subset of E and let x G F{T). If Pc{x) is nonempty, compact, and 
convex then Pc{i) H F{T) ^ (p. 
In 1979, Singh [116] observed that the hnearity of the operator T and the convexity 
of Pc{i) in Theorem 5.4.1 can be relaxed and gave the following extension of it. 
T h e o r e m 5.4.2. Let T : E ^^ E be a nonexpansive operator on E. Let C be a T-
invariant subset of E and let x G F{T). If Pc{x) is nonempty, compact, and starshaped, 
then Pc{x) n F{T) / 4>. 
Singh [116] showed that if D' = i^c(^) U {x}, then Theorem 5.4.2 remains vahd 
for T satisfying the condition of nonexpansiveness only on D'. Recently, Sahab, Khan 
and Sessa [107] generahzed Theorem 5.4.2 with the following result. 
T h e o r e m 5.4.3. Let T,I : E -^ E be operators, C be a subset of E such that 
T:dC-^C, andxe F{T) n F ( / ) . FuHher T and I satisfy 
\\Tx-Ty\\ < \\Ix-Iy\\ (5.4.1) 
for allx,y E D' = Pc{x)u{x} and let I be linear, continuous on Pc{x), and ITx = TIx 
for all x G Pc{^)- If Pc{^) ^^ nonempty, compact and starshaped with respect to a point 
p G F{I) and if I{Pc{x)) = Pc{x), then Pc{x) n F{T) n F ( / ) ^ cj). 
Remark 5 .4 .1 . In Theorem 5.4.3, the hypothesis that / is continuous implies that T 
is continuous. In [107] Sahab, Khan and Sessa used the continuity of both T and / . 
The following prehminary definitions and results are needed. 
Let {X, d) be a metric space and let T and / be self-mappings of X. The mappings 
T and / will be called /?,-weakly coinnmting on X, jjrovided there exists some 
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positive real nuinber R such that 
d{TIx,ITx) < Rd{TxJx) 
for each x ^ X. T and / will be called R-weakly coiniimting and a point x if 
d(TIx,ITx) < Rd{Tx,Ix) for some R> 0. Obviously, weak comniutativity implies R-
weak comniutativity. However, i?-weak commutativity implies weak comnmtativity 
only when R < I. For details of the above see Pant [85]. 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Pant 
Theorem 5.4.5. Let {X, d) he a complete metric space and let T, I : X ^^ X be 
R-weakly com,muting m,appings such that T{X) C I{X), and d{Tx,Ty) < d{Ix,Iy) 
whenever Ix ^ ly. If either T or I is continuous, then F{T) n F{I) is singleton. 
Let us continue this section Shahzad observe that even if in Theorem 5.4.3 the 
conditions of continuity and commutativity of operators are somewhat relaxed, the 
assertion of Theorem 5.4.3 remains vahd. Thus the following is interesting result, 
which is new in the sense that, unlike other authors (see Remark 5.4.1), this does not 
require both T and / to be continuous. 
Theorem 5.4.6. Let T,I : E ^ E be operators, C be a subset of E such that 
T:dC^ C, andx G F{T)nF{I). FurtherT and I satisfy (54.1) on D' = Pc{x)u{x} 
and let I be linear on Pc{i) and T,I be R-weakly commuting on Pc{i)- If Pci^) •^^  
nonempty, compact and starshaped with respect to p ^ F{I), if I(Pc{x)) = Pc{i), and 
if either T or I is continuous, then Pc{x) fl F{T) fl ^(7) 7^  0. 
Proof. Firstly, it shown that T : Pc{i) -> -fc(x). Let y e Pcix) and hence ly G Pc{i) 
since I(Pcix)) = Pc{x). Then y e dC (see Hick and Humphries [46]) implymg that 
Ty e C, since T :dC -^C. It foUows firom (5.4.1) that 
\\Ty-x\\ = \\Ty-Tx\\ < \\Iy - Ix\\ = \\Iy - x\\ 
and therefore Ty G Pc{x)-
Let us define a sequence of maps T„: 
TnX = (1 - kn)p+ knTx, 
where A;„ is a fixed sequence of positive numbers less than 1 and converging to 1. Each 
r„ maps Pcix) into itself because T : Pc(x) -> Pc{x) and Pcix) is starshaped with 
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respect to p. Since / is linear and /?-weakly coimnutes with T on Pci^), 
T,Jx = {I — k„)Ip + k„TIx, 
IT„x = (1 - kn)Ip + knITx, 
and 
\\TJx-IT„x\\ = kn\\TIx-ITx\\ 
< knR\\Tx~Ix\\ 
< R\\Tx-Ix\\ 
for all x G Pci^)- Thus T^ and / are i?-weakly commuting on Pc{x) for each n and 
TniPcix)) C I{Pc{x)). Also, 
\\TnX - r„r/|| = fc„||Ta; - Tyjl < kn\\Ix - Iy\\ < \\Ix - Iy\\ 
whenever Ix ^ ly. 
Since either T or / is continuous, according to Theorem 5.4.5 F(T„)nF( / ) = {x„} 
for each n. Since Pc{x) is compact, {xn} has a subsequence {Xr^} —> z (say) in Pcix). 
Let us suppose that the mapping T is continuous. Since 
as z —> oo, that z — Tz, that is z G -Pc(^) H -F(T). Since T„ and / are i?-weakly 
commuting, 
\\TnJXn, - /7;.x„. | | < i?||r„.x„. - /a;„.||. 
On letting i —)• oo, the above inequality yields IT^Xni -^ Tz — z since T„.x„. = /a;„_ = 
Xm- Since T(Pc(^)) ^ -PcC )^ = H{Pc{x)) it follows from z = Tz that there exists 
•2^1 £ A^C^) such that z = Tz = /z i . Now 
This inequaUty on letting i —>• CXD implies that Tz = Tz\ since ITrnXm -^ Tz and 
Thus z = Tz = Tzi = Izi. This in turn imphes that 
\\Tz-Iz\\ = \\TIz,-ITzi\\ < R\\Tz,-Iz,\\ = 0, 
that is, z — Tz = Iz and hence 
Pcix) n F{T) n F{i) ^ <p. 
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The same conclusion is found when / is assumed to be contiimous since continuity of 
/ imphes continuity of T. 
Shahzad [110] improved and extended Theorem 5.4.3 of Sahab (;t al. [107] for 
noncommuting maps. 
5.5. E denotes a Banach space. Tturoughout this paper let C be a subset of E and 
T,I : E -^ E. Then T is called nonexpansive on C if ||T,7; — Ty'i] < \\x - y\\ for all 
x,y E^ C. The set of fixed points of T (resp. /) is denoted by F{T) (resp. F( / ) ) . 
The set C is called p-starshaped with p G C if fcx + (1 — k)p G C for aU .x G C and 
all real k with 0 < k < I. The mappings T and / are said to be (1) cornnmting on 
C if ITx = TIx for all x ^ C; (2) i?-weakly commuting on C [85] if there exists a 
real number R > 0 such that \\TIx — ITx\\ < R\\Tx — Ix\\ for all x G C. Suppose 
the set C is p-starshaped with p G F{I) and is both T- and /-invariant. Then T and 
I are called (3) i?-subcommuting on C if there exists a real number R > 0 such that 
\\TIx - ITx\\ < {R/k)\\{kTx + (1 - k)p) - Ix\\ for all a: G C and all k G (0,1). It 
is obvious that commutativity implies /?-subcommutativity, but the converse is not 
true in general as the following simple shows: Let E — R with the usual norm and 
C = [1, oo). Define T,I :E^ Ehy 
Tx = Ax- 3, Ix = 2 x ^ - 1 
for all X e E. Then C is p-starshaped with p = 1 G F{I) and is both T- and /-invariant. 
Also. T and / are /?-subcommuting on C but not commuting on C. 
Suppose X E X. An element x G C is called best C-approximant to x if ||x — x|| = 
d{x, C), where d{x, C) = inf{||x — y|| : y G C}. The set of all such elements is denoted 
by Pc{i)-
A Banach space E is said to satisfy Opial's condition [84] if for every sequence 
{Xn\ C E converging weakly to y G E, 
lim inf ||x„ — y\\ < lim inf |ix„ — xll 
holds for all a; 7^  y. A map T : C —>• C is demiclosed if the conditions x„ G C, x„ ^ x 
weakly, Tx„ —> Y strongly imply that Tx — y. 
In 1995, Junck and Sessa [55] proved the following result in best approximation 
theory using the concept of commuting maps. 
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Theorem 5.5.1. LetTJ : E ^ E and let C d E he such that T{dC) C C and 
X G F{T) n F{I). Further T and I satisfy 
\\Tx-Ty\\ < \\Ix-Iy\\ (5.5.1) 
for all X, y G Pc{x)\j{x}. Suppose that / is affiiie and continuous in the weak and strong 
topology on Pc{i) and I{Pc{x)) = Pc{x). If Pc{S:) is nonempty, weakly compact and 
p-starshaped with p 6 F{I), T and / are commuting on Pc{x), and if E satisfies Opial's 
condition, then Pdx) n F{T) n F{I) ^ (j). 
Theorem 5.5.1 was extended by [111] to a class of nonconunuting maps. In The-
orem 5.5.1, the continuity of / in the strong topology imphes the continuity of T. 
However, Shahzad [111] does not require the continuity of both T and / in the strong 
topology, as in [110]. Shahzad [111] needed the following lemma, which is a special 
case of Theorem 5.5.1 of Pant [85]. 
Lemma 5.5.1. Let {X,d) he a complete metric space and T,I : E -^ E R-weakly 
commuting mappings such that T(X) C I{X). Further T and I satisfy 
d{Tx,Ty) < kd{lxjy) 
for all x,y ^ X with Ix ^ ly and some k G (0,1). / / either T and I is continuous, 
then F(T) D F{I) is singleton. 
The following result contains Theorem [6] of [55]. 
Theorem 5.5.2. Let C C E he weakly compact, and let T,I : C -^ C he such that 
T{C) C I{C). Further T and I satisfy (5.5.1) for allx,y E C. Suppose T is continuous 
in the strong topology, and I is affine and continuous in the weak topology. If C is 
p-starshaped with p E F(I), T and I are R-subcommuting, and if either (a) I — T is 
demiclosed or (h) E satisfies Opial condition then F{T) fl F{I) ^ 4>. 
Proof. Define for each n > 1, a mapping T„ by T„a; = k^Tx -f (1 — A;„)p, where 
{kn\ C (0,1) is sequence such that A;„ —>^ 1 as n -> oo. Since C is p-starshaped and 
T{C) C /(C), i t follows that each T„ maps C into itself with T„(C) C /(C). Again, 
since T, / are /?-sub commuting, p £ F{I)., and / is affine, it imphes that 
| | r„/x - / r„x | | = fe„||T/x - ITx\\ < R\\{k„Tx + (1 - fc„)p) - Ix\\ = R\\T,,x - Ix\\ 
for all X G C. Thus T„ and / are /?-weakly commuting. Moreo\'er, 
||T„x - Tr,y\\ = krrWTx - Ty\\ < A:„||/x - Iy\\ 
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for all x,y e C. Also C is complete because the weak topology is Hausdorff and C 
is weakly compact. By Lemma 5.5.1, F(T„) fl F(I) = {Xn} for each n. It further 
implies that there exists a subsequence {x„,} of {x„} such that x„, -^ XQ & C weakly 
as m —>^ oo. By the weak continuity of / , we obtain XQ € F{I). As in the proof of 
Theorem 6 of [55], it can be obtained (/ — T)x„, —>• 0 strongly. If (a) holds, then 
(/ — T)XQ = 0, that is TXQ = XQ. If (b) holds then, again as in the proof of Theorem 6 
of [55], Txo = xo. hence F{T) 0 F{I) ^ (p. 
The following theorem extends Theorem 5.5.1 to a class of non commuting maps. 
Theorem 5.5.3. Let T, I : E -^ E and let C C E be such that T{dC) C C and 
X 6 F{T) n F[I). Further T and I satisfy (5.5.1) for all x,y 6 Pc{i-) U {x}. Suppose 
T is continuous in the strong topology on Pc{x), I is affine and continuous in the weak 
topology on Pc{i), cind I{Pc{x)) = Pc{i)- if Pc{^) is nonempty, weakly compact and 
p-starshaped with p G F{I), T and I are R-sub commuting on Pdi), and if E satisfies 
Opial's condition, then Pc{i) H F{T) fl F{I) ^ (p. 
Proof. Let y G Pci^)- Then, as in the proof of Theorem 4 of [55], Ty G Pc{i)-
Consequently, T{Pc{x)) C Pc{x) = /(Pc(£))- Now Theorem 5.5.2 (b) further implies 
that Pc{x) n F{T) n F{I) ^ (j). 
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